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Abstract
Non-Sequential Tool Interaction Strategies for Sea-of-Gates Layout Synthesis
by

Glenn David Adams
Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science
UNIVERSITY of CALIFORNIA at BERKELEY

Professor Carlo H. Séquin, Chair
This research focuses on strategies for managing the interaction among tools for the
automated VLSI layout synthesis of regular macro-modules, such as bit-slice datapaths. Compact
layouts for such macro-modules may be constructed by including the module’s external wiring in
the leaf cell layout. However, in most automated layout systems, module and leaf cell layouts are
performed by separate non-interacting tools. Leaf cell layouts are synthesized in advance, stored in
a library, and then customized to fit the placement and wiring of a particular module via stretching
and/or wiring personalization. This approach limits the possible customizations for a cell and the
possible layouts for a module, particularly when the use of pre-fabricated transistor arrays (as in
Sea-of-Gates) precludes the stretching of cells.
To overcome this limitation, I have developed a model for macro-module layout that
employs a high degree of tool interaction. The module floor planner decides the relative placement
and shape of function blocks that minimizes external wiring while maximizing the amount of over
the cell routing. Cell layouts are provided on demand by the SoGOLaR automatic cell generator;
their quality and feasibility are, in turn, dependent on the constraints imposed by the external wiring.
This model can easily accommodate modules with non-uniform function blocks.
Inter-tool communication is handled by maintaining a database of layouts based on a data
structure that contains both the layout state and associated metrics. The database handles all layout
requests, and maintains a history of both successful and unsuccessful synthesis attempts, all while
imposing few restrictions on tool interaction.
A separate failure handler is employed to remedy situations where the normal tool interaction sequence produces a floor plan that cannot be routed or no longer meets specified constraints.
The handler will undo portions of the layout and re-invoke the synthesis tools, altering their control
parameters and constraints to guide them toward a more promising solution. Repetition is prevented
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by restricting constraint alterations and by checking the layout database for previous failed layout
attempts. Remedies are controlled by a greedy strategy that is significantly less complex than
general backtracking methods.

Carlo H. Séquin
Dissertation Chair
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Background
The field of VLSI (Very Large Scale Integration) chip design provides a rich and varied
domain in which to study the process of design engineering. Much of the interest in and effort
devoted to VLSI design is driven by the large and growing complexity of VLSI chips. A casual
observation of microprocessors and memory chips indicates that the number of transistors placed
on one VLSI chip doubles roughly every two years. This means that the number of alternatives for
implementing a given chip design, although finite, has grown well beyond the ability of a single
human designer to comprehend and the capability of current or currently proposed computers to
enumerate. In this context, the objective of computer aids for VLSI design is to assist the human
designer(s) in choosing from among the myriad of possibilities the implementation that minimizes
the desired combination of area, power and delay characteristics.
The first task in the VLSI design process is invariably to specify what chip is to be
designed. Although the initial specification language of VLSI designs is often English, Japanese,
or German, we are most interested in machine processable design representation formats, since
only these may serve as the input to computer aided design tools. Many such design representation
formats exist, these may be ordered into different levels of abstraction based on their information
content and the specific design concerns they address[1][2]. These levels may be described as
follows:
Behavioral Level This level captures the specification of how the proposed system will behave
in a manner that does not constrain the design to a particular implementation. Machine
processable specifications at this level invariably are written in a formal hardware description
language such as VHDL[3].
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Register-Transfer Level This level describes a system’s implementation as a set of register, logic,
arithmetic, and memory blocks and the connections among them. This provides the overall
structure of the system without specifying the actual circuits to be used.
Circuit Level At this level, each transistor to be used in the design is represented explicitly as part
of either a schematic net-list or a logic level representation that can be mapped directly into
a net-list.
Symbolic Layout Level This level describes the geometric realization of the circuits on a silicon
chip. This level contains the location of the transistors and the paths taken by the interconnecting wires.
Mask Level At this level, the design is represented by a set of lithographic masks where each mask
corresponds to a step in the chip fabrication process. The features to be placed on the chip are
described by rectangles inscribed on each mask. A design specified at this level is considered
ready for fabrication.
The above classes are not meant to be rigidly precise. In practice, designers may use
different levels of abstraction in different parts of the design or may use information associated with
a lower level to annotate an otherwise higher level description.
From a design process point of view, the levels of abstraction described may be viewed
as a set of boundaries through which design activities may be partitioned into distinct steps in
order to manage their complexity. We refer to this partitioning strategy as task decomposition.
Each design step contains a synthesis phase in which the current design representation is refined
through optimization or the adding of structural detail to produce a representation at the same or
lower level of abstraction. Verification completes the design step, ensuring that the resultant design
representation is functionally equivalent to the initial one. Collectively, the set of steps needed to
produce a fabrication ready representation of a design is called a design path.
To reduce the amount of effort needed to complete each design step, designers will
partition a design into pieces, perform the design step on each piece separately, and later merge the
pieces. This strategy, known a hierarchical decomposition may be employed recursively, resulting
in a design representation consisting of a tree of component blocks. Hierarchical decomposition has
proven useful because both human and computer aided design steps often have complexity that is
super-linear in the size of the design. Thus, splitting the task reduces the overall effort, even when
the overhead of splitting and merging the pieces is taken into account. A further advantage is that
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parts of a design often can be decomposed into identical sub-structures, allowing the design work
for that sub-structure to be re-used.
Although hierarchical and task decomposition reduce complexity by allowing design tasks
to proceed independently, they do not entirely eliminate the the need for feedback among design
steps or components. Components in a hierarchy must be designed such that they fit together
electrically and geometrically on a chip. Optimizing a design representation during a given task
may require information that is only fully revealed by performing subsequent tasks. Ignoring this
interaction among parts will adversely affect the quality or even the feasibility of the design.
In our research we study tool integration, this being the handling of interactions among
design step and hierarchical decompositions in the context of a framework of automated CAD tools.
The investigation focuses on tool interaction in the context of synthesizing physical layout, i.e. the
transformation of a circuit from its net-list specification to its geometric realization. The approach
we use is to explicitly incorporate knowledge about interactions across hierarchical and design task
boundaries into an automated layout system. To simplify the process of using known good layout
algorithms in our system, we have chosen to alter individual tools as little as possible. Our approach
is to use design interaction knowledge to alter the operating constraints and metrics of the individual
tools in a way that increases the performance of the overall layout system.
The rest of this chapter is devoted to motivating and outlining our approach to tool
integration. The next section begins with a brief overview of layout styles and layout synthesis
systems, focusing on issues that involve tool interaction. We then briefly describe our approach,
emphasizing those elements that contrast it from previous work. The last section contains an
overview of the layout system that embodies our approach.

1.1 Background
1.1.1

Layout Styles and Layout Methods
The term layout refers to the transformation of circuits from a structural representation

(usually a net-list) to a geometric representation suitable for fabrication. The task of layout is
determined primarily by the class of circuits to be processed and the constraints imposed by
the target VLSI manufacturing technology. This dissertation focuses on the layout of digital
circuits implemented by a set of transistors and the network of connections1 among them. These
1

Each set of electrically connected nodes is a net, hence the term net-list
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transistors and wires are to be fabricated in CMOS[4] (Complimentary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor)
technology. CMOS technology implements field-effect transistors where a voltage applied to the
gate controls the current flow between the transistor’s source and drain terminals. Electrically,
transistors in CMOS come in two types, N-type and P-type; this refers to the type of diffusion
used for the source and drain terminals. The transistors are fabricated on a planar substrate, while
the interconnect is fabricated by depositing layers of metallization on top of the transistors. The
technology targeted by our system uses two layers of metallization. Within this context, layout is
the task of embedding transistors in a plane in a way that allows the completion of interconnect with
two layers above the plane in a dense and compact manner.
As with the overall VLSI design process, there are an extremely large number of alternatives for the layout of a given circuit. To reduce this complexity, designers will impose conventions
on how transistors and wires may be oriented before beginning the layout task. A set of such
conventions is called a layout style[5]. Layout style is important because it strongly influences both
the complexity of the layout task and the quality (i.e. small area, low delay and/or power) of the
resulting circuit. In the following taxonomy of layout styles, we illustrate the tradeoff between
design labor required and layout quality achieved.
At one extreme are array based approaches, such as PLAs[6][7] and Weinberger arrays[8].
Here the input circuit (expressed as a two-level Boolean logic function and a transistor net-list
respectively) is converted directly to transistor tiles. Wiring is performed implicitly by the abutting
of tiles, no explicit routing algorithm is employed. More flexible array approaches, as exemplified
by the gate matrix layout style[9], allow routing only on restricted paths so that simple algorithms
may be used. In each case, the simplicity of layout is achieved by restricting the geometry that is
produced. This restriction limits the quality of layout, particularly as the size of the input circuit
exceeds 100 transistors.
At the other extreme is the approach that allows total freedom in the placement and
orientation of both transistors and wires. As illustrated by Baltus and Allen[10], the lack of
geometric constraints on transistors leads to an extremely complex layout task that is difficult to
model in an automated layout system. Because of the complexity, the approach is reserved for
layouts where the highest quality is required and maximum effort may be expended. An example of
this is the layout of a memory cell that will be replicated in an array to form a large memory block.
Such memory blocks are a common component of digital VLSI chips[11].
Note that the tiling method used to produce such a memory block is similar to the gate
array layout style in that each method uses wiring by abutment to avoid solving a general wire
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routing problem. The difference is that with gate arrays transistors are replicated to form a general
circuit whereas in the function block the basic tile is an entire circuit.
In between these extremes lie a set of layout styles in which transistors are constrained
to lie in rows while the wiring may take arbitrary paths over the transistors and/or between the
rows. These are referred to collectively as row-based layout styles[12]. In CMOS, by far the most
common row-based layout styles use alternating rows of P- and N- type transistors to implement
complimentary logic (also known as static CMOS) circuits[13]. Static CMOS circuits are suited
for these styles because they always contain equal numbers of P- and N- type transistors.
From a design automation point of view, this class of layout styles is very important
because the restrictions on transistor geometry are not as onerous as those in gate array styles and
yet allow for the use of automated layout tools. Individual row-based layout styles are distinguished
by the type of routing restrictions employed. These styles and the layout systems that implement
them will be discussed in a later section.

1.1.2

Hierarchical and Task Decomposition
Although the selection of a proper layout style is important, it is not the only complexity

management method used in layout synthesis. Modern VLSI digital chips are not a monolithic
collection of transistors but are a heterogeneous mixture of circuit blocks and layout styles. Constructing such chips involves the use of both hierarchical decomposition and task decomposition.
In this section, we illustrate how these techniques are used in layout synthesis and thereby illustrate
some basic principles common to all modern VLSI layout synthesis systems. Since our focus is
on tool interaction, we emphasize situations where interdependencies arise among layout synthesis
software tools operating on different tasks or on different levels of hierarchy.
As mentioned previously, the primary tasks in layout synthesis are the arrangement and
orientation of blocks, known as placement and the finding of paths for the interconnecting wires,
known as routing. The interdependence among these tasks arises from the manner in which they
are organized. Ideally, the placement and routing tasks would be organized as follows2:

while(Best layout not good enough)
Form new trial placement;
Route trial placement;
2

Since all of the work described in this dissertation was implemented in the C programming language, we use a C-style
syntax in our pseudo-code descriptions.
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Evaluate area/delay/power of resulting layout;
If (New layout better than current best layout)
Best layout = New layout;

Layout systems do not operate in this way because the complexity of routing3 is so high
that only a very few (possibly only one) trial placements can be fully routed.
Thus, in automated layout systems the placement task is a separate optimization problem
using a metric that approximates the metrics of the final layout[15]. The most common proxy for
routability is to estimate the length of all nets. One method for estimating the length of a net is to
take the half-perimeter of the bounding rectangle formed by the pins of the net. Another approach
is to model a net as the complete graph of its pins and use an appropriately weighted distance for
each edge. This measure may be supplemented by an estimate of congestion, such as measuring
the number of nets crossing a particular cut-line[16]. The key aspect of these estimation methods is
that values may be obtained without doing any routing.
Two kinds of errors may appear when a placement based on wiring estimates is subsequently routed. First, because the location of wires is not specified during placement, wires
may become congested locally and exceed the amount of space available at a particular location.
Secondly, the final wiring length of a particular net may exceed its estimate. This becomes critical
when nets have bounds placed on their length derived from signal delay bounds.
The effect of the errors is that the wiring of the chip or block may fail to complete without
modifying its placement. This issue is complicated by the fact that the original placement tool uses
a proxy rather than an explicit model of the routing. We will discuss methods of addressing this
issue in the detailed exposition of layout systems in the next section.
Hierarchical decomposition in layout synthesis is accomplished by augmenting net-lists
with an abstraction mechanism called a block. Previously, we described a circuit net-list as a set of
transistors and a set of nets, where each net is a list of transistor pins to be connected. The block
mechanism encapsulates and abstracts the net-list of the objects (blocks or transistors) within it.
Nets that must connect to nodes outside the block are abstracted by adding a pin for that net to the
block. On the outside of the block, a connection made to a pin on the block represents a connection
to the pins of the sub-net inside the block. Applying this mechanism recursively results in a tree
3

Both placement and routing are NP hard for at least one dimension and at least two layers of wiring[14].
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Figure 1.1: A cell and its block abstraction
of circuit blocks with transistors being the leaf elements of the tree. Figure 1.1 illustrates the block
abstraction mechanism as exemplified by a static CMOS 2-input NAND gate.
Many VLSI layout systems use different synthesis tools on different levels of the net-list
hierarchy[17]. Typically, the boundary is at the transistor-level where the layout of circuits at the
transistor level is handled by a different tool from the block-level synthesis tool4. This approach
allows the macro-block layout tool to operate on the block abstraction of the circuit, freeing it from
the details of implementing the chosen layout style. In turn, the automatic cell layout tools use
specialized algorithms geared to the known interconnection pattern of transistors (gate, source, and
drain) and the particular layout style.
Because both the macro-block and cell layout tools are performing the same function,
their operation is interdependent. The focal point of this interdependence is the geometric interface
of the cell, specifically its shape and pin positions. The placement and routing of the cells that
form a macro-block is dependent on the cell’s shape, size and pin positions, since ultimate the subblocks must fit together efficiently without overlap. Thus, the top level tool must have a reasonable
approximation of the layout of the sub-blocks. However, performing the layout of cells first may
overconstrain the operation of the macro-block level tool. A cell layout that is locally optimal may
not be globally optimal when it is combined with the other cells of the macro-block.
A similar interaction occurs in those layout systems that treat the net-list as immutable and
exploit its structure to simplify the layout task. For example the a typical processor datapath consists
of a set of function blocks to be placed side by side where each block is a one- or two-dimensional
array of circuit cells. By performing the layout of the function blocks first, the layout synthesis of
4

Sc2D[18] is the notable exception to this
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the top level can be reduced from a two-dimensional task to a one-dimensional one. The details of
how these module assemblers operate will be discussed in the next section.
The interdependencies associated with hierarchical interaction at the tool level also appear
when examining the behavior of individual layout algorithms. For instance, many layout systems
create hierarchy in the course of layout through the use of algorithms that employ the “divide and
conquer” paradigm. An important example is the mincut placement algorithm in which blocks are
placed into either two[19] or four[20] roughly equal regions so as to minimize the number of nets
that cross the region boundary. At each step the algorithm must also balance the relative sizes of the
sub-regions along with the sizes of the blocks. This step is employed recursively until each block
occupies its own region. Similar algorithms[21][22] exist for wire routing as well.
Interdependencies across the boundaries created by these algorithms account in part for
the sub-optimal performance of these algorithms on some problems and for the lack of provable
guarantees regarding the performance of any hierarchical layout algorithm. The scope of this
dissertation extends beyond the behavior of a single algorithm or group of algorithms, and we do
not purport to resolve interdependencies within an algorithm to improve its performance specifically.
We include individual algorithms in this discussion because many existing layout systems attempt
to handle tool interaction by improving on the basic algorithms outlined above. These strategies
and the systems that use them are the subject of the next section.

1.1.3

Tool Interaction in Layout Systems
The above section presented an abstraction of techniques that are applied in a variety of

layout systems. To fully understand these techniques and to provide a context for our research, it is
necessary to discuss specific systems and contexts. Practical layout systems are a combination of
layout styles and methods of task and hierarchical decomposition. The number of combinations and
thus the number and diversity of layout systems is quite large. Rather than simply enumerate these
combinations, the discussion focuses on how layout systems handle the interdependencies among
their component tools. In particular, we discuss those instances where a tool has been modified
or created to handle a particular interdependency. However, many existing layout systems do not
have an explicit strategy for handling tool interaction. In these cases we reach our conclusions by
studying the task partitioning in these systems and its implications for the component tools.
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Standard Cell Layout
We begin the discussion with layout systems built for the standard cell[12] layout style.
The standard cell layout style is an example of a row-based layout style, in which static CMOS
circuits are implemented by rows of P- and N- transistors. Each row contains transistors of one
type placed horizontally adjacent to one another. The P- and N- transistor rows are then stacked
vertically, with transistors that use the same gate input net vertically aligned. To create the input
net-list for this layout style, a large circuit block is decomposed into a collection of relatively simple
logic functions which may be implemented using one or at most two rows. The macro-block is
produced by abutting the cells to form one or more long rows. To make this abutment feasible, the
internal wiring for each cell is routed within the boundaries of the row of transistors as much as
possible. Usually, the power supply rails run parallel to the transistor rows to form this boundary.
The external wiring among cells is routed in the regions between rows. These regions are called
channels and the routing problem where pins appear on two sides of the routing region is called the
channel routing problem[23]. Part of a cell’s internal wiring includes the wiring for connections
that extend outside the cell. This is done by routing wires from the interior of the cell to pins on the
two sides perpendicular to the transistor rows. Figure1.2 illustrates the typical cell and macro-block
arrangements for this type of layout.
A key feature of this system is that the macro-block and cell layouts are performed by
entirely different tools with very little interaction. The number of different types of elementary
circuits needed to form large digital macro-blocks is relatively small, usually on the order of 100
types of circuits. Because each cell is small, of standard shape, and has no external wiring going
through it, there is very little to be gained by customizing the layout of every cell instance. Thus,
the layout of each gate is done once in advance for each kind of cell, either manually or with an
automated tool, and every instance of that cell uses the same layout. The layouts are stored in a
library along with the block abstraction for use by the macro-block layout tool.
This approach minimizes the interaction between the different layout tools but complicates
the layout problem at the block level. Since a macro-block may contain tens or even hundreds of
thousands of these elementary logic cells, the placement and routing tasks require automated
methods. Because of this complexity, the cost of producing a placement that subsequently cannot
be routed is very high.
One method employed to reduce this cost is to sub-divide the routing and placement tasks.
For instance, the placement task is often divided into initial and refinement steps where the steps are
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differentiated by scope. In an initial placement step, any cell may be placed in any position, while
in the refinement step the set of cells to be considered and the distance a cell may be moved are
restricted. In standard cell layout, the initial placement step assigns each cell to a location in a row
to minimize a simple global objective function usually consisting of estimated wiring length and
the maximum width of a row. This initial good placement is refined by swapping cells within the
confines of a region, usually a row or a portion of a few rows. The swapping of cells is facilitated
by the fact that the cells are of nearly equal size and shape.
The routing task is also split into global and detailed steps differentiated by their wiring
model. In global routing, wiring segments are assigned to channels with the objective of minimizing
net length and minimizing overall channel height by evening out the distribution of wiring in
channels. Channel height is measured by computing density, which is the maximum number of nets
that cross any cut line in the channel. The global router uses feed-throughs in cell rows whenever a
wire segment must enter or exit a channel and no connection to a cell exists. Some feed-throughs are
built into the layout of cells; if the global router must explicitly insert them, their cost is included in
the objective function. The resulting wiring problem is then fed to a detailed channel router which
can now operate on each channel independently.
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Task sub-division provides the flexibility to use more than one cost function or wiring
model in a given layout task. Because this advantage alone is not enough to overcome the problems
caused by doing routing after placement, some row-based layout systems[24] integrate the functions
of placement refinement and global routing. A simple method of accomplishing this objective is to
place the tasks into an iteration loop beginning with a global routing of the initial placement. This
allows the placement refinement step to use the more sophisticated global routing cost function,
using wire segment lengths instead of half-perimeter estimates and taking into account channel
density and number of feed-throughs.
Since the movement of blocks changes the global routing of both the nets attached to the
displaced blocks and the nets that are in the vicinity of the displacements, each block move triggers a
substantial recomputation of the global routing. Furthermore, these changes may affect the utility of
further moves, rendering inaccurate any attempt to compute the net-length and congestion resulting
after several such moves. These added complexities mean that this method is used only for short
moves and therefore can achieve only incremental improvement of the quality of layout.
These limitations have provided the motivation for developing systems that attempt to
perform placement and global routing simultaneously. Most of these systems use a top-down
partitioning algorithm based on either a quadrisection[20][25] or a 2xN grid structure[26]. Some
form of global routing is then used to assign nets to paths among the rooms in the partition; the
aforementioned grid structures have been chosen because efficient algorithms exist for performing
this assignment. The combined partitioning/global routing procedure is then applied recursively.
This allows the global routing paths at one level to influence the partitioning of blocks at the next
lower level.
The primary drawback to these algorithms is that they do not eliminate interdependencies
at hierarchical boundaries. Instead, the effects of interdependencies are manifested in the internal
operation of the algorithm. For instance, at the top-level, blocks whose proper placement is near the
middle of the target region may be arbitrarily assigned to one side or the other of the first cut-line
in order to minimize the number of nets crossing said line. Although the subsequent use of global
routing information can compensate for these effects at lower levels, it cannot completely undo them.
This has led to the development of more sophisticated approaches to partitioning[27][28] in which
blocks partitioned at one level may actually cross over previously formed cut-lines. Unfortunately,
there is no way to directly integrate global routing with this particular partitioning method.
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Figure 1.3: The standard cell layout as a component of a macro-block layout
Macro-block Layout
A similar approach to minimizing tool interaction can be seen in the placement and
routing of macro-blocks. The macro-block layout problem is more general than row-based layout
in that blocks may possess different sizes and aspect ratios, may have pins on all four sides and
may assume arbitrary relative positions (i.e. blocks are not fitted into rows). Wiring among the
macro-blocks may be routed in channels between blocks or may be allowed to pass through the
blocks on metallization layers not used by the block’s internal wiring. While restricting the wiring
to channels may be less area and net-length efficient, it does permit the use of the channel routers
already developed for row-based layout systems. Allowing wires to pass over the interior of blocks
begets a more complex area routing[29] problem. By supporting a more general placement and
wiring model, the macro-block level tool is able to accept blocks produced by any of the layout
styles mentioned above, including macro-blocks produced by a row-based layout system. This
principle is illustrated in Figure 1.3.
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At one time, macro-block placement was considered a special case of the floor planning
problem, in which individual blocks are allowed to vary their aspect ratio and pin positions. Early
approaches to floor planning, such as Mason[30], combine a top-down partitioning of blocks with
a bottom-up grouping of blocks into floor plan templates. In this context, a floor plan template is
simply the sub-division of a rectangle into two or more rectangles; each of the sub-divisions is called
a room. Since the number of topologically distinct floor plan templates is an exponential function
of the number of rooms allowed[31], templates were typically limited to at most four or five rooms.
Templates with four or fewer rooms are known as slicing structures[32]; using only these templates
simplifies the problem of choosing an ordering for routing the channels between rooms.
The lack of uniformity in both the input blocks and their relative placements makes the
interdependencies among levels of hierarchy even more manifest in floor planners than in row-based
layout. For instance, in Mason blocks are partitioned according to a cost function that considers only
the aggregate size of each partition and the wiring cost among the partitions. This approach may
therefore assign a group of blocks that fit well together geometrically into different partitions. As
the partitions are further sub-divided, this may result in a partition being occupied by blocks whose
shapes do not fit well together. This is especially true when individual blocks are “hard” (i.e. of
fixed shape) as in the macro-block placement problem. Grouping blocks together in a “bottom-up”
fashion with a clustering metric[33] can often find these locally good groups of blocks. However,
there is no guarantee that at the top-level the groups will fit together to meet global objectives or
constraints.
The similarity of this type of interdependencies to those found in row-based layout has
driven the development of analogous approaches to simultaneous placement and global routing.
Hierarchical systems were developed in the context of both floor planning[31] and macro-block
place and route[34]. Several such tools[35][36] explicitly attempt to combine top-down partitioning
with bottom-up clustering.
More recent efforts have integrated sub-tasks more tightly by performing them on a
common data structure. For example, in the CODAR area router[37], a grid of capacity constraints
is made a part of the underlying wiring grid. This allows the tool to change the path of wire
segments (a process known as rip-up and reroute) on a global scale if necessary. Further work in
macro-block[38] and row-based[39] place and route focuses on developing a single data structure
that combines global routing with space allocation.
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1.2 Motivation and Context
As seen in the previous section, many layout systems address tool interdependency issues
through the development and improvement of specific algorithms. Wherever possible, the interfaces
between tools are made as simple as possible, even at the expense of making the tools at each end
of the interface more complicated. In particular, the tools that perform layout at the macro-block
level are expected to use the modules supplied to them as is, with little attempt made at customizing
the input blocks. Rather than graft our approach onto a layout system where tool interaction is
minimized, we demonstrate our ideas in the context of creating high-performance macro-modules
from customized cells.
In this section, we describe this layout context and contrast it to the methods presented
earlier. We then present a brief description of our system for automated layout in this context in
order to contrast it with existing approaches and to motivate the more detailed description given in
the next section.

1.2.1

Layout by Cell Assembly
Our research focuses on the layout of macro-modules whose circuitry has a regular

structure. An important and illustrative class of macro-blocks with this structure are datapaths with
a bit-slice organization[40]. A bit-slice datapath consists of a number of function blocks, such as
memory cells, register files, shifters, ALUs and the like, where each of the function blocks operates
on a number of bits in parallel. To process bits in parallel, each function block consists of an array
of similar cells. The wires among the cells in a function block form a regular pattern of signal
propagation. Typical patterns within a function block would include a control signal that connects
a separate control cell to the same input in each of the function block’s cells, or a connection to
propagate the output of one cell to the input of an adjacent one. This latter type of connection
would be found in counters or shift register blocks, for example. A bit-slice consists of a row of
interconnected cells where each cell is part of a different function block. Collectively, these cells
perform all needed processing for one data bit. The wiring that propagates the data in each bit slice
may use point-to-point connections or shared data busses.
As seen in the above example, not all cells in a regular a macro-module need to be
identical, nor must all wires follow a rigid pattern. However, the degree to which a module is
regular greatly influences the utility and complexity of any layout technique designed specifically
to exploit a module’s regular structure. When a block consists of an array of like cell instances,
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Figure 1.4: Replicating a memory cell to form a memory block
the cell is laid out only once and the result is replicated to create the block. Because the wiring
has a regular structure as well, the cell layout contains not only its own wiring but also the external
wiring that must pass through it in order to wire the block. This allows the entire block to be routed
by cell abutment without any external wiring channels. An example of how a memory cell can be
replicated to form a block of memory is given in Figure 1.4.
The layout process used for regular structured macro-blocks is called cell assembly. The
cell assembly may be divided into the following tasks:
1. Selecting a floor plan for the macro-block. This includes finding an arrangement of cells that
produces a regular wiring pattern and finding a suitable aspect ratio (ratio of width to height)
for the block.
2. Translating the wiring pattern and aspect ratio of the block to pin location and aspect ratio
constraints for each cell.
3. Performing the layout of each cell.
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4. Producing the layout of the block by replicating the layout of its constituent cell(s).
For a block with a single type of cell, the first two steps of this process are usually
straightforward. If the macro-block has several types of cells as in the datapath example, the floor
planning task is expanded to include determining the relative placement of the function blocks.
Also, the floor planning task must match the pitch of each of the function blocks in a bit slice. For
instance, if the register file uses a memory cell that processes a single bit and the ALU processes
two bits in one cell, then the ALU cell must be twice the height of the memory cell for them to
match when placed side by side.
Compared to a general layout system, the use of a specialized layout approach for regular
structure macro-blocks provides several advantages. First, this layout approach can fit blocks
together to produce results of very high quality by directly minimizing both the length of external
wires and the area used by the block. Cell assembly also preserves the circuit hierarchy created
by the designer, this can simplify simulation and verification tasks. However, this approach is very
labor intensive relative to fully automated methods because a human designer must devise both the
module floor plan and a custom layout for each cell. In many designs, this labor cost is high enough
to offset the advantage of higher quality. This has led to efforts to automate cell assembly.
Much of the effort in automating cell assembly has consisted of the development of a
language for the input of module floor plans. This language is then translated to an internal representation that guides the tiling of a structured block. Such an input language may be procedural[41][42]
or graphical[43] in form, and all include the ability to personalize the wiring of a particular cell in
the array. This approach reduces design cost by allowing the re-use of expensive cell layouts. A
cell layout may be stored in a library, and then customized to fit a particular floor plan by stretching
and/or wiring personalization. These features are implemented in part by giving the tiling tool the
ability to stretch cell layouts and in particular external pin positions. Some tiling tools[44][45] also
have the ability to implement some module wiring via river routing.
Even with these improvements, cell assemblers are significantly more labor intensive
compared to fully automated macro-block or row-based layout systems. Floor planning for regular
macro-blocks is still largely a manual task, and pre-formed cell layouts are limited in the degree to
which they can be customized for a particular floor plan. Thus, for a given design the number of
alternative floor plans that can be explored is very limited.
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1.2.2

Motivating Our Approach
We have chosen to implement and test our research ideas by developing a fully automated

layout system for regular structured macro-blocks. Our system overcomes the limitations of cell
assemblers by implementing a general and flexible model for structured macro-blocks. In our
system, macro-blocks may contain function slices with more than one type of cell and function
slices that process different number of bits. The wiring model allows busses that must jog vertically
to do so inside a cell wherever possible. Also, our system will selectively dissolve the boundaries
between adjacent control cells and function slices if removing said boundaries would reduce area
and/or wiring length without inordinately increasing wiring density.
To implement this model, the floor planner in our system must decide not only the relative
placement of function blocks that minimizes the wiring among them but also the alignment and
aspect ratio for each block that maximizes the amount of wiring that can be routed by abutment.
Because the external wiring passes through each cell, the floor planner must also ensure that the
external wiring load through each cell is distributed such that its layout can be completed.
The floor planner makes use of the SoGOLaR[46] cell generator to provide customized
cell layouts at the transistor level to match particular aspect and pin position constraints. The
circuitry may be specified either as a list of Boolean expressions where each expression specifies
a multi-level AOI tree, or alternatively as a schematic level net-list. SoGOLaR uses a flexible
placement strategy where transistors are first grouped into P/N pairs and then placed on a symbolic
grid using a cost function that takes into account both diffusion sharing and wiring length. This
approach allows us to emphasize a particular objective (i.e. maximum bus capacity or minimum
cell width) by changing relative weights in the placement cost function.
The aforementioned individual tool capabilities are necessary but not sufficient to meet
the requirements of our system. For the floor planner to choose a suitable arrangement of function
blocks and wiring, it must have accurate information regarding the quality of each cell layout as
well as information on the feasibility of proposed wiring patterns. In turn, the quality and feasibility
of a particular cell layout is highly dependent on the constraints imposed by the external wiring.
Because existing systems use an “arm’s length” interface between the macro-block and transistor
level, they do not support the two-way interaction needed to resolve this interdependency.
In a semi-automatic cell assembler, the human designer can use his/her design knowledge
and experience to provide a substitute for this interaction. However, in an automated system the
human designer is limited in the control that he/she can exert over the floor planning and routing
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algorithms to modify their behavior in the presence of new information. In many such systems, the
designer’s role is limited to aborting a certain routine and/or restarting another with some different
control parameters. Also, the tools do not communicate specific knowledge needed to evaluate the
viability of design alternatives. Without an exchange of data about partial results and constraints,
it is difficult to change the behavior of individual routines in a manner that produces better results.
There is no guarantee that simply running the algorithms again will produce a better solution.
To achieve the degree of tool interaction required, our system is organized as a collection
of cooperating tools with a separate tool to handle design interaction known as the design mediator.
In the initial floor planning stage, the design mediator handles the interaction between floor planner
and cell generator in order to select the best aspect ratio for the floor plan as well as the best cell
implementations for a particular arrangement of function blocks. Subsequently, if it is determined
that the chosen floor plan cannot be routed or the result no longer meets a specified constraint,
the design mediator will intervene to find another way to complete the layout. This intervention
involves altering the control parameters and constraints given to the synthesis tools to guide them
toward a more promising solution.
To provide the coupling and information exchange needed to sustain this tool interaction,
the components in our system communicate via a database that uses a structure called a layout
frame. This layout frame contains the constraints and cost function weights to be used when
invoking a layout tool as well as the results of an attempted implementation. The design mediator
uses this database both to issue layout requests to the synthesis tools and to maintain a history
of both successful and unsuccessful synthesis attempts. This historical data aids the mediator in
determining the viability of different failure recovery options.
Our system is designed for the row-based layout of static CMOS circuits. As seen in
our discussion of existing layout systems, this layout style is suitable for rapid low-cost VLSI
design. Also, by implementing only static CMOS circuits we avoid the transistor level layout issues
associated with supporting automated layout of one or several dynamic circuit design styles. Since
these details are manifest exclusively in the layouts of cells, they are peripheral to our focus on tool
interdependency problems.
Although our research ideas are applicable to any row-based layout style, we have chosen
to demonstrate and test our system using the Sea-of-Gates layout style. In the Sea-of-Gates layout
style, the transistors are pre-fabricated in a continuous tiled array, with circuits being formed by
programming the interconnect among the transistors. The interconnect among transistors in this
array uses at least two layers of metal. This layout style differs from previous gate array layout
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Figure 1.5: Modeling a datapath layout in Sea-of-Gates
styles[12] in that no extra space is reserved in between transistor rows for routing. In our Seaof-Gates datapath model, the cells that compose each function block are stacked perpendicular to
the pre-fabricated diffusion strips, and the data busses run in first level metal parallel to the power
supply lines. The second layer of metal is used for the vertical wiring among the cells in the function
block. This orientation facilitates the alignment of data cells and reduces the amount of wiring that
must cross the power rails in second level metal. Our model is illustrated in Figure 1.5.
The Sea-of-Gates layout style poses new and unique challenges for our macro-block
layout system. Because the transistor rows are pre-fabricated, cells cannot be stretched to fit
external wiring, and additional routing space can be created only in large increments by opening
up additional template rows or columns. The inability to pitch-match cells in the vertical direction
means that existing automatic cell assemblers cannot be easily adapted to work in Sea-of-Gates,
while the inability to add incremental routing space assigns a crucial role to the proper interaction
between floor planning and cell generation.

1.3 Outlining Our Approach
As described previously, our layout system uses a combination of a floor planner and
cell generator to complete all layout tasks. Below we describe the layout tasks and classify them
according to which tools performs them or as interactive tasks if they are performed by a combination
of both tools. The tasks of the floor planner are as follows:
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 Determine relative placement of sub-blocks in macro-block.
 Compute all layout metrics for a given arrangement of cells into a macro-block.
The tasks of the cell generator is to produce (if feasible) the placement and routing of the
transistors that form a particular cell. The generator must be able to handle the external specification
of external pin positions and reserved tracks for through the cell wiring.
The tasks requiring interaction between the cell generator and floor planner include:

 Choosing the module aspect ratio. The cell generator determines the feasibility of the cells
needed to assemble the module into a particular shape, while the floor planner must compute
the layout cost for each configuration and then select the best one.

 Routing the external wiring for the module. The floor planner must coordinate the pin
positions and track assignments for a given net in order for the net to pass through and
connect to the proper cells. The cell generator must provide a sufficient number of available
wiring tracks and perform the final connections from the internal cell wiring to the external
nets.
The role of the mediator component of our system is to support the execution of the
interactive tasks. It does this by providing the following capabilities:

 Maintain and provide access to the database of past and current layout requests.
 Characterize the failures that may arise during an interactive task to the extent necessary to
select one of several possible corrective measures.

 Implement the chosen corrective measure. This may involve restarting either of the layout
tools with new objectives and/or constraints.
The design and operation of the cell generator SoGOLaR and the floor planner are
discussed in Chapters 2 and 3 respectively. Because the mediator only intervenes in the layout
process, in these chapters we describe the operation of these tools under the assumption that no
tool failures occur. This allows us to focus on the tasks that these tools perform by themselves.
Chapter 4 describes the elements necessary to support the layout tools when they perform interactive
tasks. After describing the tool communication database, we present a detailed description of the
intervention strategy and corrective actions available for each interacting task.
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Chapter 2

Transistor Level Layout Using
Sea-of-Gates
The term transistor level layout refers to the process of transforming a circuit network of
transistors, called a cell, into a physical realization. The layout of a cell differs from block layout
in that we must explicitly model the geometry of transistors in order to get satisfactory results.
The need to incorporate transistor features means that performing transistor level layout
manually is a difficult and labor intensive task. In fact, traditional design approaches for layout
are driven, at least partially, by the need to minimize the amount of cell layout that must be done.
This is done by attempting to re-use the same cell layouts in as many places as possible. In
traditional datapath design, this is done by exploiting the regularity present in the circuit net-list.
In non-datapath oriented “irregular” circuit designs, the design is partitioned into groups that can
implemented by a small fixed set of cells, often called a cell library. Often, only one layout is done
for each cell in the library, and that layout is re-used for each instance of the cell in the design.
There are many tools available for the automatic generation of leaf cells for cell libraries,
these are designed to augment an existing chip layout approach. Our leaf cell generator differs
substantially from previous work in that it is an integral part of an automatic datapath generation
tool. Specifically, this means that our cell generator must be able to generate cells on demand to a
set of specifications. Our tool must be able to handle externally imposed constraints on the shape
of cells as well as on the location of wiring. Also, we cannot impose any restrictions on the kind or
size of transistor circuits our tool will accept. These requirements exceed the capabilities of those
automatic layout generators that are designed to produce cells for fixed layout libraries.
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Although the fixed location and size of transistors in the Sea-of-Gates layout style removes
the need for transistor sizing algorithms and reduces the need for layout compaction, the use of this
layout style adds challenge to the problem in two ways. First, it makes achieving the flexibility
needed for datapath generation more difficult. Secondly, the features of Sea-of-Gates geometries
change the formulation of the layout problem enough to ensure that conventional transistor layout
methods cannot be applied directly. Collectively, these requirements have motivated us to create a
unique approach to transistor level layout. We call the result SoGOLaR, which stands for Sea-ofGates Optimized Layout and Routing.
Another challenge arising from the use of the Sea-of-Gates layout style is that there is
no single universally accepted way to arrange transistors into Sea-of-Gates templates. Thus, we
have incorporated into our generator the capability to produce layout for a variety of Sea-of-Gates
templates. This is done by using a parametric model to capture those attributes of Sea-of-Gates
templates relevant to transistor placement and routing into a parametric model. Besides added
flexibility, this gives us the ability to study different templates from a point of view of efficient cell
generation. This study and the parametric model are discussed in the last section of this chapter.

2.1 Background and Previous Work
As mentioned previously, there exist a tremendous variety of tools that may be called
transistor level layout generators. We do not attempt a comprehensive survey of these tools here;
the discussion below is limited to those approaches and principles that are applicable to the Sea-ofGates layout style. Of particular interest are those tools that are capable of transforming a net-list
representation of a circuit into a row-based layout of transistors. This excludes those tools that tile
transistors into regular arrays (such as the PLAs and Weinberger arrays mentioned in Chapter 1),
or whose layout style utilizes multiple strips of diffusion per row (e.g. gate matrix). However, this
still leaves a wide variety of tools, some of which have contributed ideas to SoGOLaR. Before
discussing these contributions, we attempt to place them in perspective by describing in greater
detail the metrics by which row-based transistor layouts are judged.

2.1.1

What makes good transistor layout?
Metrics for cell layout are derived from the general metrics for good layout (i.e. small area,

low delay and/or power) by taking into account the geometric particulars of arranging transistors
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Figure 2.1: The benefits of diffusion source/drain and polysilicon gate sharing
into rows. Two considerations predominate. First, P/N transistors that share connections should be
placed directly above/below each other. This reduces the wiring needed to complete connections in
the region between the transistor rows. Secondly, adjacent transistors of the same type (i.e. P or N)
should share their source/drain electrical nodes. This results in a strong reduction in both area and
delay of the layout by shrinking the total diffusion area needed to implement the transistors and by
reducing the intra-cell wiring, as illustrated in Figure 2.1.
The above concepts were developed in conjunction with the row-based layout style for
standard cells. Here, the objective is to maximize polysilicon gate and diffusion sharing wherever
possible, since this invariably leads to a proportional reduction in area or delay. The same principle
applies to Sea-of-Gates templates, although it may be expressed differently. For reducing vertical
wiring Sea-of-Gates templates, connections between the gates of the transistors are the most helpful,
since the polysilicon landings often are located in the middle of the template, where there is a fixed
and small amount of space available for interconnect. In fact, some templates use prefabricated
connections between the gates of certain P/N transistor pairs. Only those P/N pairs that have the
same net connected to their gates may use those locations.
The desirability of diffusion sharing depends upon how templates are constructed. With
respect to diffusion sharing, templates may be classified into two types. In gate isolation templates,
transistors are implemented by laying polysilicon gates at regular intervals over an otherwise
unbroken row of diffusion. By default, all transistors of the same type are connected, and electrical
isolation of transistors is achieved by placing their contacts on separate diffusion regions and
tying the polysilicon gate between them to the appropriate supply voltage. For these templates,
minimum area is achieved when source/drain sharing is maximized. In oxide isolation templates,
the templates are electrically isolated, with each cell containing a small number of P/N transistor
pairs. This changes the desired objective in that source/drain sharing is needed only in multiples of
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the template size.

2.1.2

Previous Cell Layout Systems
Despite the aforementioned differences, there remain enough similarities between the

Sea-of-Gates and standard cell layout styles to justify a review of the techniques developed for
automatic transistor level layout of such cells. The first such systems were designed to produce
layout of relatively small cells, typically 50 transistors or less. The seminal work in this field was
by Uehara and VanCleemput[47] who developed a technique for mapping logic functions expressed
as And-Or-Invert gates directly to pairs of CMOS transistors. They then presented a heuristic
algorithm for a linear ordering of the resulting transistors that maximizes diffusion abutments in the
resulting layout. Subsequently, exact algorithms for this transistor ordering were developed based
on finding and enumerating Euler paths[48].
Concurrently, systems were developed that would accept circuits not expressible as AOI
gates. The first such system was Sc2[49], which used heuristic algorithms similar to those used in
block placement systems. Later, Pinter et. al.[50] developed an exact algorithm for enumerating the
linear ordering of transistors and efficiently computing the layout cost of the orderings. All these
algorithms build up linear chains of transistors, and can use secondary criteria (wiring length and
density), to decide among chains of similar size. Furthermore, it is possible to compute the wiring
density and length of a chain accurately.
However, multiple row layouts become more desirable as cell sizes go beyond around 25
to 30 P/N pairs. The wiring of single row layouts become increasing inefficient relative to multiple
row ones as the number of transistor pairs increases. This is because average wiring length is
proportional to the length of a cell’s perimeter (bounding box). The perimeter is proportional to the
number of transistors for a single row layout but only proportional to the square root of the number
of transistors if the latter’s aspect ratio is allowed to remain near one. Even for cells that are small
enough for these algorithms, there may be the need to place the cells into multiple rows to satisfy
externally imposed aspect ratio constraints.
These limitations spurred the development of systems that could handle medium or large
numbers of transistors and place them into multiple rows[18][51]. These systems divide the problem
into a phase in which transistors are partitioned into groups and the groups placed followed by a
separate phase in which the transistors in a group are ordered. The partitioning phase relies on a
mincut algorithm to group transistors to minimize inter-group density and places them to minimize
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net-length. Then the transistors are placed in a separate linear ordering step that maximizes diffusion
abutments.
While this approach has the advantage of being able to utilize the existing good algorithms
for two-dimensional block placement and linear transistor ordering, it creates problems as well.
First, using separate objective functions in the phases makes it difficult to make tradeoffs among the
different layout objectives. For instance, in Sea-of-Gates it is sometimes worthwhile to rank density
minimization higher than diffusion abutment maximization, since the height of a row is fixed.
Furthermore, with respect to wiring minimization, the problems of group and transistor
placement are interdependent. Calculations of wiring length in the group placement phase are
inaccurate when all wires are assumed to originate from the centers of the transistor clusters.
Hence, we must know the layouts of the clusters when we do cluster placement. However, the
wiring cost of a transistor placement may be strongly dependent on the cost of the wires that
must connect transistor groups. This in turn depends on the locations of the groups. Thus, while
each objective may be optimized for separately, trying to achieve both objectives by applying the
optimizations for each individual objective in sequence can produce a sub-optimal result.

2.2 SoGOLaR
SoGOLaR (Sea-of-Gates Optimized Layout and Routing) is a program that generates
functional cells in the Sea-of-Gates layout style. The input circuit may be specified as either a
schematic net-list or a list of boolean expressions where each expression specifies a multi-level AOI
tree. The desired size of the cell and desired pin positions may also be specified at the input. Cell
size may be constrained in one of two dimensions, while pins may be fixed either at exact track
locations or on a particular side of the cell boundary.
SoGOLaR will map the transistors given at the input to the grid produced by the Seaof-Gates templates in the manner that maximizes transistor site utilization (diffusion sharing) and
minimizes wiring length. Our overall strategy is to form a net-list of P/N transistor pairs and then to
place and route these pairs on a symbolic grid. By performing placement directly on P/N pairs, we
overcome the problem of hierarchical interaction. The objectives of maximizing diffusion sharing
and minimizing wiring length are handled by a single algorithm. Besides making tradeoffs between
these objectives easier, our method has the advantage that it also applies to cells that are laid out in
multiple rows. Also, this approach facilitates modeling different templates in the placement routine.
Here, the objective is to model as accurately as possible the characteristics of different Sea-of-Gates
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templates. These considerations and our strategies for accommodating them are described in more
detail in the sections below.

2.2.1

P/N Transistor Pairing
The Sea-of-Gates layout style is designed to be used with a circuit design style that uses

fully restoring logic and memory circuits. In this design style, logic circuits are implemented by
separate networks of transistors for the “0” and “1” state of the output, these are called pull-down
and pull-up networks respectively. Memory circuits in this style use explicit pull-up transistors to
maintain the stored state. These are called static memory cells, partly for this reason the design
style itself is also called static CMOS. Usually, the pull-down and pull-up networks of static CMOS
circuits have the same number of transistors in them. Thus, most Sea-of-Gates templates use roughly
the same number of P and N type transistors.
We have chosen to pair P and N transistors in a separate step from transistor placement
because we can use specialized knowledge about the structure of static CMOS circuits to find
suitable pairs efficiently. This in turn increases the efficiency of the overall placement task by
reducing the number of objects handled by the next placement step. Our pairing algorithm takes
into account two objectives. First, we minimize the amount of routing that must cross the middle of
the cell by pairing those transistors that share a net. In Sea-of-Gates we are particularly interested
in sharing gate nets, in fact some templates require that certain transistor sites share the gate net.
Secondly, we must avoid overconstraining the ability of the next step to find chains of transistors
that share diffusion nets. Thus, whenever possible we must ensure that when pairing a P and an N
transistor, the transistors that share a diffusion connection with them are paired as well.
The first step of transistor pairing is to identify the common nodes in a circuit, these being
the circuit nodes that connect the P and N diffusion layers. We then trace the pull-up and pull-down
networks that begin at these common nodes until we reach either the supply or ground nodes or
another common node. At this point, we select those pull-up and pull-down networks that share
both their common nodes and try to pair the transistors in them. We do this by decomposing each
network into a hierarchy of series and parallel circuit paths. Each hierarchy is then rearranged
to match similar components using a technique similar to that found in Uehara[47]. In this step,
paths are considered similar if they have the same number and complexity of children. Now, the
transistors in matching paths are paired, with pairings graded according to the number of nets shared
by the paired transistors. A higher grade is given to shared gate nets relative to shared diffusion
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nets. If more than one combination of P and N networks share both common nodes, we perform
this step on all combinations of networks and choose the best result.
If the pull-up and pull-down networks exhibit series/parallel duality, this technique will
always pair all of the transistors very quickly, and each pair will share a gate net. In networks
without this property, not all of the transistors may be paired at the end of this first step. Among
the remaining transistors, we give first priority to pairing transistors within matched networks (i.e.
networks that share both beginning and end nodes) and which have unique gate nets (i.e. only those
two transistors share that gate net). When two possible pairings of transistors have equal value (e.g.
two P and two N transistors share the same gate net), we search the transistors that connect to the
source and drain of each potential pair. We choose to pair those transistors whose source/drain of
each transistor are connected to an already formed pair. Those transistors left over from this step
are paired with transistors from outside the matched networks using similar heuristics.
We have found that these heuristics are sufficient to pair all of the circuits encountered
with good results. While not all static CMOS circuits have pull-up and pull-down networks that
are series/parallel dual, every circuit encountered has been at least partially decomposable in this
fashion. Starting from these pairings, our algorithm was always able to derive good pairings for
transistors in non-series/parallel sections of the network. The complexity of the most productive step
(series/parallel decomposition and matching) is linear in the number of transistors. Subsequently
steps require O(N 2) or higher complexity, yet the overall algorithm remains highly efficient because
the more expensive steps are used on relatively few transistors.

2.2.2

Transistor Pair Placement
Given the net-list of paired transistors, we are now ready to find a placement for them.

We start by defining an abstract rectangular array of P/N pair placement sites, called slots, with one
slot corresponding to one Sea-of-Gates template. We model the placement step as an assignment of
transistor pairs to these slots. We use this abstraction because it allows us to model the particulars of
a Sea-of-Gates template easily by annotating the slot array. For example, templates that use oxide
separation are modeled by marking particular slots with the template boundaries. Slots may also be
labeled to reflect a pre-fabricated gate connection, only P/N pairs with matching P/N gate nets will
be assigned to those slots. The details of exactly how slots are annotated and how the placement
algorithm uses the annotation are given in the section on template comparison.
After placement, the transistor pairs are mapped to the Sea-of-Gates templates according
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to their slot assignment. Because the slot assignment already models the properties of the particular
template, the final mapping uses a a straightforward assignment of each row of P/N pairs from left
to right.
The number of rectangular slots and the dimensions of the slot array are determined
prior to placement and remain static throughout the placement procedure. Since the creation of
unused sites is taken into account in the placement cost function, we allocate only enough slots
to accommodate all the P/N pairs. The allocated number of slots is then split evenly into rows
according to the desired dimensions for the cell. If unconstrained, the number of rows is chosen to
produce a cell that is square or with slightly more width than height. Constraints on cell height are
accommodated by simply choosing the greatest number of rows that does not exceed that constraint.
When a constraint on module width is specified, the selection of rows is complicated by the fact
that we do not know the final module width until after placement because some template sites will
remain unused. If a module width constraint is specified, we reduce the number of slots assigned
to each row by an amount equal to the estimated fraction of unused sites per row. This value is
computed separately for each template style, and is derived by averaging the results from previously
run modules with that template style. Finally, the number of slots is always “rounded up” to ensure
that each row contains the same number of slots.
To perform the assignment of transistor pairs to slots, we have chosen the optimization
method of simulated annealing. Simulated annealing is a general technique for solving combinatorial optimization problems[52] that was derived from principles discovered in the study of statistical
mechanics and thermodynamics[53]. The algorithm may be viewed as simulating the process of
annealing, whereby a material is melted and then cooled slowly to achieve a well ordered (e.g.
crystalline) state.
In its general form, the inputs to the simulated annealing algorithm consist of a set of
states S , a cost function C (s) defined on all states s 2 S , and a move function M (s) that provides
a one to many mapping of the set of states onto itself. Given these inputs, the algorithm begins by
randomly selecting an initial state s0 and generating a new state s1 by applying the move function.
This move is accepted (i.e.

s1 becomes the current state) with probability

8
<1
p(∆C ) = :
exp(∆C=T )

if ∆C

<= 0
if ∆C > 0

C (s1 ) , C (s0).
The parameter T , which governs the probability of accepting a cost increasing move, is

where ∆C

=
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referred to as the annealing temperature. This parameter is set sufficiently high at the start to allow
almost all cost increasing moves and lowered by a monotonic cooling schedule until a “freezing”
temperature is reached at which almost no cost increasing moves are accepted. At each temperature,
a sufficient number of moves must be performed to allow the optimization to reach equilibrium.
Reaching equilibrium at the “freezing” temperature implies that the resulting state is (with high
probability) a minima, i.e. no move from that state decreases the cost function. At this point, the
algorithm ends and the current state is returned as the final output.
The general description purposely leaves out the details of choosing the initial temperature,
cooling schedule, equilibrium condition and final temperature. This is because these parameters
must be determined experimentally for the particular optimization problem to be solved. Although
asymptotic convergence properties have been derived for the general algorithm[54], there is no
guarantee (not even a probabilistic one) of finding the absolute (global) minimum of the cost
function C within a finite number of moves.
Despite the lack of convergence guarantees for a practical cooling schedule, simulated
annealing was successfully applied to the problem of placing blocks in a standard cell layout
system[55]. Here the set of states is the set of all possible block placements, and a move consists of
either interchanging two blocks or displacing a single block to a new location. Although no guarantees can be made regarding finding the global minimum, these initial experiments demonstrated
that simulated annealing has a higher probability of escaping high cost local minima compared
to “force-directed” or “greedy” algorithms that never accept cost increasing moves. These initial
results favorable provided the motivation to apply the simulated annealing algorithm to problems
such as macro-block placement[56], the two-dimensional compaction of array logic structures[57],
and single row transistor placement[58].
Concurrently, further experiments were performed with the objective of optimizing the
many control parameters in the simulated annealing cooling schedule. Our own experiments
indicate that our results are relatively insensitive to changes in these parameters; thus we do not
give a comprehensive detailed discussion of these experiments here. Instead, the paragraph below
gives these parameters as they are used in SoGOLaR; interested readers will find the derivations in
the references cited.
The initial temperature T0 must be set to a value large enough for almost all moves to be
accepted regardless of the difference in cost. We find this temperature by taking a sample of 100
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moves to find the standard deviation of the cost function with respect to the initial state

S01 and

setting T0 to a value that is fifteen (15) times this standard deviation[59]. At each temperature, the
algorithm is run until thirty 30 moves are accepted; this constitutes our “equilibrium” condition.
The temperature is then lowered according to the formula:

Tnew =
We have gotten good results with

 Told

set to 0:9[60].

We terminate the algorithm if the temperature has been decreased and equilibrium reestablished three consecutive times and the cost function has not decreased. Note that this stopping
criterion does not guarantee that the final placement is at a minima or is even the lowest cost
placement seen. To recover the lowest cost placement after some cost increasing moves, we
record the entire placement at each temperature change along with each accepted move at a given
temperature and the index of the last move whose resulting placement had the lowest cost. This
latter bit of information ensures that if we will “undo” the moves at a given temperature to find the
lowest cost placement but not undo moves prior to that if they did not increase or decrease the cost.
This placement is then sent to a greedy post-processing step that looks at every move possible but
only accepts cost decreasing ones. We iterate until a placement is found for which no possible move
decreases the cost; this placement is, by definition, at a minimum and is returned as the final result.
Because our result are relatively insensitive to cooling schedule details, we have been
able to focus our effort on those elements of the algorithm where specific knowledge of transistor
placement must be included in order to simultaneously reduce both net-length and diffusion breaks.
In SoGOLaR, these elements are the method used to generate a new placement (move generation),
the method used to evaluate the cost of a placement and the methods used to balance the disparate
terms of said cost function. We outline our approach to each of these elements below, leaving those
details that are applicable to only one Sea-of-Gates template style to the comparative discussion of
template styles in the next section.
In SoGOLaR, moves are generated by interchanging the contents of randomly selected
locations in the slot array. Most of the generated moves are interchanges of transistor pairs; one
of the slots chosen may be empty since there may be more slots than transistor pairs. The basic
interchange step is augmented by a search of adjacent transistor pairs whose objective is to find
locally optimal transistor configurations. These adjustments substantially reduce the number of
“bad” moves generated without affecting the final result. Because the method of search is governed
1

The initial state is never altered in this step (i.e. no moves are accepted)
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by SoGOLaR’s model of different template styles, the details of move generation are described with
that model in the template comparison section.
The choice of objectives to evaluate a new placement is driven by the geometry of Seaof-Gates layout. In Sea-of-Gates the height is determined by the number of rows in the layout, for
small cells one cannot change the number of rows without substantially altering the geometry of the
layout. For this reason, the placement objective becomes width minimization, i.e. to pack as many
transistor pairs as possible into the chosen number of rows.
For the layout to be realized, the transistor pairs must also be routable in the chosen
packing. Wire-ability is a function of both the length of the wires to be connected and the maximum
density, defined as the number of wires crossing a given cut line. For small cells, we are most
concerned with the density of the wiring that runs within the transistor rows. That is because there
are more wires in that direction, less space, and it is not possible to add extra space in that direction
for overflow wires.
In order for the placement process to be efficient, we must convert these objectives into a
readily computable cost function. SoGOLaR uses the following cost function:

CF

=

NL +

1

W+

W

2∆

where NL is the overall wiring length of the layout, W is the overall width of all rows in the layout,
and ∆W is the difference in width between the widest and narrowest row. The quantity NL is the
sum of the half-perimeter wiring length of all nets in the layout. We chose wiring length as our
measure of wire-ability because compared to density the wiring length function is easier to compute
and more discriminating of differences among layouts. The components of this cost function are
illustrated for a sample slot array in Figure 2.2.
To get good results, we must ensure that the scaling coefficients

1

and

2

are set such

that the effects of one component of the cost function do not dominate the other components. Since
the probability of move acceptance is proportional to the change in cost function ∆C caused by
the move, we adjust

1

and

2

according to the contribution of each component to ∆C . To do

this, we sum the contributions to ∆C from the components

NL and W

+

∆W for all accepted

moves. We adjust the scaling coefficients for a given temperature based on the data collected at the
previous temperature. We also adjust the relative amount of contributions from the two components
as annealing progresses. For best results, we start with a nominal contribution from the W

+

∆W

component, increasing it gradually until the contributions are roughly equal during the critical
stages of annealing (i.e. the temperatures where the cost function decreases the most). The width
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Figure 2.2: The components of the placement cost function
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contribution is then increased a little more during the final annealing stages to ensure good packing
in the final placement.
When the placement of pairs into slots is complete, we finish the placement step by
converting the abstract slot array into an array of templates of the given type. Since the properties
of the given template are incorporated into the placement cost function and move selection, this
step involves a simple left to right mapping of each row of transistor pairs. The resulting array of
templates is augmented with empty templates if needed to equalize the width of each row. This
array is the final output of the placement stage.

2.2.3

Module Wiring
The wiring of the modules produced by the placement stage is complicated by the dif-

ferences among Sea-of-Gates template styles. Each template style has its own set of locations
for source/drain contacts and its own wiring pitch. A given template style may contain obstacles
that prohibit wires or vias. Prefabricated connections may also exist, particularly between two
polysilicon gate landings. Both the flexibilities and the constraints must be modeled accurately in
order to obtain good routing results.
In many cell generation systems, such as GENAC[61], routing is accomplished using
a model that partitions the row of transistors into several channels. This approach has proven
suitable for row based layout where transistor sites are not fixed. However, the use of multiple fixed
polysilicon landings and via obstacles in Sea-of-Gates presents severe difficulties for any approach
that relies purely on channel routing.
In SoGOLaR, module wiring is performed by a general area router augmented by a preprocessing stage. The pre-processing stage first wires those nets whose pins lie entirely on one
diffusion row in first layer metal. We use a greedy left edge algorithm that assigns tracks in order
from the outermost track (i.e. the ones closes to the power rails) toward the polysilicon landings of
each cell. After whole nets are routed, we next wire segments of nets where at least two pins are on
the same diffusion row. Such a segment is routed if and only if it does not increase the number of
tracks already occupied by wires.
Since the pre-processed segments are selected and routed in time proportional to the
number of pins, these steps are less complex compared to using the general area router. While the
area router has the ability to move or even rip up the results of this stage, this occurs very rarely in
practice. Thus, the pre-processor reduces the overall complexity of the wiring step.
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SoGOLaR then invokes the CODAR[37] general area router to complete the partially
wired module. CODAR employs a global routing algorithm that uses an estimate of congestion in
various areas of the cell, based on the combined effect of the fixed devices, previously placed nets,
and other types of obstacles. A first constructive routing phase results in a rough placement of all
the nets in the cell in promising but not necessarily conflict-free locations. Insulated wire segments
are used to cross obstacles or other wires on the same routing layer.
In the subsequent refinement phase, a detailed routing algorithm tries to rearrange the
wiring so that it can be implemented without any conflicts. It relies on a shallow recursive search
using local modification moves to relocate pieces of nets that contain insulated wire segments. If
not all insulated wires can be eliminated by local modification moves, the program may rip-up an
entire net and call again on the global routing algorithm to find a less congested course from which
the search through local modification moves is restarted.
The two algorithms, global and detailed routing, are tightly integrated and work on the
same data structure representing the virtual grid of tracks. This integration has resulted in a router
that can solve difficult problems not solvable by other programs while exhibiting run-times that
grow only moderately with the size of the routing problem.

2.3 A Comparative Study of Sea-of-Gates Template Styles
Since the use of a pre-fabricated transistor array is the primary distinguishing factor in
the Sea-of-Gates layout style, the success of this style is critically dependent on the design of the
transistor geometry. Since the amount of functionality that can be put into one Sea-of-Gates chip
is proportional to the number of transistors on that chip, nearly all transistor array geometries are
designed to pack as many transistors as closely as possible onto the chip.
This objective is balanced by the need to choose a single (or at most, two) transistor size(s)
for the pre-fabricated array. Uniformly increasing the size of all transistors has (to a first order) a
very small effect on delay, because the increase in drive capability is offset by the increase in internal
circuit capacitances. By this analysis, the ideal transistor size is the minimum size sufficient to
drive a medium amount of inter-cell wiring capacitance without long delays or the need for special
booster cells. This minimum threshold has been shown to be quite small, usually on the order of
four to six times the minimum possible transistor size[62].
Despite what appears to be a relatively simple and uniform objective, a wide variety of
base cell templates have been developed for Sea-of-Gates arrays. A few of the variations reflect
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a desire to accommodate secondary objectives, such as including analog circuits[63], or dynamic
CMOS circuits[64] in the array. Even among arrays intended for our chosen class of circuits, namely
digital static CMOS circuits whose wiring is implemented with two layers of metallization, base
cell templates differ in several ways, including:



The method used to electrically isolate adjacent transistors on a row when said transistors
belong to different circuits.



Whether or not the gates of adjacent P- and N- transistor pairs are connected with polysilicon.



The targeted location for power and ground wiring.



The organization of transistor rows (i.e. NPNP versus NPPN arrangement).
At least some of this variance is explained by the difficulties of determining the influence

of template design on the quality of circuit layout. Template designers studying this interaction have
been limited by the amount of time required to implement a large number of circuits in a particular
template style. This is reflected in the fact that several templates have been designed to implement
a particular kind of circuit[65][66] or a small customized library of cells[67] well.
The objective of this study is to overcome this difficulty by using SoGOLaR to implement
a variety of circuits on several Sea-of-Gates template styles. We begin by looking at the details of
various template styles and choosing a representative set of templates whose characteristics are most
suited for for automatic, on-demand cell generation. We then illustrate how SoGOLaR captures the
differences among template styles with a parameterized model. The use of a parameterized model
in SoGOLaR is crucial because it allows new template styles to be incorporated without modifying
the structure of the program.
Lastly, we present the results of using SoGOLaR to implement a set of small to medium
sized combinational logic circuits in our chosen template styles. In presenting our results, we
attempt to answer two questions, namely:



How do differences in template connectivity characteristics (i.e. isolation technique and
presence of pre-connected gates) affect the results of automatic cell synthesis?



What dimensions (i.e. width and height) should a template in each style have in order for all
internal circuit wiring to be completed without adding extra unused rows and/or columns?
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Figure 2.3: Template styles used in comparison
We then use the results of our study to make recommendations regarding the choice of
dimensions and connectivity properties in a template style. Although the size of circuits in our study
is limited to 125 P/N transistor pairs, some of our recommendations are applicable to the layout of
larger macro-blocks, in particular the regular macro-blocks discussed in the subsequent chapters of
this dissertation.

2.3.1

Evaluating and Selecting Template Styles
Figure 2.3 shows the template styles we have chosen for our study. Our template set

illustrates both methods of electrically isolating transistors. In the gate-isolation method[68],
transistors are fabricated in a continuous diffusion strip. When adjacent source/drain nodes belong
to different transistors, said nodes are isolated by tying the polysilicon gate between them to the
adjacent supply (power or ground) rail. This contrasts with the oxide separation method[69] where
the transistors are fabricated in discrete, electrically insulated groups. In this context, the term oxide
separation refers to the use of silicon dioxide as the insulating material between diffusion islands.
To determine the effect of transistor group size for oxide-separated templates, we have chosen both
a four-transistor template developed at UC Berkeley by Lorraine Layer[62], and a seven-transistor
template from Siemens which permits efficient implementation of a static RAM cell2[65].
The templates in our set also reflect different design philosophies in the choice of template
2

For non-memory structures we ignore the 7th transistor in the Siemens template.
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height. For instance, the original form of the Siemens template provides nine unblocked first layer
metal tracks running across the P/N transistor pairs, while the original “Lorraine” template has only
four such tracks. The Siemens template is designed to be large enough to accommodate all the
wiring needed for circuits of small or medium size. In contrast, the original “Lorraine” template
was designed to be the minimum size needed to implement a library of small (< 15 P/N pairs) cells
with transistors just large enough to drive a medium sized wiring capacitance. This minimum height
is, however, readily adjustable through the “Mariner”[25] template generator program.
The chosen templates differ greatly in their horizontal dimensions as well. The three
transistor pairs in the Siemens cell are at the same spatial pitch as the overlying second layer metal
tracks. The basic ‘Lorraine’ cell spaces the two transistor pairs by an additional track in second
layer metal. To separate the influence of the various template parameters, we added to our study
versions of the four-transistor and gate-isolation template styles that use only one vertical track per
transistor pair.
Our choice of templates reflects a conscious decision to adopt certain template design conventions. All of the template styles mirror alternating rows of templates to produce a
NPPNNPPN: : : row pattern. This allows a wide power supply bus to serve two adjacent rows of
transistors at a time, rather than running a smaller bus down every diffusion row as would be necessary with a NPNPNPNP: : : pattern. Although at least two template style[68][69] use the NPNP
arrangement, neither appears to be more area efficient than the templates we have chosen.
Lastly, we have avoided templates that pre-connect the gates of a large block of P/N
transistor pairs. At least two template styles[66][67] use oxide-separated templates containing three
P/N pairs where the gates of each pair are pre-connected. These pre-connected gates cannot be
used whenever the inputs to the P- and N- sides of the pair must differ, such as the inputs to a
static CMOS transmission gate. Thus, at least some P/N pairs must have independent inputs. The
Hitachi template[66] intersperses separate rows of small transistors above and below the main (preconnected) rows to form a pPNn arrangement. The Motorola template[67] uses eight transistors
(four P/N pairs) where three of the pairs are pre-connected.
Because transmission gates make up only a tiny fraction of the transistors in static CMOS
net-lists, the Hitachi template is area inefficient in that the small transistors are difficult to use in any
other type of circuit because of their placement. The Motorola template doesn’t have this problem,
but mixing independent and pre-connected pairs on the same template means that the area needed
for polysilicon landings between P- and N- transistors is only slightly less than would be needed if
all pairs were independent.
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Pre-connected transistors also make it impossible to electrically isolate one pair of transistors from another pair on the same template. In oxide-separated templates, this occurs whenever the
number of transistors that may be placed on a continuous strip of diffusion is not an exact multiple
of the template size. By carefully choosing the circuits to be implemented, it can be guaranteed that
these odd-sized strips always have either an output or a supply node at one end. Unused source/drain
nodes may simply be connected in parallel with the supply node in the circuit, while a transistor
connected to the output may be connected in parallel with unused ones to increase the output drive
capability. This means that although these templates can be used with customized cell libraries, they
are incompatible with our objective of supporting on-demand cell generation of any static CMOS
circuit. Lastly, note that unused transistors in the Siemens cell may always be isolated, despite the
existence of a single pair of pre-connected gates, by tying the independent gates at either end to
their respective supply rails.

2.3.2

Modeling Template Styles in SoGOLaR
In this section, we discuss how SoGOLaR handles different template styles. In our

approach, we avoid customizing the cost function evaluation and move generation for each template
style. Instead, we use fixed placement routines that use the relevant properties of each template style
as input. This allows a user to add a new template style without modifying SoGOLaR’s code and
without having to consider the details of our optimization algorithm. Existing placement algorithms
already use this approach with respect to the geometric properties of blocks, such as block size and
pin positions. SoGOLaR extends this concept by explicitly representing the connectivity properties
of a template (i.e. the pre-fabricated connections among transistor terminals) as constraints that are
used by the move generation and cost evaluation routines to guide the packing of transistor pairs
into a minimal number of templates.
In SoGOLaR, template connectivity is evaluated by superimposing on the slot array a
grouping that represents instances of the target template style. This grouping structure allows us
to quickly determine whether a new template must be created (or destroyed) whenever a transistor
pair is moved to a new location in the slot array. Each newly created group adds to the length of the
row where it is located and is thus reflected in the placement cost function. No attempt is made to
model the increase in net-length caused by adding a template. Although row length and net length
are strongly correlated, measuring row length only means that adding a template incurs the same
penalty no matter where that template is located. If net length was also measured, templates nearer
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the center of the module would cost more since more nets would be lengthened. We experimented
with and rejected the idea of increasing the template creation penalty in areas near the center of the
module. We found that a fixed template creation penalty was sufficient to ensure that no empty slots
appeared near the center of any SoGOLaR produced module.
To minimize the number of new templates created by moves, the move generation routines
try to merge the newly placed transistor pairs with the transistor groups immediately adjacent on
either side. The procedure used for this search depends on the type of template targeted. For oxide
separation templates, all possible arrangements of transistor pairs in the group are attempted and
the minimum cost arrangement chosen. For gate isolation templates, merging is only attempted at
the ends of existing transistor pair groups, except when a pair can be attached to an existing group
through the power supply nets. If the cost of the resultant grouping is still too high, the search is
expanded to include one more set of adjacent groups.
At each step, the decision to create or destroy a group of transistor pairs is made by
a predicate function that takes a list of pairs and their prospective template positions. It is this
predicate that uses the connectivity constraint expressions to make its decision. In this way, the
search procedure remains fixed for all template styles, yet new template styles can be added easily.

2.3.3

Using SoGOLaR to Evaluate Template Styles
Although reasoning about the details of template styles can eliminate some candidate

styles as obviously unsuitable for on-demand cell generation, several stylistic differences remain
whose effects on cell generation are difficult to predict. To illustrate and evaluate these effects, we
have used SoGOLaR to implement a select spectrum of cells on our chosen templates. These cells
range from small examples with only 20 P/N pairs to medium sized ones with over 100 pairs.
In developing the method for our study, we have taken several steps to simplify our
evaluation task and to avoid introducing a bias in favor of a particular template style. First, we
restrict our cell set to combinational logic, implemented as static CMOS circuits with dual networks
for pull-up and pull-down. These examples were processed by the MIS logic synthesizer[70] and
mapped to a representation consisting of small to medium sized AOI gates. To avoid long diffusion
strips which would favor gate isolation templates, we limit the maximum size AOI gate to three
levels of logic with three inputs per level. In placing the resulting transistor pairs, we use as tight a
packing as possible in order to evaluate the effects of each template style on routing congestion. In
routing the cells, we use a wiring grid with uniform pitch and permit the use of both metal layers in
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either direction, but rely on a routing cost function that strongly discourages the use of second level
metal in the horizontal direction.
Site Utilization and Horizontal Density
We begin our study by attempting to capture the effects of template connectivity independent of the dimensions of a template. To this end, we first measure site utilization, namely the
fraction of P/N transistor slots used for implementing the net-list, out of all the slots available in the
templates that are fully or partially used. For gate-isolation templates site utilization is given by:

SU =

NLP
NLP + I

where NLP is the number of transistor pairs in the net-list and I is the number of isolation gates
needed. For oxide-isolated templates, the formula is

SU =

NLP
nT

where T is the number of template sites with at least one transistor pair used, and n is the number
of transistor pairs in one site. This measure does not include leftover space due to unevenness of
the length of the occupied parts of individual template rows.
In Table 2.1 we present site utilizations for the three different template connectivity types
studied. The four-transistor template has the best utilization; the placements in this template style
leave at most one template partially filled. This template style benefits from the fact that we need
only find groups of two transistor pairs to completely utilize a template. The gate isolation and
six-transistor template styles both use approximately 70% of the available sites for transistor pairs.
The figures shown for the gate isolation and six-transistor template styles do not represent
the absolute maximum site utilization possible. A balance must be found between maximizing
source/drain sharing and minimizing net length, and some potential abutments are ignored because
they result in a placement with too high a net length. This effect is most pronounced in the
six-transistor template style.
To quantify the effect of site utilization on area efficiency, we must look at transistor
density or the number of transistor sites per unit area. Since the height of a template can be readily
varied by adding more tracks in first level metal, we are concerned most about horizontal density.
Here we group the templates into two classes. One class of templates uses two vertical tracks per P/N
pair, as exemplified by the Lorraine template and by the (loose) gate-isolation template. In the other
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Example
meimpb
pmoren
crenab
calu
iadr
decode
cbmux
ciadr
maskmx
iseset
AVERAGE

#P/N
Pairs
21
30
36
43
48
60
77
95
105
125
–

#
Rows
1
1
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
-

Site Utilization
GI
4T
6T
75%
95%
70%
68% 100%
67%
69% 100%
67%
69%
98%
72%
72% 100%
70%
68% 100%
67%
69%
99%
73%
69%
99%
67%
67%
99%
67%
68%
99%
71%
69.4% 98.9% 69.1%

Table 2.1: Site Utilization Results
class, adjacent transistor pairs are packed under adjacent vertical routing tracks. This is exemplified
by the Siemens six-transistor template as well as by the dense versions of the four-transistor and
gate-isolation templates. Both oxide-isolation templates use one additional vertical track in the
isolation zone between template groups. The Siemens template uses one vertical track per site for
the 7th transistor and for substrate contacts. Both four-transistor templates uses a vertical track for
substrate contacts for every two template sites. In the gate-isolation templates considered, substrate
contacts are placed in the regions between rows and do not add vertical tracks.
Table 2.2 shows the ratio of P/N pairs to vertical tracks for each template style. We refer
to this metric as the intrinsic horizontal density for that template style. This value is lowest for
the Lorraine template and highest for the dense gate-isolation style. We also show an effective
horizontal density which is the intrinsic horizontal density multiplied by the average site utilization
from Table 2.1. Because of their high site utilizations, the dense versions of the four-transistor
template and gate-isolation template exhibit the highest effective density and thus the highest area
utilization of all the styles shown.
Cell Routability
The effective transistor density measured above represents an upper bound on the number
of transistors from a net-list that may be placed in a row. This result may be combined with the
minimum height result presented at the beginning of this section to derive an upper bound on the
amount of circuitry that may be placed on one Sea-of-Gates chip. Unfortunately, this minimum
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Template Style
Lorraine
Gate Isolation
Siemens
Dense Four Tr.
Dense Gate Iso.

Label
LO
GI
SIE
LO-D
GI-D

Horizontal Density
Intrinsic Effective
4/11
0.36
1/2
0.35
6/11
0.38
4/7
0.56
1/1
0.69

Table 2.2: Transistor Density Results

Template
Style
LO
GI
SIE
LO-D
GI-D

Size of Example #P=NP airs (See Table 1)
30 36 43 48 60 77 95 105 125
Minimum # Tracks needed per row
5
6
7
6
6
7
9 10
11
12
5
5
7
6
6
7
8 10
11
12
5
5
6
6
5
5
8
9
10
11
5
8
9
8
7
8 10 12
12
15
5
8 10
9
8 10 11 13
13
16

21

Table 2.3: Routability Results
sized template is not tall enough to accommodate the internal wiring of all or even most of our
example circuits. This means that cell routability plays a crucial role in determining the desired
dimensions of a template in any of our selected template styles.
Our method for studying cell routability consists of generating a placement for each cell in
each template style and then evaluating the number of horizontal routing tracks needed to route that
placement. We thus treat template height as a independently variable parameter in all of the selected
template styles. In evaluating cell routability, we begin with a template height that is sufficient
to accommodate the wiring in the cell without difficulty. We then search for the exact number
of necessary horizontal tracks by routing the cell while blocking horizontal tracks. In blocking
horizontal tracks we always proceed inward from the outermost tracks in each row.
Our results are presented in Table 2.3. In reporting our results, we have selected placements
with aspect ratios slightly greater than one. The number of rows for each example is given in
Table 2.1.
The results in Table 2.3 indicate that for loosely packed template styles six to seven tracks
are sufficient to accommodate the wiring of a small cell in a single row. Medium sized cells may also
be wired in this height by using two rows for their layout. However, the increased wiring demands
of larger cells soon overwhelm the capacity of minimum height templates regardless of the number
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of rows used in placement. While increasing template height provides greater routing capacity, the
added height does not significantly increase the complexity of examples that could be routed. This
occurs because the density of routing in the center of the cell increases much more quickly than
at the edges, thus much of the extra space added by increasing template height cannot be used for
internal wiring. This congestion affects the loosely packed and the densely packed template styles
equally.
Table 2.3 also shows that the routability of a cell is a function of the horizontal density for
a particular template style. In particular, the dense version of the four-transistor template (LO-D)
requires one to two more routing tracks to route an example than does the Lorraine cell (LO).
The dense gate isolation template (GI-D) requires three to four tracks more than its loosely packed
counterpart (GI). The dense cells suffer from a lack of space for vias and wiring turns. This space
is very important when routing output nets and making connections between the inputs of different
transistor pairs. In template styles with two vertical tracks per P/N pair, these turns and vias may be
placed to one side of the polysilicon landings. In template styles with high horizontal density, these
turns must be placed either above or below the landing, thus blocking horizontal routing tracks. A
simple example of this blockage is shown in Figure 2.4.
This effect is illustrated in Table 2.4, where we present the area of the maximally horizontal
cells listed in Table 2.3 with the entries in the table sorted by template area per transistor pair. The
data in this table represent routing area, this being the area of the cell using the minimum template
height needed to complete the routing of that cell. In computing area per transistor pair, we chose
a template height of eight free tracks for all styles.
From the table we see that while the dense gate-isolation pair has by far the lowest area
per transistor pair, its routing area is only slightly smaller than that of the dense four-transistor
cell. This occurs because the greater horizontal density of the gate isolation cell is offset by its
requirement for increased template height. The loosely packed template styles all have significantly
larger routing areas, indicating that these styles provide more vertical routing space than is needed
by our examples.
Lastly, in Figures 2.5 through 2.7 we present the layout of a cell with 36 P/N pairs for
each of the three template connectivity types used in our study. These figures are scaled to reflect
the actual relative sizes of the layouts.
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Metal 1 and Contact

Tracks
Metal 2 and Via

Four
Tracks

Figure 2.4: Via placement in loose versus dense gate isolation template

2.4 Conclusions
SoGOLaR is an effective cell generator for small to medium size cells in a Sea-of-Gates
layout style. For best results it places individual P/N-transistor pairs with simulated annealing using
a suitable cost function to minimize net-length and to maximize diffusion sharing. Internal cell
routing is performed by CODAR, a congestion-directed router that combines global and detailed
routing algorithms in an effective manner.
SoGOLaR has been used to make quantitative comparisons of several different Sea-ofGates templates with examples of cells of varying complexity. Although our results must be
evaluated in the context of the overall chip layout tools used, we have reached several conclusions
by comparing template styles at small to medium sized cells alone. All of the templates we studied
are able to achieve high area utilization, with the four-transistor template showing best utilizations
on an input consisting of simple logic gates. To realize this high utilization, templates must be tall
enough to accommodate the internal wiring of the more complicated cells found in a library such
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Template
Area per
Style P/N Pair
LO
66/2
GI
24/1
SIE
77/3
LO-D
42/2
GI-D
15/1

21

30

545
533
660
346
290

825
821
940
630
585

Complexity of Example #P=NP airs
36
43
48
60
77
95
105
Cell Routing Area in Track Units Square (2=64)
1089 1210 1320 1815 2860 3696 4455
1223 1344 1424 2050 2956 4164 5091
1296 1440 1584 1980 3024 4590 5184
819
924
924 1260 1960 2737 3024
825
924
910 1380 1952 2646 2862

125
5544
6198
6120
4190
4032

Table 2.4: Area Results
as JK-flipflops, or counters. We found that this requires at least five horizontal tracks in first level
metal for templates with a low horizontal density, with a few additional tracks needed for templates
with high horizontal density. This additional space is used primarily for via placement.
Looking at medium sized cells, we found that adding tracks above the minimum required
does not substantially increase the size of cell that can be successfully routed. This implies that it
is pointless to try to provide enough free tracks within a template to handle the wiring congestion at
the chip-level. The exact number of tracks needed is dependent on the exact place and route method
used at the chip level. For instance, if all inter-cell wiring is restricted to empty rows between cells,
no additional tracks are needed.
Since our objective is to support automatic cell generation without restricting the library
of cells or the chip level layout method, we conclude that adding two to four extra tracks per row is
useful. These extra tracks help ensure that congested cells of medium size will not need an extra
row for routing space. Also, we have found that the range of aspect ratios over which a cell can
be routed is increased by adding extra tracks. As seen in Chapter 3, this flexibility is particularly
useful in the context of floor planning and routing macro-blocks with regular structure.
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Figure 2.5: Example layout for gate isolation template (GI)

Figure 2.6: Example layout for four-transistor template (LO)
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Figure 2.7: Example layout for six-transistor template (SIE)
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Chapter 3

Efficient Layout of Regular
Macro-modules in Sea-of-Gates
Special purpose tools are used for the layout of regular macro-modules for the same reason
they are used in transistor-level layout, namely to take advantage of the particular structure present
in the input net-list. Whereas transistor-level layout techniques rely on the uniform shape and pin
configuration of transistors, techniques for the layout of regular macro-modules take advantage of
the organization of the macro-module into arrays of identical cells1.
This organization is best illustrated by considering the layout of a single array of identical
cells, such as a memory function block (i.e. RAM, ROM or register file) consisting of m words of

independently addressed memory with each word containing n bits. This block would be laid out
as a two dimensional array of cells, with columns corresponding to all of the bits in a given memory
word and rows corresponding to a specific bit in each memory word. Each memory cell instance
therefore has a data bit line connection running through it in one direction, say left to right, and a
word address line running in the orthogonal direction (top to bottom).
In laying out the memory cell, the bit and word lines are routed through the cell such
that the pins at the edge of the cell are placed at matching locations on opposite sides of the cell.
Thus, the layout of the base cell of an array contains not only its own wiring but also the external
wiring that must pass through it in order to wire the array. The entire array including the inter-cell
wiring is formed by replicating the base cell and abutting the resulting instances. This layout
technique, known as cell assembly[40], avoids using specially designated space for external wiring
1
Throughout this chapter, the blocks at the lowest level of the net-list hierarchy (i.e. a net-list of transistors) are called
cells
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by avoiding the separation between external and internal wiring found in many automated place and
route systems.
Although the above example is illustrative, not all cells in a regular macro-module need
to be identical nor must all wires follow a rigid pattern. In particular, we are interested in macromodules that are composed of more than one array of cells, such as datapaths with a bit-slice
organization. A bit-slice datapath consists of a number of function blocks, such as memory cells,
register files, shifters, ALUs and the like. Each of the function blocks operates on a number of bits
in parallel and consists of an array of similar cells. The nets in this kind of module exhibit one
of a few characteristic patterns. Inside a single function slice, one or more control signal nets will
connect to an input on all cells in the slice. Alternatively, in function blocks such as counters or
shift registers, a set of nets will propagate the output of each cell to the input of an adjacent one.
A completely separate group of nets implements the connections among cells in different function
blocks needed to implement a bit slice. Most often, each of these nets connects to only one cell in
any given function block.
To exploit this net-list structure, our system is organized such that the floor plan of the
macro-module is chosen first. The floor planning step involves finding the relative placement of
function blocks that minimizes the wiring among them and the alignment and aspect ratio for each
function block that maximizes the amount of inter-block wiring that can be routed by abutment.
Because the external wiring passes through each cell, the floor planner must also ensure that the
external wiring load through each cell is distributed such that its layout can be completed. Once
the floor plan has been chosen, the cells of each function block are synthesized by SoGOLaR on
demand to fit the chosen floor plan.
Wherever possible, we use the net-list structure to partition the individual tasks of macromodule layout into one-dimensional sub-problems. For instance, when finding the initial placement
of cells, the two-dimensional bit-slice macro-module mentioned above would be organized as a row
of function blocks with each function block organized as a separate column of cells. Because the
nets at the top level do not connect to more than one cell in each function block, the relative ordering
of function blocks in a row can be found using a one-dimensional algorithm without considering the
ordering of cells in each function block. Similarly, the wiring among function blocks is performed
by partitioning the module into its bit slices. Since the bit slices are connected by nets that are
separate from the nets that traverse several bit slices, we route each bit-slice independently using a
one-dimensional track assignment. This partitioning approach, illustrated in Figure 3.1, retains the
advantages of cell assembly while avoiding the complexities of general two-dimensional placement
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Figure 3.1: Partitioning a two-dimensional placement problem into one-dimensional components
and routing.
Our organization also differs greatly from those layout systems that perform automated
cell assembly directly. In such systems, macro-modules are developed by assembling pre-fabricated
cell layouts obtained from a library. The re-use of cells is accomplished by creating a customizable version of the layout and entering it using a procedural and/or graphical layout representation language[41][42][43]. Typical layout customizations include the ability to select the location of an external wire connection from several possibilities[44] and the ability to stretch cells
along pre-defined cut lines[43]. Stretched cells may be assembled by river routing rather than
abutment[44][71], and at least one assembler[45] can choose between river routing and abutment
automatically.
Even with personalization, the reliance on pre-defined layouts severely limits the number
of floor plans these systems can generate for a given module. This is because creating new cell
layouts in such a system is expensive, especially when the layouts must be parameterizable. The
problem is exacerbated by the fact that Sea-of-Gates cells cannot change shape by stretching.
Consequently, altering the aspect ratio of a macro-module or even adding wiring space in a Seaof-Gates cell requires new cell layouts with a different number of transistor rows. The resulting
proliferation of cells makes evaluating alternative floor plans difficult for even a relatively simple
macro-module.
Although we can mitigate the aforementioned problem by simply using SoGOLaR to
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automatically generate cell libraries, our approach goes a step further by integrating cell generation
into the macro-module layout process. We use the added flexibility of on-demand cell generation
to implement a more flexible and general layout model for structured macro-blocks. Our layout
model allows function blocks to process an arbitrary number of bits, and it places no limit on the
number of cell types a function block may contain. The wiring among blocks may be non-uniform
as well; wherever possible, these irregularities are accommodated inside a cell without adding extra
routing space.
Besides allowing complete freedom to handle non-uniformities in the macro-module, ondemand cell generation allows our system to perform operations that produce new cell types. For
example, our system will dynamically dissolve the boundaries between adjacent control cells and
function slices if removing said boundaries would reduce area and/or wiring length. For instance,
if a particular 8-bit function block is to be laid out in 12 transistor rows, we would rearrange this
block from eight one-bit cells into four two-bit cells. The details of this cell merging technique are
discussed in Chapter 4.
The success of on-demand cell generation depends heavily on managing the interdependency between floor planner and cell generator. In our layout system, the interdependency issue
arises in the development of suitable models that describe the quality of cell layout and the feasibility
of proposed wiring patterns. On the one hand, the quality and feasibility of a particular cell layout
is highly dependent on the particular constraints on cell size and external wiring locations imposed
by the floor planner. To be useful to the floor planner, however, cell layout information must come
in a summary form suitable for use in a cost function, and cannot be recomputed in detail for each
trial floor plan. Thus, the cell layout model used in floor planning necessarily involves a degree
of estimation. In making these estimates, our system uses optimistic assumptions and relies on
the failure handling mechanism described in Chapter 4 to resolve problems that may result from
overly optimistic projections. This contrasts with the usual approach of making conservative or
even pessimistic estimates in early stages to reduce the possibility of failure in later ones.
For instance, the external wiring capacity of a cell is represented to the floor planner as a
single number for each row of transistors. This set of numbers is an estimate that necessarily must
neglect such factors as the exact wiring tracks the external wires would occupy and whether the
external nets terminate or connect inside the cell. In making the wiring capacity estimate, we do
not try to construct a worst case assignment of nets onto wiring tracks. Instead, we assume that any
external net can occupy any track on the outside of the cell not already occupied by internal cell
wiring. The failure handling mechanism is invoked if and only if a particular assignment of external
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nets to tracks fails to route. The section on floor planning describes in detail how cell layout metrics
are approximated and how these metrics are propagated up and down the macro-module hierarchy.
The rest of this chapter describes the implementation of our approach to macro-module
generation. Throughout the discussion below, we make comparative references to other datapath
layout systems, particularly those[72][73][74] that incorporate elements of general place and route
systems. Our discussion excludes those systems, such as SEFOP[73], where circuit structure
knowledge is incorporated in an indirect manner into a general place and route system, e.g., by
altering the weights of nets.
We begin with an overview of our layout model and task organization, then present
sections containing a detailed discussion of each task followed by a section with results. Although
our system relies on the failure handling and layout database services provided by the mediator, the
focus of this chapter is on floor planning and layout generation alone. The details of how cell layout
information is extracted from the design database and the details of the failure handling mechanism
are discussed in Chapter 4. Furthermore, we assume that all requests regarding cell layout to the
layout database are successful, i.e., no layout failures occur. Under this assumption, our system
runs in a stand-alone mode from start to finish.

3.1 Layout Model and Overview
Our system accepts input in the form of a structured hierarchical net-list. This hierarchical
structure may be given by the designer, or it may deduced from an annotated flat net-list by
clustering[75][76]. At the top level of such a net-list is a set of function slices to be placed side by
side in a row. The function slices may be grouped into hierarchies; creating such a group ensures
that the constituent function slices will be placed together with no other slices placed in between
them. Each function slice is composed of an array of cells to be placed in a column. Within a
function slice, we distinguish those cells that connect to cells in other function blocks to form a bit
slice. Borrowing from the terminology used in datapath design, we call such cells data cells, and
refer to cells that connect only to other cells in the same function slice as control cells. The latter
term is used because usually these are cells that generate signals to control the data cells in the
function slice. As the function slices themselves, the cells within a function slice may be grouped
into hierarchies. Since data cells in a function slice need not be uniform, hierarchies are used to
group instances of identical cells within a function slice. Figure 3.2 illustrates this organization.
We map the cells of each data cell block onto the Sea-of-Gates transistor array, by
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Figure 3.2: Floor Planning model for datapath generation showing function slices and their
connectivity
stacking them perpendicular to the pre-fabricated diffusion strips. Data busses run in first level
metal parallel to the power supply lines, while second level metal is used for the control wiring
which runs primarily in the vertical direction. This orientation facilitates the alignment of data cells
and reduces the amount of wiring that must cross the power rails in second level metal.
This wiring model differs greatly from the more conventional row-based model for overthe-cell wiring. This model, described by Tsujihashi et. al.[77], uses second layer metal for
power supply lines and data buses and first layer metal for control lines. Over the cell routing is
accomplished by implementing the “pin” that connects a cell to a data bus as a long vertical strap.
The strap provides a number of positions to attach a via to connect it to the horizontally running data
bus. The primary barrier is that this system relies on polysilicon jumpers to route short horizontal
nets and segments inside the cell. This option is not viable in Sea-of-Gates because the polysilicon
layer is pre-fabricated.
To process the input net-list, we have divided the task of macro-module synthesis into
three distinct steps, where each step is governed by a layout cost function expressed as a linear
combination of user scalable terms for wiring length, module width, module height and wiring
density. Although the layout cost function remains the same throughout layout synthesis, each
subsequent step uses its own method of estimating the value of each term, adding detail and
accuracy to the estimate until it reaches the the final actual layout cost. The resulting layout must
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also satisfy user definable constraints on module height, width and the length of a set of nets.
To begin the process, we determine the aspect ratio of the module as well as the shape and
relative positions of its constituent function and bit slices. We call this step module floor planning
because our problem formulation is similar to that found in general purpose floor planning tools.
Within the module floor planner, the problem of optimizing the arrangement of a function slice
sequence is modeled as a linear placement problem with a multi-term objective function, with terms
for minimizing the length of busses between function slices, the number of busses passing through
each slice and the overall area of the macro-module.
The resulting function slice placement is then passed to the track assignment step, in
which the wires for external data busses are placed on specific outer tracks of the cell. Lastly, the
module assembly step performs the final layout synthesis of the macro-module. The actual module
layout is produced one cell at a time using SoGOLaR. The role of the module assembly step is to
propagate and pass to SoGOLaR the pin position constraints from the track assignment step and
from the adjacent cells whose layouts already have been completed.
All other regular macro-module layout systems that use the general place and route model
also use a task division similar to the one outlined above. This is despite the differences in routing
model and their use of stretchable library cells in lieu of cells generated on-demand. Because these
systems are distinguished only by the models and algorithms associated with the individual layout
tasks, all further comparative discussion is deferred to these sections.

3.2 Macro-Module Floor Planning
The module floor planner is so named because it determines the number of transistor rows
needed to implement each circuit block and assigns the relative positions of the blocks, thereby
producing a module floor plan suitable for external wiring and cell assembly. Although this task
statement is similar to that used by general purpose floor planners, our approach differs from these
in that we use the structure present in the input net-list to decompose the floor planning problem into
sub-tasks. We consider the problem of selecting the shape of the module and its constituent circuit
blocks separately from the problem of choosing the relative placement of the circuit blocks. In turn,
finding the relative placement of blocks is modeled as two separate one-dimensional sub-problems,
namely the ordering of function slices in a row and the ordering of bit slices in a column. This
approach is effective because most nets that connect among cells run entirely in one direction, either
vertically within a function slice or horizontally within a bit slice. The hierarchies are entirely
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separate, thus those nets that cross both function and bit slices may be partitioned into horizontal
and vertical spans.
To find the minimum cost ordering of function or bit slices, the floor planner uses a branch
and bound[78] algorithm with the set of partial placements comprising the search tree. A partial
placement is a two-way partition of the input slices into an ordered set of placed slices and an
unordered set of unplaced slices. The algorithm generates new partial placements by moving one
slice from the unplaced set to the placed set2. These partial placements are kept in a queue ordered
by layout cost; the algorithm terminates when a complete placement appears at the head of this
queue.
This algorithm is attractive because it permits the easy inclusion of a variety of cost
function terms, the only restriction being that said term must increase monotonically as the partial
placement is constructed. In the absence of limiting constraints or heuristics, the algorithm will
generate partial placements from all parts of the search tree. Thus, it is guaranteed to return the
placement with the absolute minimum layout cost value. A comprehensive search would appear
impractical at first since the search tree contains O(n!) nodes for n slices. However, in practice the
search is limited by both lower and upper bounds to a tiny subset of the search tree. These desirable
features have led other layout system designers[72][79][74] to use the branch and bound algorithm
for function slice placement. Compared to ours, these systems solve a simpler placement problem
in that they assume the module shape as well as the vertical position and layout of each cell are
known before placement.
Our floor planner applies the branch and bound algorithm to each set of blocks in a
bottom-up pass through the net-list hierarchy. To reduce the complexity of this step, the initial
placement search computes costs for a single aspect ratio for the module selected before placement
begins. In selecting this aspect ratio, the floor planner takes into account the designer’s constraints,
cell layout feasibility and the amount of inter-cell wiring in each direction. Once a placement for
the module’s top level is found, the floor planner makes a top-down traversal to add the cost of
placement dependent factors, such as the cost of connecting external nets from inside the sub-block
to the correct location on the sub-block boundary. To obtain the lowest cost placement, the floor
planner must find and perform this computation on all placements whose pre-adjustment cost is less
than the post-adjustment cost of the original placement. This is accomplished by simply continuing
the branch and bound algorithm using the post-adjustment cost of the original placement as the upper
2

w.l.o.g. the new slice is placed in the maximal (last) position of the placed set
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bound. Concurrently, the floor planner uses a similar approach to expand the placement search to all
feasible aspect ratios. The details of these sub-tasks, floor planner initialization, placement search,
and placement adjustment are given in the next three sub-sections.

3.2.1

Initialization
To accurately compute the cost of placing a set of blocks, the floor planner must have the

dimensions, internal wiring cost and wiring capacity of each block. Thus, the floor planner must
have an estimate of the layout cost for each cell before it begins the initial placement search. These
costs are in turn dependent on the shape chosen for the module. We resolve this interdependency
by choosing a tentative module shape prior to block placement and then using the cell layouts
corresponding to the selected shape when computing costs during placement.
Since the floor planner eventually looks at all module shapes, we need not and in fact
cannot choose the aspect ratio that will correspond to the minimum cost floor plan. However, we
do minimize a lower bound estimate of the layout cost function in making our selection, and we
assign strong preference to module shapes that will produce aligned bit and function slices when
assembled. Satisfying the latter criterion is equivalent to choosing a single bit height for all cells in
the data block, where bit height is defined as Hb

=

R=B where R is the height in rows and B is the

number of bits processed.
The first step in this process, finding the range of feasible shapes for each cell, requires
only two queries to the layout database per cell. The queries seek the tallest and widest available cell
respectively and have no constraints specified. Specifying no constraints causes the layout database
to use already existing layouts to the maximum extent possible; no new cell layout will be generated
if any layout exists for the queried cell. Further details of how the layout database processes this
query are given in Chapter 4.
Given each cell’s range of feasible shapes, we use a bottom-up net-list traversal to find the
set of feasible bit heights for the data cell block. To begin, we define the set of feasible bit heights
for a cell as simply those values of Hb that lie in the range of feasible cell shapes and for which R
is an integer. Implicit in this calculation is the assumption that intermediate bit heights are always
implementable. In other words, we assume that if a cell can be implemented in one row per bit and
three rows per bit, then it can be implemented in two rows per bit as well.
In finding the feasible bit heights for a function slice, we admit the possibility that adjacent
cells with the same net-list may be merged. For example, two adjacent one-bit cells with the same
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net-list may be merged into a single two-bit cell. This increases the number of feasible bit heights;
our example cell can now be implemented in three rows for two-bits. In doing this computation, we
assume that the representation of each function slice in the module net-list contains the least number
of bits per cell that is feasible. By this definition, an ALU comprised of eight 4-bit units may be
implemented as two 16-bit units but not as sixteen 2-bit units. To preserve the regularity expressed
in the net-list as much as possible, we restrict merging at this stage to cases where the merged
function slice would contain an integer number of cells. For instance, merging a function slice of n

one-bit cells into n=2 two-bit cells is allowed only if n is even.3 . If cells with different net-lists are
in the same function slice, the merger must be feasible for each group of cells individually.

The next step in choosing a module shape is to choose a feasible bit height from the group
of feasible bit height sets produced previously. For purposes of this calculation, each group of cells
with the same net-list and in the same function slice has its own set of feasible bit heights. As
mentioned previously, in finding the shape of the data block, we want to use the bit height most
likely to allow all bit slices in the module to be aligned. This amounts to finding the bit height that
is a member of the greatest number of feasible height sets.
Our objective is therefore to choose the bit height with greatest cardinality that meets the
input constraints on layout cost. If more than one bit height with the same cardinality meets the
input constraints, we choose the one with smallest layout cost. The lower bound for module height
and width is found by summing the height of the bit slices and the width of all function slices, where
the dimension of function and bit slices are determined by the tallest and widest cells respectively.
Here we make the optimistic assumption that all cells will be tightly packed in the sense that all
cells in the data block will have the chosen bit height and all control cells will be no wider than the
data cells in their function slice. Module height may be computed directly because in Sea-of-Gates
transistor row height is fixed. Our estimate of the width of a cell in a bit height not already obtained
from the database is an extrapolation based on the number of transistors and the number of templates
in the cell(s) that were found in the range-finding step. Using this extrapolation reduces the number
of queries made to the layout database. Extrapolating beyond the range of bit heights for a cell is
justified by the fact that the given range only includes bit heights already in the database, not all
possible bit heights for a cell.
Because of the difficulty of making an accurate estimate of bus capacity without consulting
the layout database, we don’t consider the density component of layout cost in this step. The net3

A method for implementing merge that produce odd “left over” cells is given in Chapter 4
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length computation for external nets will produce only nominal values except for those nets that
connect between fixed positions on the boundary of the module and those nets that connect to most
or all cells in the data block. The latter case occurs with nets that carry control signals to cells in
the data block.
Before proceeding with the initial placement search, we update the layout cost for each
cell in the chosen bit height. For data block cells, we query the database using the chosen bit height
as a constraint; control cells are constrained to the width of the data cells in their function slice. With
these constraints, the layout database will create a cell to meet constraints if none already exists
and will report a failure if said cell cannot be created. If a data cell cannot be created, we simply
choose the next best bit height and begin again. Control cell failures are handled by widening the
containing function slice and adjusting the module cost estimate accordingly. The floor planner will
proceed as long as a single bit-height is found for all data cells and the adjusted cost does not exceed
the input constraints. Otherwise, the floor plan is sent to the failure handler described in Chapter 4.

3.2.2

Initial Placement Search
As mentioned previously, finding the relative placement of blocks is modeled as two

separate one-dimensional problems, namely the ordering of function slices in a row and the ordering
of bit slices in a column. The initial placement search consists of two bottom-up passes through the
net-list hierarchy to find a relative placement for each set of function and bit slices independently
using the branch and bound algorithm. The search is referred to as initial in part because all layout
cost calculations are based on the module shape chosen previously. Furthermore, using a bottom-up
traversal means that pin position information derived from placing a block is not propagated to
the sub-blocks. Although the placements found in this step may no longer have lowest cost when
the simplifying assumptions are relaxed, the placement adjustment step uses the ordered queue of
partial placements to ensure that only a few promising candidates use the expensive final placement
cost evaluation. Since the bulk of unpromising placements are rejected as quickly as possible,
partitioning the floor planning task reduces the overall execution time even though slightly more
partial placements are evaluated.
In our context, the branch and bound algorithm[78] is an ordered traversal of the set of

Q for the given set of blocks B = b1; :::bn. Each partial placement is an ordered
pair (p; cp) where p is an ordered subset of k blocks bl 1; :::bmk for k = 1:::n and cp is the layout
cost for partial placement p. Each p forms a two-way partition of the set of blocks into placed and
partial placements
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([],{a,b,c})

([a],{b,c})

([abc],{})

([acb],{})

([b],{a,c})

([bac],{})

([bca],{})

([c],{a,b})

([cab],{})

([cba],{})

Notation:([<placed blocks>],{unplaced blocks})

Figure 3.3: Search tree for three cell module
unplaced sets. The set of partial placements is traversed by repeatedly removing the ordered pair p

of lowest cost and replacing it with its children. Each child of p is formed by taking one block from

the unplaced set and putting it in the last (k + 1) position of the placed set. Children with a layout
cost greater than an upper bound U will not be inserted into Q. The algorithm terminates when the

lowest cost partial placement is in fact a complete placement, i.e., its unplaced set is empty. This
complete placement is guaranteed to have the lowest cost among all placements in the search tree

Q[78]. The complete search tree for a three cell placement is shown in Figure 3.3.
Efficiently determining the layout cost of a partial placement (cp) is crucial to the effectiveness of this algorithm. This quantity represents a lower bound on the cost of all placements that
could be generated from p. In order for the algorithm to work at all, cp must be a non-decreasing

function of the number of placed blocks k, i.e., no child may have a lower cost than its parent. The

quality of this lower bound, i.e., how close cp (k) is to the lowest cost final placement cp(N ) for a

given set of k blocks, is a strong determinant of the number of partial placements visited and hence

the execution time of the algorithm. To minimize overall execution time, quality must be traded off
against the amount of time and memory needed to compute cp. Memory space is very important
because this algorithm generates a large number of intermediate partial placements, even though
they are a tiny subset of the O(N !) members of set Q.
The overall layout cost function is the weighted sum of terms for module area, wiring
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length, and wiring density respectively. The module shape is fixed at this stage, thus all partial
placements have the same area and thus the effective cost function is the weighted sum of wiring
length and density. Since each level of hierarchy is placed independently, we consider only those
portions of nets connecting to the sub-blocks at the current level. Pins on a sub-block are represented
by the left- and right-most position where a connection may be made. All external connections are
represented by a single pin, hence we refer to the connected interval of a pin or block interchangeably.
Of the two cost components, the algorithm for finding wiring length is the most involved.
We begin by computing a lower bound on the length of each net for a partial placement of zero
blocks. For each block connected to the net, we first find the minimum internal span for the
net, defined as ds

=

min(dl; dr ) where dl and dr are the distance from the left/right edges of the

connected interval to the left/right edges of the block, respectively. We then sort these blocks using
the quantity Bw i , ds i, this being the difference of the width of block Bi and its minimum internal
span. We call this the effective size of the block, or simply size if the context is clear. The lower
bound length for a net may be found by summing the sizes of all connected blocks except the two
largest ones. This corresponds to the case where the two largest blocks define the left and right edge
of the net’s span.
To increase the quality of the lower bound cost estimate, updates to each net’s length are
made incrementally as soon as the amount of the increase is known. Updates are handled separately
depending on whether the block currently being moved to the placed set is connected to the given
net or not. Each time an unconnected block is placed in the span of the net, we add the width of
that block to the net’s length. Ordinarily, the net’s span extends from the right edge of the first
connected block to the left edge of the last. This may change if the net has pins whose position is
fixed; these include pins external to the module’s top level as well as pins on fixed blocks. Such
pins are modeled by an ordered pair (xl; xr ) where the pin may be placed in the interval from xl to

xr . For fixed blocks, xl and xr correspond to the left and right edge of the block respectively. We
define the left and right extent of a net with n fixed pins as max(xl 1; :::xln) and min(xr 1; :::xrn),
this being the rightmost left edge and leftmost right edge of each interval, respectively. The span of
the net is increased if its right extent is left of the first non-fixed pin or its left extent is to the right
of the last non-fixed pin.
Each time we encounter a block connected to the net, we increase the lower bound net
length found before placement according to the algorithm whose pseudo-code description is given
below.
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P_i = (pin for block i (the current pin));
S_i = (size of the current block);
S_1,S_2 = (two largest connected blocks for this net);
if (P_i is first pin found for this net)
if (S_i < S_2) f
ADD (S_2 - S_i);

f

g

else if (P_i is not last connected pin for this net) f
if (i = largest connected block in unplaced set) f
S_u2 = (2nd largest connected block in unplaced set);
ADD (S_i - S_u2);

g

g

The update for the first pin ensures a correct net-length in the case where the net span
is defined by blocks other than the two largest ones, as was assumed in the initial lower bound
calculation. The subsequent updates compute incrementally the difference between the block at the
end of the span and the largest block.
Note that it is possible to defer all updates except the first one until the end of the net’s
span is encountered. This method would appear to be more efficient, since it would eliminate all
searches of the unplaced set. However, we have found that these potential savings are offset by the
increase in partial placement evaluations caused by deferring the net-length update. Eliminating
searches of the unplaced set also requires an extra memory location to store the number of pins
encountered so far.
Although we have illustrated our method using a single net, in our actual implementation
each partial placement stores only its total net-length and the total number of active spans, these
being the nets whose spans are crossing the current block. The number of nets unconnected to
the current block is found by subtracting the number of connected nets from the number of active
spans. Increases in connected blocks are added directly to this total. Each net’s length is not kept
separately, so all length constraint expressions are not evaluated until the end of this stage, i.e., when
a complete placement is found. Although this slightly increases the number of partial placements
evaluated, we have found that this increase is more than offset by a reduction in the amount of
memory needed for each partial placement.
The branch-and-bound cost calculation developed by Nakao et. al.[79] makes use of the
unplaced set in a different way. Our lower bound calculation finds the ordering of unplaced blocks
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that minimizes the length of each net independently. In fact, using the order that minimizes one
net’s cost may preclude the minimization of other nets. In their method, this interaction is taken
into account when checking delay constraints (bounds on the total length of a subset of nets). A
partial placement will be excluded from further expansion if no ordering of blocks in the unplaced
set can satisfy all delay constraints. Compared to our method, this approach will produce fewer
node evaluations. However, the algorithm has a very high order of complexity in the number of
delay constraints.
The number of active spans also forms a component of the wiring density cost. The total
wiring density at block k is the sum of the number of active spans and its internal density dk , this
being the density of wiring entirely inside the block. The internal density of the current block is the
density of the final complete placement with all nets that connect outside the block removed. The
density component used by our cost function is simply the maximum total density over all blocks.
The wiring capacity of each function slice is also computed and propagated up the net-list
hierarchy in this step, but we do not exclude partial placements that exceed this capacity. This is
because the wiring capacity in a given direction changes dramatically with module aspect ratio, thus
the same placement in a different module shape may satisfy this constraint.
Although we have illustrated our algorithms in terms of placing function slices in a row, our
algorithm is used first to order bit slices in a column. We are able to speed up this step dramatically
by exploiting the characteristics of bit slice connections. Specifically, when constructing partial
placements we never place two disconnected bit slices adjacent to each other. Cai et. al.[72]
illustrated that this heuristic can speed up the placement of large numbers of function slices. We
have found its importance to bit slice placement to be very great, since many connections among bit
slices are made between pairs of bit slices; shifters and carry propagate adders are examples of this.
In many datapaths these connections run between the same pair of bits in all function slices, hence
we may eliminate a huge number of partial placements by restricting adjacency to these connected
pairs. Although the number of bit slices often exceeds the number of function slices, in no case
have we found that bit slice placement makes a significant contribution to floor planner execution
time.

3.2.3

Placement Adjustment
Although the ordering of blocks output by the initial placement stage constitutes a com-

plete floor plan, several elements of layout optimization have been neglected in order to find this
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candidate floor plan more efficiently. The missing elements may be grouped into the following
three categories:
Module Shape The initial module shape was chosen based on a cost estimate found by interpolating
between the smallest and largest data block aspect ratios for which cells could be generated.
Thus, the feasibility of the chosen module shape and its dimensions relative to other shapes
are not known until cells have been instantiated for it. The dimensions and wiring capacity
of the new cell instances may differ from the old ones, thus we alter the wiring cost of the
candidate floor plan as well.
External Pin Placement The layout of any set of blocks below the top level of net-list hierarchy
does not take into account the positioning of connections from higher level blocks. Consequently, we neglect the cost of connecting a higher level net to its sub-blocks to ensure that
the calculated wiring length and density remains a lower bound.
Constraint Checking Net-length and wiring density constraints are not checked in the initial stage
since these costs are strongly dependent on both module shape and the cost of connections to
sub-blocks.
Each of these elements may either eliminate our initial complete floor plan or cause an
alternate floor plan to have lower cost. Thus, this stage must find and perform the placement
adjustments on each viable alternative before selecting the final floor plan.
We model the search for alternative floor plans as a continuation of the branch and bound
search described previously. Whenever an adjustment to the layout cost is performed, we find an
upper bound on the increase in layout cost that can result from the adjustment. We then use the
initial placement search algorithm to evaluate all partial placements whose total cost is currently
less than the given bound. Partial placements are evaluated as in the initial stage, and all completed
placements are stored in a separate completed placement list. This list comprises all of the candidates
for lowest cost floor plan, however the lowest cost floor plan is not known until all adjustments have
been made. This incremental search is at the core of all placement adjustments made in this stage.
In the first placement adjustment, every member of the completed placement list receives
a top-down pass that reorders each of the sub-blocks using the external pin position derived from
the top level placement. This reordering is much more expensive than the sub-block placement in
the initial placement stage, hence the need for good upper bounds when generating the completed
placement list. We then illustrate how the above adjustment is used in the search of different module
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shapes necessary to find the final floor plan. This description includes the placement adjustments
necessary after the cells for a module shape are instantiated.
Sub-block Optimization
As mentioned previously, the wiring cost estimate in the initial placement stage neglects
the cost of wiring4 the sub-blocks at the two terminal ends of each net. This is because the lower
bound on said cost may be zero in the case where the sub-block itself is a set of blocks to be ordered.
Since the sub-block placement was performed first, its placement does not reflect the pin position
from which the terminating net now enters.
Thus, to make the correct cost adjustment we must re-order each sub-block that contains
the terminal end of a net. We do this by applying the incremental search procedure to each subblock. To find our upper bound, we compute the cost of actually wiring the terminal nets5. Since
the lower bound on the cost of said connection is zero, this upper bound takes into account all
possible alternative placements that may have a lower total cost than the current one. The bound
computation is cumulative in the sense that the cost of wiring terminal nets in a sub-block must be
added to the upper bound of the parent block.
The method by which these costs are propagated through the net-list hierarchy is shown
in the pseudo-code given below. The external pins to the top-level block are included in the initial
stage cost computation, thus the procedure TERMNET ADJUST need only be applied to the top
level block of the initial candidate floor plan. However, every final floor plan candidate must have its
sub-blocks adjusted with the procedure SUB BLOCK OPTIMIZE, since each top-level placement
propagates a different set of pin positions. All of the above adjustments are applied separately to
both the function and bit slice hierarchy.

placement
TERMNET_ADJUST(Block)

f

Org_place = (lowest cost unadjusted placement for Block i.e.,
output of initial stage);
Block->Place_list = (List of already adjusted placements);
SUB_BLOCK_OPTIMIZE(Block);
4
5

wiring length and wiring density
This is shorthand for “nets that terminate in this block”
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Tmp_list = NULL;
if ((Placement of Block not fixed)) f
Bound = WIRING_COST(Org_place);
for((Each Sub_block of Block)) f
Bound += (Cost of terminating external nets
in Sub_block);

g

Tmp_list = SEARCH_FORWARD(Bound);
for((Each Element in Tmp_list)) f
SUB_BLOCK_OPTIMIZE(Element);

g
g

g

Block->Place_list = UNION(Place_list,Tmp_list);
return(MINCOST_ELEMENT(Place_list);

void
SUB_BLOCK_OPTIMIZE(Block)

f

g

for(Each Sub_block of Block) f
(Propagate external pin positions to Sub_block);
TERMNET_ADJUST(Sub_block);

g

Choosing The Final Floor Plan
Although the adjustment for terminating nets must be applied to each placement, it is but
a small part of the search for the final floor plan. This search is structured as the selection and
evaluation of candidate module shapes drawn from the list of feasible module shapes developed
prior to placement. To accurately compute the cost of a candidate module shape, every cell in
the module must be re-instantiated using the bit height corresponding to that module shape. This
process forms the core of the final floor plan selection routine, and we use the phrase “instantiating
the module shape” as a shorthand label for it.
The selection of module shapes for instantiation is partly governed by the estimated layout
cost found in the initial module shape stage. We augment our previous cost estimation with the
appropriately scaled wiring cost of the lowest cost function and bit slice placement. The new cost
element will skew the shape selection in favor of taller or shorter module shapes depending on
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whether the wiring cost is greatest in the horizontal or vertical direction.
Our other objective in module shape selection is to avoid instantiating a shape that has a
low probability of meeting the user defined constraints, even if said shape has the lowest estimated
cost. Module shapes are represented by their bit height, previously defined as the number of rows
divided by the number of bits. We therefore may immediately exclude any shape that is outside
the specified bounds. Our estimates for all other metrics are not necessarily lower bounds, thus a
constraint that is violated here may in fact be satisfied after instantiation.6 To assist in making the
possible tradeoff between cost and likelihood of success, we compute for each constraint shape the
degree to which each constraint is violated. These amounts are expressed as a percentage of the
value of the underlying metric. For example, if the total wiring length of a module were 2000 and
a net exceeded its length constraint by 40, said excess would be counted as two percent. Summing
all percentages yields a rough idea of the degree to which constraints are violated for a prospective
shape. All possible shapes above a threshold of five percent are ordered separately and will be
instantiated only if all shapes below five percent are exhausted.
Instantiating a module shape alters the width, wiring length, and wiring capacity of each
cell. Since we have not customized the external pins of each cell7, cell wiring length only affects
the cost of the current shape relative to others. As was the case with selecting module shape, we
apply constraint tests (e.g., cell wiring capacity) only after having found the lowest cost placement
for the instantiated module shape. This leaves changes in cell width as the only factor that directly
affects the cost of each function slice placement. Furthermore, only relative width changes among
slices can affect the ordering of the completed placement list.
To find the bound for the cell width placement adjustment, we must first proportionally
scale each function slice in the lowest cost placement to the actual (instantiated) module width.
For each function slice i, we then compute Ri

=

wiA =wiE , this being the ratio of the actual to the

normalized estimated width. Thus the maximum possible decrease in wiring length that may result
from width adjustment is given by ∆NL
ratio for all function slices, and

= (1

, Rmin(i))  NLE , where Rmin(i) is the minimum

NLE is the total wiring length of the normalized uninstantiated

module. This corresponds to the case in which all wires run over slices that shrink the most relative
to all other slices in the module. Given the adjusted wiring length of the (currently) lowest cost
placement NLA, all placements with adjusted length less than NLA must have an unadjusted length
no greater than NLA + ∆NL.
6
7

Lower bounds are computable, but we have found them so rarely useful that they aren’t included here.
We have found the wiring model currently in effect too crude for this purpose.
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The pseudo-code description given below shows how all of the placement adjustments
are integrated into a search for the lowest cost floor plan. The routine WIDTH ADJUST applies the
adjustment described above to each group in the function slice hierarchy. This routine is analogous to
the terminal net adjustment procedure TERMNET ADJUST outlined earlier. Each new placement
produced this way must have the terminal nets of its sub-blocks adjusted, hence the calls to routine
SUB BLOCK OPTIMIZE. Finally, note that each subsequent application of the width adjustment
routine will add to the list of completed placements only if the bound for that iteration exceeds the
cost of all completed placements found so far.
/* Find the final floor plan or NULL if can’t meet constraints. */
floor_plan
FIND_FPLAN(Top_Block)

f

TERMNET_ADJUST(Top_Block,FUNCTION_SLICES);
TERMNET_ADJUST(Top_Block,BIT_SLICES);
Shape_list = (List of eligible module shapes sorted by
estimated cost, including the
adjusted wiring cost of Top_Block);
Min_fplan = NULL;
do f
Min_shape = MINCOST_ELEMENT(Shape_list);
Min_shapebound = INSTANTIATE_SHAPE(Top_Block,Min_Shape);
Tmp_list = WIDTH_ADJUST(Top_Block,Min_shapebound);
for((Each Element in Tmp_list)) f
SUB_BLOCK_OPTIMIZE(Element);

g

Top_Block->Place_list = UNION(Top_Block->Place_list,
Tmp_list);
REMOVE_ELEMENT(Shape_list,Min_shape);
Tmp_Fplan = FIND_MINFPLAN(Top_Block->Place_list);
if ((Min_Fplan == NULL) || (Tmp_fplan < Min_fplan)) f
Min_fplan = Tmp_fplan;

g

while(Min_fplan > MINCOST_ELEMENT(Shape_list));

g

return(Min_fplan);

The procedure FIND MINFPLAN searches the completed placement list for the lowest
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cost placement for the given shape that meets constraints. If the lowest cost placement currently
does not meet constraints, we discard it unless only wiring capacity constraints are violated. In
this case, we first try to correct the failure by re-instantiating the offending cell(s) with the required
wiring capacity as a constraint. The candidate placement is kept only if the new cells remove all
violations without introducing any new ones, otherwise the placement must be discarded. Under
the current area calculation model, all placements for a given shape have the same width. Thus, a
width constraint violation terminates any further processing using the current module shape.
With each module shape instantiation we also update our cost estimates for all uninstantiated module shapes. Recall that our estimation method amounts to a linear interpolation for all
shapes whose bit height lies in between the instantiated shapes. Adding a new instance partitions
the regions into two segments, said regions are adjusted accordingly.
Exploration halts when all eligible module shapes have been explored or when the cost of
the best floor plan is less than the best cost of any uninstantiated module shape. Finally, the failure
handler will be invoked if all eligible shapes are explored and no floor plan that meets constraints
has been found. Otherwise, the chosen floor plan is returned as the final output of the floor planning
phase.

3.3 Routing and Module Assembly
Our approach to completing the module layout is similar to the floor planning step in that
we try to use cell and interconnect regularity to develop a wiring model that is more efficient than
its general macro-cell counterpart. In particular, our objective is to maximize the amount of wiring
that can be routed over the Sea-of-Gates cells. This objective is critical in Sea-of-Gates because
extra routing space may be obtained only by adding an empty row or column of transistors at a great
increase in both area and wiring cost.
To achieve this objective, we try to perform as much routing as possible by applying
appropriate constraints to the external pins of the cell when generating its final layout. This allows
us to complete the wiring of nets between cells by abutting matching pins while assembling said
cells to form the final layout of the module. By applying different kinds of constraints, this
mechanism can handle connections among instances of identical cells in a function slice array as
well as connections to two adjacent arrays of different cell types.
The primary difficulty of routing a net by pin constraint propagation is that the exact
location of its wiring is determined by the first cell layout that is instantiated. In the case of long
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Figure 3.4: Layout model for Sea-of-Gates data cell, showing physical constraints and types of
wiring
and/or critical nets, which need to be routed as straight as possible, the initial choice of location may
overly constrain the instantiation of several subsequent cells. To overcome this, we use a separate
routing step for external nets, these being those nets that cross cells without connecting to them or
that connect three or more disparate cells in the data block. These nets are assigned wiring paths
first to cells and then to individual tracks traversing cells.
To facilitate the routing of external nets, we impose a model on the distribution of wiring
tracks in each cell. Since the center of each cell is almost always occupied by first layer metal,
feed-throughs for nets crossing function slices are always implemented by first layer metal that runs
parallel to the power rails on the tracks closest to them. Nets connecting cells in bit slice use vertical
second layer metal feed-throughs which are distributed at regular fixed intervals throughout the cell.
The distance between feed-throughs is determined by the type of transistor template and the number
of rows in the cell. Because added routing space in the Sea-of-Gates transistor array is available
only in large expensive increments, it is sometimes imperative to provide more feed-throughs than
are available by reserving straight tracks. We implement these supplementary feed-throughs as
pairs of connected pins where the internal wiring paths of these feed-throughs are handled entirely
by the router in the cell generator. All of the aforementioned routing options are illustrated for a
two row cell in Figure 3.4.
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Our approach to routing external nets borrows from algorithms developed for general
row-based routers. For instance, in the first routing phase, the array of cells and their feed-through
capacities are modeled with a global routing grid graph[22]. This allows us to borrow from a variety
of approaches originally developed for the global routing of standard cell rows. Similarly, wiring
tracks are allocated using a model analogous to that for channel routing[29]. The details of our
algorithms for routing and module assembly are given in the following three sub-sections.

3.3.1

Global Routing
Unlike the floor planner, the routing stage operates on the “flat” version of the input

net-list. Thus the only objects present at the input are cells and their interconnecting nets. We
assume that each cell at the input is annotated with its location and size as well as its wiring capacity
in each orientation (horizontal and vertical). We also assume that all cells are rectangular and none
overlap. Although some pins were assigned to sides of the cell during floor planning, we do not
explicitly use these assignments during routing.
To begin, we map the annotated net-list into our global routing graph. This graph is based
on the familiar grid graph[22] model where nodes represent cells and links represent the wiring
capacity between two cells. A separate link is used for each pair of cells that share a boundary,
hence each cell’s side may require more than one link. Since all cells are rectangular, each link is
associated with an orientation (horizontal or vertical), and a side of the cell (top, bottom, left, right).
Empty space between cells is not assigned a separate node, instead links are projected across the
space to the cell boundary on the opposite side.
The wiring capacity figures for each cell represent the number of wires that may pass
through the cell in each orientation. The figure for a given orientation is assigned to the two sides
with that orientation as the sum of the boundary edge capacities for that side. For example, if cell
A has a vertical feed-through capacity of four, then the sum of all links that cross the top side of
cell A would be four, as would the sum of all links that cross the bottom side. Each link on a side
is assigned the fraction of the capacity roughly equal to the fraction of that side’s length occupied
by its boundary. This apportionment is done for both cells on the boundary, with the link receiving
the minimum of that pair of values.
This assignment is adjusted when a cell’s side has several links, one of which connects
to a cell with very low capacity. An apportionment based strictly on boundary length may result
in some capacity going unused. In this case, the unused capacity may be reassigned to another
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Figure 3.5: A cluster of cells and its corresponding global routing graph.
link if said reassignment would in fact increase the total capacity of the links on that boundary. An
example of the global routing graph is given by Figure 3.5.
We also annotate each node with a pair of values representing the horizontal and vertical
internal wiring load for the cell. The internal wiring load of a cell adds to its links when examining
a prospective wiring path that passes through a cell in one direction. These values are incremented
whenever a net’s route traverses a cell in one orientation, e.g., horizontally, and makes a significant
jog inside the cell in the orthogonal orientation (vertically).
On the graph, a jog is found by examining the overlap among the boundaries of the links
in a prospective wiring path. If that overlap becomes zero or negligible, the wiring load of the
corresponding cell is incremented. In our example routing graph, both the path from cell A to F and
the path from cell A to cell G traverse cell D and use two vertical links. However, only the path to
cell G will increment the horizontal wiring load of cell D.
Routing a net on this graph corresponds to finding a tree that contains all the nodes whose
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cells contain connections to the net. Our objective is to find minimum cost trees for each net subject
to the constraints on link capacity. Our cost measure is the length of all cells and blank tiles traversed
by the net. The method used to compute this value on the graph depends on the orientation of the
net’s entering and exiting links. If the orientations are the same, all of the wiring length is considered
to be in that orientation (horizontal or vertical) and we use the cell’s height or width respectively.
When a net turns a corner in a cell, the link orientations differ and we must sum the horizontal and
vertical net-length components. Here we use the distance between the boundary of one edge and
the midpoint value of the opposite edge. To aid these calculations, all links are annotated with the
location of midpoint of the boundary they cross. The boundary midpoints are also used to find the
length in the orthogonal direction when a wire makes a significant jump inside the cell. Finally,
links that cross blank space are marked with the distance between the two boundaries.
In graph theoretic terms, the tree representing a net’s route is called a Steiner tree, and the
problem of finding minimum cost Steiner trees is known to be NP-complete[14]. Our approach to
this problem begins by constructing low cost trees one at a time for each net. Since each net’s routing
reduces the capacity of some graph links, nets that are routed later encounter a more constrained
graph than do nets routed earlier. Thus, the final cost of all nets is strongly dependent on the order
in which nets are processed. This is the primary difficulty with our chosen approach.
Our strategy to overcome this difficulty is to identify special cases for which the minimum
cost tree may be found directly and route those nets first. The most important special case for regular
modules are nets which may be routed in a “straight line” path. This occurs when the net lies entirely
in one bit or function slice. Instead of trying to identify these nets before routing them, we simply
attempt to route every net by a straight line construction. Specifically, we attempt to construct a
path from left to right (bottom to top) using only links of horizontal (vertical) orientation without
backtracking, i.e., always entering and exiting a cell on opposite sides. A path is successful if all
nodes with pins can be reached from the starting node in this manner. If only one pin node cannot
be reached, we attempt to find a straight line path from that node to any node on the main path. If
that construction is successful, the resulting “T” path is the minimum value route for that net.
At this point, the remaining nets have a pin configuration for which the straight line or
“T” path is not necessarily minimal. These nets are handed to an algorithm for generating low
cost Steiner trees with arbitrary pin configurations. We use the method, first outlined by Ho et.
al.[80], which works by first constructing a minimum cost spanning tree (abbreviated MST) for
the net and then converting each link of the MST into a path in the original routing graph. The
spanning tree must be separable in the sense that deleting an link from the MST results in sub-
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trees whose derived routing paths cannot overlap. Given this property, the method uses dynamic
programming to construct every routing path derivable from the MST. Essential to this construction
is the theorem[80] that the lowest cost conversion for each link in the MST is a path with at most
two jogs. The authors were also able to show that all Steiner trees produced this way are no more
than 1.5 times the cost of the minimal cost tree[80].
The constructive phase ends when one of the two aforementioned methods has been used
to find a short path for each net. The partial result is sent immediately to the failure handler if any
net has not been routed within its length capacity constraint. If all length capacity constraints are
satisfied and no link in the routing graph is over-utilized, the global routing is finished.
We did not take link capacities into account in the constructive phase, so the partial
result most likely contains several blockages due to local wiring congestion. The first set of tactics
employed to relieve an over-utilized link involve increasing the capacity of the link. If another link
on the same side of the cell8 has excess capacity, we may simply reassign it to the over-utilized link.
If this fails, we try to re-instantiate the cell with a sufficient wiring capacity specified as a constraint.
Relative to the calculation made on the global routing graph, re-instantiating the cell may
potentially increase its wiring capacity in two ways. First, the internal wiring load may be placed
so as not to block wiring that passes through in the same direction. In addition, a wiring segment
that consists entirely of two pins on horizontally adjacent cells may have its wiring moved away
from the outside to the middle of the shared cell boundary, thus freeing up feed-through space on
the corresponding link.
If and when blockages persist to this point, we now try to re-route nets around them. To
begin, we group all nets that pass through blockages and order them by the difference between the
current length and the maximum allowed length. For each net we then simply re-evaluate MST
link path enumerations in Ho’s algorithm, this time taking into account link capacities. We accept
an alternate path only if its length satisfies constraints and it uses none of the original over-utilized
links. The alternate path is allowed to create new over-utilized links only if the maximum degree of
over-utilization, defined as the difference between the number of wires and the capacity, is reduced
overall. Wherever a choice exists, we always minimize the number of new blockages created. If
blockages remain after all nets have been re-evaluated once, we try re-routing each net with a maze
finding algorithm[81]. This approach is used because it looks at a much larger set of paths, including
paths that extend outside the bounding box of a net’s pins.
8

or both cells, if they are equally limited
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Figure 3.6: Replicating a net (two instances shown)
All nets in an array are produced by finding the lowest cost path for one instance of the
net and then replicating that path. No special modifications of our algorithms are required for net
arrays, however the cost versus capacity evaluation is somewhat more complicated. If this low
cost path for a net in a bit slice array9 uses straight vertical segments that cross N bit slices, then

replicating the net causes N instances of this segment to traverse the same cell. A simple iterated
net example is shown in Figure 3.6.

After both methods of re-routing have been tried, we re-instantiate every cell whose
over-utilized links have either been reduced or are newly created. We iterate between maze finder
re-routing and cell instantiation until either all blockages are removed or no more cells can be
re-instantiated. If blockages remain, the partial result is sent to the failure handler.

3.3.2

Track Assignment
After global routing, all external pins of each cell have been assigned to one of its four

sides. We could therefore begin assembling the final module layout immediately after global routing.
Employing this approach would give the first instantiated cell complete freedom to determine the
location of all external pins on each side. Since we’d like long wiring segments to be as straight
as possible, the pin positions chosen by the first cell constrains all of the cells connected to the
associated wiring segments. This would make the final routing of these nets and cells highly
dependent on the order of cell instantiation. To reduce this order dependence, we assign all of the
pins for each long wiring segment (i.e., a segment that connects to three or more cells or crosses a
9

This is by far the most common type of iterated net
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cell without connecting) at once.
Besides keeping each wiring segment straight, we also want to optimize the position of
each segment relative to the others that pass through the cell. In our formulation of this assignment
problem, we consider each wiring direction separately and we further partition each sub-problem
into routing regions. For wires in the horizontal direction, each transistor row is a separate region.
The regions for vertical wires are formed by extending the vertical boundary between cells into cutlines that traverse the module. Within each region, the wiring assignment thus becomes analogous
to the channel routing problem[29] in general layout systems.
The primary difference between the standard channel routing formulation and our model
is that at this stage the positions of internal cell connections are as yet unknown. Our channel
model therefore abstracts each cell into two “columns” that represent the two boundaries of each
cell through which the channel’s wiring passes. Our columns differ from the standard definition
in that they may contain several connections. Nets that terminate in the cell are represented by
pseudo-pins placed at the top and bottom of the “nearest” column. Pseudo-pin pairs are placed in
both columns if a net connects to a cell and passes through it.
All horizontal channels (rows) are processed before vertical ones, and the discussion below
assumes we are working with horizontal wiring segments. Despite this, most of the items discussed
below apply directly to the track assignment for vertical wiring. Exceptions and modifications are
discussed as they arise.
We begin by making an assignment of wiring segments to channels; this is derived from the
global routing graph. To begin, we determine for each link the ordinal of the channel(s) traversed
by its corresponding boundary. A straight segment must be assigned to a channel traversed by
the boundary of every link; this is simply the intersection of the corresponding row sets. Each
segment is assignable to at least one channel, otherwise during global routing the segment would
have been split and the internal wiring load of the cell where the split occurred would have been
incremented10. Segments may be assigned to more than one channel, in which case the channel
numbers are interpreted as mutually exclusive alternatives. Segments that are instances of the same
net array are processed separately to ensure that no two instances are assigned to the same channel.
A sample segment assignment is illustrated in Figure 3.7.
Segments are assigned to tracks one channel at a time using the left-edge algorithm[23].
We use this algorithm in part because it never breaks a wiring segment, even when the segment
10

Our implementation of the internal wiring load computation shares methods and results.
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Figure 3.7: An example of segment to channel assignment
connects three or more pins in the channel. The algorithm works by taking the segment with the
leftmost start point and assigns it to a newly created track. The new track is then filled in a greedy
left to right fashion by repeatedly adding the next leftmost non-overlapping segment. More than
one net may begin at one of our “columns”, in that case we choose the longest. The above two steps
are then repeated until no more segments are left.
Because all of the segments beginning at a cell use the same column, we often have a
choice when starting or adding to a track. We use this opportunity to minimize the vertical wiring
needed to connect the segments to the cell. Since the location of each routing track and internal cell
pin is not known until module assembly, we cannot compute the vertical wiring distance precisely.
Instead, we order each segment at a given location by the difference between the number of pins
connected to the top and bottom of the cell. Using this assignment order minimizes the number of
costly vertical traversals across the center of the transistor row needed when a wire on the lower
(upper) portion of the transistor row must connect to a pin on the top (bottom) of the row.
Track assignment is halted when all segments assigned to the channel are processed,
including an equal portion of segments given multiple channels. Each channel has a target number
of tracks equal to the maximum capacity of all cells in the corresponding row. To keep segments
with multiple channels from overstuffing a cell, we add “blank” segments that traverse every cell
whose actual capacity is less than this value. These blank segments are assigned a median vertical
order, thus they help distribute the “real” segments to the outer edges of the channel. For vertical
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wiring, the calculation of the number of blank segments is adjusted to take into account the variable
width of these channels. Furthermore, not all vertical blank segments are placed in the middle of
their respective channels. Instead they are evenly distributed among the “real” segments.
Although Cai et. al.[72] use a routing model in which the exact positions for pins
are known in advance, his formulation of the track assignment problem is similar. There, track
assignment is solved by recursively bi-partitioning each channel until each partition contains one
track and hence one segment. The partitioning uses terminal propagation to keep segments on
opposite sides of a cut-line close together. The Pathway datapath layout assembler[82] uses the
same track assignment formulation but uses a dynamic programming algorithm to solve it. Because
the algorithm considers all possible assignments of segments to tracks independently in each cell,
it has a worst-case complexity of O(N !) where N is the number of tracks. Several heuristics are
needed to make the execution time tractable. The LASSIE[74] system uses an industrial single layer
router in its over-the-cell model. Nakao et. al.[79] use over-the-cell routing but doesn’t specify how
it is accomplished.
Lastly, each segment is mapped to interval constraints for the external pins of each cell
traversed. We have found that interval constraints do the best job of preserving preferred wiring
locations and order while giving the cell generator the flexibility to determine the exact wiring paths
based on the internal wiring of that cell. Vertical segments are given wider intervals than horizontal
ones, in part because there is usually more space for such intervals. Also, for vertical segments
the amount of wiring needed to connect to the cell’s internals exhibits a greater dependence on the
cell’s transistor placement.

3.3.3

Module Assembly
The final layout of the module is synthesized one cell at a time by the cell generator.

The job of the module assembly stage is to choose the order of cell generation and to propagate
external pin constraints from synthesized cells to those not yet synthesized. Although the influence
of cell synthesis order has been reduced by the track assignment stage, it remains the most important
consideration at this time.
Our objective in choosing the first cell to be synthesized is to find the cell that has the
most constrained wiring problem. This allows said cell maximal freedom to find feasible routing
paths without having a portion of its external pins in fixed positions. Our preferred candidate for
initial synthesis is a cell that has been instantiated in the capacity reduction step in global routing.
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Not only is such a cell most likely to have a difficult wiring problem, the current cell instance often
has its external pins already placed in preferred positions. When several such cells exist or no such
cell exist, we choose a cell that is close to the center of the module and/or is part of a large array.
For all cells after the first one, our objective is to minimize the fraction of external pins
that have had their positions fixed by previously synthesized cells. Our approach is to synthesize
only adjacent cells one vertical slice11 at a time, beginning with the slice that contains the initial
cell. This guarantees that every cell will have only two sides completely constrained, namely the
side that borders the cell last synthesized in the current slice and the side that borders the previously
formed slice. This algorithm proceeds until all cells in the data block have been synthesized; the
control cells are synthesized one at a time to complete the module. If the cell generator fails on any
cell, the partial result is given to the failure handler.

3.4 Results
In developing our system, our approach has been to apply algorithms derived from general
placement and routing tools in a manner that it is optimized for regular modules. For instance,
decomposing the placement into bit and function slice allows us to use a linear placement algorithm,
thus avoid the complexity and difficulty of two-dimensional placement. This algorithm works best
when the set of nets than run among function slices is independent and disjoint from the set of nets
connecting bit slices. Nets that connect different function and bit slices do not cause our algorithm
to fail, but they do degrade its performance by introducing interdependencies between the function
and bit slice placement stages. Similarly, our approach to inter-cell routing is general enough to
handle nets that connect different bit and function slices, but the wiring patterns most often found
in regular modules are routed first and are the last to be ripped-up during the re-routing stage.
This combination of algorithms allows us to fully utilize the advantages of on-demand
cell generation to provide cell customization to whatever degree is needed. Our system is unique
even among automatic regular macro-module floor planners in that it can generate and evaluate floor
plans in shapes whose cells have not yet been synthesized.
We illustrate and use this flexibility by generating and evaluating layouts of a single
regular macro-module in a variety of aspect ratios. For our example module, we have chosen a
32-bit RISC-style microprocessor datapath consisting of six function slices, namely a dual port
register file with eight registers, a separate read/write register, source register, ALU, shifter and
11

We use the slices created in the track assignment stage
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multiplexor. Each of these cells uses a net-list that processes one bit per cell, except for the shifter,
whose smallest net-list unit processes four bits. The register file contains separate decoder cells for
each port, while all other data function blocks except the shifter have a single control cell associated
with them.
In addition to comparing the area and net-length of differently shaped floor plans at the
macro-module level, we also determine the template height requirements of individual cells in order
to augment the data presented in Chapter 2. To do this, we measure and report for each cell the
template height needed to ensure that said cell can be routed in the “loose” and “dense” forms of the
gate isolation template. By adding this value to the number of wires passing through each cell in
the chosen floor plan, we find the number of tracks needed to implement the module without adding
extra rows for wiring space.
The module layout process begins with an assessment of what module shapes are feasible;
this in turn is based on the set of feasible shapes for each cell. We have found three feasible shapes
for our example module. Expressed in terms of data cell heights, the feasible shapes are one row per
bit, two rows per bit, and three rows for two bits. The latter shape is created by merging the net-list
for all one-bit cells. Table 3.1 shows the width of each data cell for all three shapes. Summing
the data cell widths yields the width of the entire data block; this forms the last entry in Table 3.1.
There are eight registers in the register file, this is taken into account when computing the data block
width.
Looking at width alone favors denser templates and higher aspect ratios exclusively.
However, many cells are wider than might be expected, i.e. a dense cell at a given shape is not
always half the width of its loose counterpart, and a cell with a height of two rows per bit may
be more than half the width of a cell with a height of one row per bit. Some of the increase
occurs because the layouts for higher aspect ratios have lower site utilization. However, we have
found that increases in width is often due to the need to add routing space to accommodate vertical
congestion. Higher aspect ratio layouts contain a large amount of inter-row wiring; this effect is
most pronounced in large cells (e.g. the ALU and shifter). In small cells, the additional routing
space is needed to accommodate vertical control signals passing through the cell. This effect is
most pronounced in the dense template versions of the two port register file cell and the multiplexor
cell. These cells must accommodate four and six vertical control signals respectively.
Ideally, the widths of the control cell for a function slice would be less than the width
of its corresponding data cell, this guarantees that a control cell will not increase the width of the
module. Thus, we use the widths found in Table 3.1 as a target for control cell synthesis. The
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Cell
Name

No. of
P/N Pairs

No. of
Bits

ram2pCell

4

1

rwCell

9

1

muxCell

12

1

src12Cell

14

1

isCell

21

1

Shifter

107

4

DATA BLOCK

459

4

Width (# Tracks)
1:1 3:2 2:1
10
9
7
7
7
7
26
18
14
14
10
7
32
22
16
16
12
11
40
28
20
20
15
12
58
42
34
30
22
19
84
58
48
42
30
28
320 249 188
178 145 133

Table 3.1: Data Cell Widths (Loose GI template in bold numerals)
dimensions of the resulting control cells, both height (in number of rows) and width (in track units)
are given Table 3.2. In this table, entries that span multiple columns indicate that the same layout
was used for two or more module shapes.
We estimate the width of each function slice before beginning floor planning because said
widths determine the lengths of the external nets that connect function slices, this being an essential
component of the cost function in the floor plan search phase. In this example, we have found
that one function slice placement yields the lowest external net-length for all three shapes. A box
diagram of the floor plan found is shown in Figure3.8. In this diagram, all dimensions are to scale
except for the height of the data block, which has been reduced from thirty two to eight bits so that
the diagram will fit on the page. This explains the large size of the register file decoders relative to
the data block.
Once a module floor plan is found, we can compute the number of tracks needed to
implement all module wiring (both internal cell wiring and horizontal external nets) without adding
extra rows for routing. Table 3.3 illustrates both this result (in the last entry) as well as the template
height needed to route each individual data cells and the large control cells. Results for individual
cells were obtained in the manner described in Chapter 2, i.e. by adding obstacles to the outside
of each row. Our table also includes the number of nets that pass through the cell in the horizontal
direction. This number can be subtracted from the totals in the table to obtain the amount of
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Cell
Name

No. of
P/N Pairs

cMuxCell

9

aDecCell

64

bDecCell

111

cSrc12Cell

3

cRwCell

6

cIsCell

8

Height (# Rows)
1:1 3:2
2:1
1
2
1
2
3
4
3
3
6
5
1
1
1
1
1
1

Width (# Tracks)
1:1 3:2
2:1
28
16
14
8
72
52
42
42
54
46
10
5
18
9
24
12

Table 3.2: Control Cell Heights and Widths
horizontal tracks needed for internal cell wiring.
Looking at the different module shapes, we find that increasing the aspect ratio does not
necessarily reduce the template height needed for routing. The primary advantage of a higher aspect
ratio layouts is that they provide more rows per cell and thus can accommodate more horizontal
external wiring through each cell. Since most cells in our chosen floor plan have a very low external
wiring density, this advantage is apparent only in the ALU cell, and even there it is small.
In Chapter 2 we found that the need to place vias above and below the polysilicon gate
landings added two to four extra tracks over and above the corresponding number for a “loose”
template. In conducting our experiments, we found that the presence of control signals connected
to inputs in the data block exacerbated this congestion problem. To relieve this congestion, we
increased the separation between the N- and P- transistor gates of the dense gate isolation template
by an amount sufficient to place one track of horizontal wiring between the polysilicon landings.
All of the results reported in this chapter are based on the new template. As indicated in Table 3.3,
this modification was successful in reducing the height penalty for dense templates back to a range
of two to four, with the worst case cells being the two (register file and multiplexor) with the highest
concentration of vertical control signal wiring.
Table 3.4 shows the internal net-length per bit for each data cell. To obtain the internal
net-length of data cells, we subtract from the total net-length the width (height) of the cell multiplied
by the number of horizontal (vertical) nets that pass through the cell. The number of external nets
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Cell
Name

Horiz.
Nets

ram2pCell

2

rwCell

0

muxCell

0

src12Cell

1

isCell

3

Shifter

2

aDecCell

0

bDecCell

0

MODULE

3

Template Height (# Tracks)
1:1 3:2
2:1
6
6
6
9
9
10
6
7
6
8 11
9
6
7
7
8 10
11
7
8
7
9 11
10
12 10
11
14 14
13
13 11
13
15 13
15
8
9
9
11 12
12
11 11
11
14 14
14
13 11
13
15 14
15

Table 3.3: Template Height Needed for Cells
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Figure 3.8: Floor plan for datapath example
passing through each cell is also given in the table. The total internal net-length result is then divided
by the number of bits processed by that cell to yield the final, normalized value. This division was
performed on all cells with a height of three rows per bits and on all shapes of the shifter cell, with
the divisors being two and four respectively.
Subtracting the net-length of external wires reveals the effects of vertical congestion on
the internal wiring of dense templates. Looking at the internal net-length of all data cells, we see
that the added net-length needed to overcome vertical congestion is often enough to completely
offset the decrease in net-length due to the reduced width of the dense templates.
As seen in Table 3.5, because each data block is replicated thirty-two times, the wiring of
the cells in the data block comprise about 70% of the wiring of the module. Combined with the fact
that there are more vertical control signals than horizontal data busses in our module, this means
that the trend seen in the internal cell wiring is reflected in and reinforced by the overall results for
the module.
The results for module area are given in Table 3.6. Since the width of the module is the
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Cell
Name

Horiz.
Nets

Vert.
Nets

ram2pCell

2

4

rwCell

0

4

muxCell

0

6

src12Cell

1

2

isCell

3

4

Shifter

2

0

DATA BLOCK

4

34

Net-length per bit (# Tracks)
1:1
3:2
2:1
51
94
122
49
111
106
210
250
157
175
226
163
156
230
259
151
232
280
275
320
221
252
287
178
488
569
486
518
576
532
1060
940
1166
1024
900
1228
2598 3061
3265
2512 3109
3229

Table 3.4: Normalized Net-length of Data Cells Module

Module
Component
DATA BLOCK * 32
CONTROL CELLS
EXT. HORIZONTAL
EXT. VERTICAL
MODULE TOTAL

Net-length (# Tracks)
1:1
3:2
2:1
83104
97952 104480
80384
99488 103328
6973
7026
7026
6394
6286
6286
13004
9342
7522
7074
5058
4546
18496
24480
36992
21760
31008
43520
121577 138800 156020
116062 141840 157680

Table 3.5: Module Net-length and its Components
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Template
Style
Loose GI

Dense GI

Module
Shape
1:1
3:2
2:1
1:1
3:2
2:1

(Tracks)
Height Width
41  17
320
58  15
249
74  17
188
40  20
178
56  19
145
72  20
133

(Trks. Squared)
Area
223040
216630
236504
142400
154280
191520

Table 3.6: Area results for Module
width of the data block, we use the widths given in Table 3.1 for our area calculation. To obtain the
template heights used in this table, we added the number of tracks needed for polysilicon landings
and power rails to the number of required routing tracks reported in Table 3.3. Because we added a
row to the middle of the dense templates, this number is five for those templates versus four for the
loose templates.
The module area results show an advantage for dense template packing that was not
apparent when looking at the net-length results. As seen in Chapter 2 and confirmed in Table 3.3, the
number of extra tracks needed by the dense template style is determined by the need to accommodate
local congestion and therefore is approximately the same for medium sized cells as for the smallest
ones. This advantage of dense templates is amplified at the module level because the template
height in each row of the module is uniform and is dictated by the wiring space needed by the largest
cells. Thus, tables 3.5 and 3.6 illustrate that the datapaths with lowest net-length and area utilize
the dense templates and have shapes of one row per bit and three rows per two bits respectively.
Next, we illustrate the layout of a portion of our datapath. Said portion contains two bits
of the source register and ALU cells. The layouts for each of the feasible module shapes (one row
per bit, three rows per two bits, and two rows per bit) are shown for the loose gate isolation templates
in Figure 3.9, Figure 3.10, and Figure 3.11 respectively.
Lastly, we illustrate the final layout of our example in Figure 3.12. To keep the number of
rectangles in this figure manageable, we have further reduced the size of the data block to four bits.
The trends illustrated in our relatively small macro-module example also apply to datapaths
with larger number of function slices. The handling of large macro-modules by our system is subject
to two limitations. The first limitation arises from the fact that the number of partial placements
evaluated by the floor planning search stage grows very fast with the number of input slices, despite
extensive pruning of the search space. In the floor planning of function slices we do not use any
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heuristics that could exclude the placement with absolute minimum cost. Thus, this complexity
places a limit on the the number of function slices that may be searched in a reasonable amount of
CPU time.
The performance of the search algorithm, measured by the exact number of slices that
may be handled, is difficult to quantify in a manner that produces results that may be compared with
other tools. We found that the number of evaluated partial solutions generated and evaluated is a
strong function of both the number nets and the number of pins per net. A net with a large number of
pins connects many blocks together; this in turn leads to the generation of many partial placements
solutions with approximately the same cost. By contrast, if the same blocks are connected by a
number of two pin nets, fewer solutions will have a cost near to the optimal one (i.e. placing the
connected blocks side by side). The algorithm can handle many blocks connected in this fashion.
We have found that two examples with the same number of blocks and pins may produce run times
that differ widely (i.e. by a factor of five). Unfortunately, the connectivity details of datapath
examples presented in other publications are unavailable. Thus, the only comparative result we
have is that our algorithm is neither significantly faster nor significantly slower than other published
ones.
To determine the limit of our floor plan search stage in the worst case, we created a family
of related datapaths by introducing multiple instances of the six function slices in our original
example connected by nets with a large number of pins (i.e. slightly fewer than the total number
of blocks). We found that our floor planner can handle up to 15 function slices connected in this
manner using less than one hour of CPU time on a Sun SparcStation One without the need for
partitioning or other complexity reducing measures. Reducing the connectivity to a median value
(i.e. each nets connects half the slices in the module) increases the number of blocks processed
in one CPU hour to 19. This implies that all but the largest datapaths may be searched without
heuristics, thereby retaining the guarantee that the lowest cost overall solution will be found.
The amount of time spent on the function slice placement dominates the entire layout
process, including bit slice placement. Even though bit slices are placed with the same basic
algorithm used in function slice placement, nets in bit slices connect to either all slices or only two
slices. The run time may thus be made negligible by eliminating the nets that connect to all blocks
and by generating no partial solution with two adjacent disconnected slices.
Another problem with handling large datapaths in our system is that the number of data
busses passing through the cells increases with the number of function slices. Thus, routing all
wires inside transistor rows may not be practical for large datapaths. The result tables above show
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that at least one proposed remedy to this problem, namely using module layouts with more rows
per bit, is of limited usefulness due to the increases in vertical and internal wiring length. Other
potential remedies, explored in Chapter 4, include adding rows for routing space and changing floor
plan placements to reduce the wiring density while possibly increasing net-length.
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Figure 3.9: Two bits of src12Cell and isCell (One row per bit)
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Figure 3.10: Two bits of src12Cell and isCell (Three rows per two bits)
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Figure 3.11: Two bits of src12Cell and isCell (Two rows per bit)
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Figure 3.12: Layout of RISC style datapath (four bits shown)
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Chapter 4

The Elements of Non-Sequential Tool
Interaction
Any layout system may be viewed as containing the following elements:



A set of tools that collectively can perform the entire layout task.



A method of communicating information about the state of the design among these tools.



A strategy for controlling the pattern of tool invocations that results in a particular design
path.
This chapter focuses on the latter two elements because they implement the model that

governs tool interaction in the system. Hence, the properties of tool interaction defined in Chapter
1 may be expressed as requirements imposed on these elements. Recall that in non-sequential
tool interaction the intermediate results produced by each tool help determine subsequent tool
invocations. Any implementation of non-sequential tool interaction must therefore possess an
element that uses the current design state to select a tool invocation from two or more choices.

N tools requires a communication method that
supplies either a view of the design state that is shared among all tools or N (N , 1) customized

Similarly, supporting two-way interaction among
links between pairs of tools.

Formulating these requirements allows us to compare and contrast diverse implementations of non-sequential and/or two-way tool interaction, including those implementations whose
elements are defined implicitly. For instance, the methods of integrating placement and routing
described in Chapter 1 may be viewed as examples of two-way interaction with the single common
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data structure serving as the method of communication. Similarly, in many commercial systems, a
human designer will use the characteristics of the input net-list and the desired solution to choose
from among several algorithms available for a given task (e.g. min-cut or simulated annealing for
placement). Though not fully automatic, such interaction may be termed non-sequential, with the
controlling element(s) being the human designer and accompanying user interface.
By contrast, the elements that provide communications and design path decisions in our
layout system are explicit and separate from the layout generation tools. The latter elements are
implemented as services and assigned a passive role in the control of the layout process. Thus, the
floor planner uses the inter-tool communication service when needed to initiate the cell generator,
and the design path handling service is activated only when the floor planner or cell generator cannot
perform a step needed to finish the current solution. This approach reflects our goal of providing
tool interaction in the manner that imposes the least restriction on the implementation details of each
layout tool or the details of the interaction strategy chosen. We refer to our model for providing
tool interaction as design mediation, and the software component that implements it as the design
mediator.
Chapters 2 and 3 presented distinct tools for the layout of transistor-level circuits and
regular structured modules respectively. Each of these tools, in turn, contains several components,
where each component performs a single layout task. The components of our transistor level layout
system, SoGOLaR and CODAR, perform placement and routing respectively. By contrast, our
system for regular macro-module generation contains three components, these being devoted to the
tasks of module floor planning, external net routing, and module assembly, respectively.
A key objective of the design mediator is to provide a mechanism that treats each of the
aforementioned layout task components as equal peers. Thus, each component may use the design
mediator to communicate with any of the others, and any component may be selected as a step in
the design path.
To achieve this objective, we use a single data structure, called a layout frame, to represent
layout results in a uniform manner, regardless of what tool or component generated them. A layout
frame for a block includes fields for the positions of all sub-blocks, pins, and wires, as well as the
corresponding layout metrics (i.e. block width and height, wiring length, and wiring capacity). Both
layout state and attribute fields are expressed as interval constraints rather than single values. Any
field in a layout frame may use an estimated value or may be omitted entirely, thereby specifying
an unbounded interval. This capability is essential for storing the results of intermediate layout task
components.
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Name:
Metric:

Buscap

Value:

lower
upper

Width

Height

Weight:
Pin Constraints

Layout State

Figure 4.1: Example of a layout frame.
The layout frame, in turn, forms the basis of that portion of the design mediator devoted
to providing inter-tool communication. The core of this service consists of a database of attempted
layout implementations for the entire module and for each cell in it. The database is accessed by
placing the desired constraints and layout metrics into a layout frame known as the request frame.
When a request is received, the server will first try to match the constraints in the request frame with
the results of a previously handled request. If a match is found, the server simply returns the results
of the attempted implementation, whether successful or unsuccessful. If a layout with the particular
set of attributes requested has not been attempted before, the server dispatches the appropriate tool
and task component to attempt an implementation with the given constraints and then records as
well as returns that result.
The attributes used in frame comparison, namely net-length, density, and area, are metrics
that are meaningful to both the floor planner and cell generator. This allows all frame requests to be
handled in a uniform manner, regardless of what tool originated the request. Storing both successful
and unsuccessful attempts enables the layout tools to communicate not only what layouts have been
already produced but also what metrics do (or do not) result in feasible layout. Collectively, these
properties allow the tools in our system to share information about the emerging layout solution
while imposing minimal restrictions on when or how said sharing should take place. Figure 4.1
illustrates a layout frame.
This latter point is best illustrated through the different ways in which our system uses
the layout database and layout frames. As described throughout Chapter 3, the floor planner uses
the layout database both to establish the range of metrics feasible for a cell and to request a specific
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implementation for use in module assembly. The cell generator may in turn pre-load cells into the
database. This is used either to indicate preferred implementations or to define those layout metrics
that are known to be infeasible. Finally, the design mediator itself uses layout frames both to store
the intermediate results of the layout process and to capture the designer’s constraint specifications
at the start of the process.
Besides the aforementioned tasks, the layout database also plays an essential role in our
strategy for implementing non-sequential design path control. This failure handler portion of the
design mediator is invoked only when the currently chosen floor plan cannot be routed or no longer
meets a specified constraint. Stated briefly, the failure handler’s objective is to restart the layout
process on a design path that will lead to a successful conclusion. To do this, it must first modify
the current design state to avoid a repetition of the actions that resulted in the current unsatisfactory
state and (whenever possible) guide the synthesis tools toward a more promising solution. For these
purposes, the design state consists of the input net-list and the set of constraints that describe the
current layout metrics as well as the current block and pin positions. Except for the input net-list,
which is shared among all the layout tools, all this information is provided to the failure handler by
the synthesis tools using the communications method described above.
We have chosen to formulate the task in terms of transforming the design state, as opposed
to the specifics of the layout process, so that the failure handler can operate independently of the
implementation details of the layout tools. In our formulation, the current design state is simply
a set of constraints that cannot be met. The failure handler focuses on the direct manipulation of
these constraints. Our ability to perform these manipulations is greatly enhanced by our use of a
single layout frame structure to represent said constraints.
The number of layout state constraints (and possible changes thereto) is quite large,
and we have found that actions to correct constraint violations are useful only in a narrow set of
circumstances. Thus, we begin failure handling by attempting to classify the failures present in the
current design state. We group all failures that halt the synthesis process prematurely (e.g. a cell
won’t route) into a single category, while completed layouts that fail to meet one or more constraints
are placed into separate categories based on what constraint(s) were violated. These categories
include the overall width, height, and net-length for the module, as well as the length of each net.
We refer to any change to the current design state by the failure handler as an action.
Formulated in these terms, the objective of the failure handler is to find a set of actions capable
of removing all constraint violations in the current design state; we call such a set a remedy. The
handler first attempts to apply remedies that remove constraints in a straightforward manner. These
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direct remedies are self-contained attempts to produce a failure free design state from the current
one; intuitively, they correspond to applying a “patch” to fix the problem. Direct remedies may
include, for instance, re-routing a single external net or re-synthesizing a cell after slightly altering
its external pin constraints.
Although any type of constraint manipulation can form part of a direct remedy, to be
included in this stage there must be an easy method of determining whether the remedy in fact
removes the constraint violation. A successful direct remedy must also produce a design state
from which the synthesis process can resume where it left off. These restrictions mean that for
some failures, no direct remedy will be found. Even when a potentially successful remedy is
found, applying said remedy may produce a constraint violation of a more difficult to handle type.
Furthermore, not all remedies may be combined; this implies that a set of constraint violations may
have no direct remedy, even when each violation considered individually has a remedy.
Because of the aforementioned problems, direct remedies are insufficient to remove all
possible constraint violations, and design states exist for which no direct remedy is applicable.
Thus, the failure handler also uses remedies that discard a portion of the current design state. We
call these remedies indirect because the failure handler undoes previous work to produce a design
state that is a suitable starting point for re-synthesis, rather than attempting to produce an alternative
solution by itself.
In the design of remedies, we assume that, on each invocation, each tool performs as well
as possible given the set of constraints at its input. Thus, in order for a remedy to reduce a particular
layout metric, there must exist another metric for which a tradeoff is applicable. That is, we never
simply resend the same request to the layout database in the hope of obtaining a better result.
During the course of its application, each remedy may introduce new types of constraint
violations. This implies that the set of potentially useful remedies changes unpredictably as each
remedy is applied. Because we cannot easily undo the application of a remedy, executing even a
simple control sequence (e.g. execute remedy B if remedy A doesn’t correct the failure) requires
that we keep “before” and “after” copies of the entire design state. Thus, implementing a standard
backtracking algorithm for controlling the application of remedies would require exceedingly large
amounts of storage.
To solve these problems, we rely on the layout database to avoid repeating unproductive
remedies. Because failed as well as successful requests are stored there, we can determine whether
a remedy has been applied before by querying the layout database using the design state at the point
where the synthesis process would be restarted. Often, we need only use a subset of the design state
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(usually the part that is altered by the candidate remedy) for the query. By altering the constraints
in the query, we can attain a finer degree of control over remedy acceptance criteria compared to
explicitly checking the design path history.
In altering the inputs to the layout process, we want not only to avoid unnecessary
repetition but to pro-actively improve our chances of finding a successful design path as well. In
part, we accomplish this by changing objective constraints given to the synthesis tools. We use this
mechanism primarily to make tradeoffs among layout metrics. For instance, if a particular cell’s
instantiation is wider than expected, the failure handler may respond by reducing the targeted widths
of other cells in the module.
We have found that changing objectives in a “top-down” fashion is not sufficient to
convey all of the information available to the failure handler. Thus, we also include a “bottomup” mechanism that allows the failure handler (and only the failure handler) to instruct the layout
database to exclude certain candidates from becoming the response to a query. This is implemented
via exclusion templates that specify additional constraints that must be met by the response candidate.
When specifying exclusion templates, the failure handler also specifies (via another template) the
class of templates to which it will apply. Since they work by excluding portions of the set of possible
layouts, both of the aforementioned mechanisms are applied sparingly to avoid excluding the lowest
cost solution. These mechanisms ensure that every failure will be handled by invoking an orderly
sequence of remedies that are progressively more global in scope.
The idea of supporting non-monotonic design paths and flexible inter-tool communication
has been explored in previous layout systems, most notably in Cadre[83] and the Layout Expert
System (LES)[84]. Both systems are comprised of rule-based agents where each agent performs
a layout task. In the Cadre system, communications and control are centralized in a separate
supervisor tool. By contrast, design path control in LES is distributed among the layout agents.
These agents are coupled very tightly via a shared data structure known as a “blackboard”. The
blackboard itself is simply a storage medium that uses a common format; deciding what to store
and what to communicate is entirely up to the layout agents.
As explicitly mentioned in their descriptions, both systems are sufficiently powerful and
general to implement a model of non-sequential tool interaction. However, no such model has been
described in any publication about either system. Instead, emphasis has been placed on describing
the issues that arise when developing rule-based agents for layout tasks. By contrast, our control and
communications model directly result from our desire to use known good algorithms for individual
layout tasks and the lack of an all-encompassing paradigm to bind these tools together.
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The rest of this chapter presents the details of our communications and design path control
models. We begin the next section by describing how layout frames are constructed and used in
layout database queries. We then describe how the synthesis tools are dispatched to handle queries
whose results are not already stored in the database. In the following section, we describe in detail
our failure handling strategies and their implementation. Lastly, we illustrate how the failure handler
and layout database work using both manufactured test cases and actual layouts.

4.1 A Model for Inter-Tool Communications
4.1.1

Overview
For the purposes of modeling and implementing mechanism for tool interaction, we

consider each layout task at both module and cell level to be performed by a distinct tool. This
means that there are a total of five tools in our system, with three tools being devoted to module
level layout and two tools devoted to transistor level layout. The function of each module level tool
may be summarized as follows:
Floor Planner Assigns all cells in the module to relative positions.
Global Router Given a module floor plan, assigns wiring paths for all nets that connect two or
more cells to an unambiguous set of cell boundaries.
Module Assembler Given a floor plan and global routing, propagates the constraints necessary to
synthesize the layouts of each cell such that they may be abutted to form the layout of the
module.
Similarly, the function of each transistor level tool is summarized below:
SoGOLaR Assigns all transistors in the net-list of a cell to unique slots in a Sea-of-Gates template
array.
CODAR Given an assignment of transistors to template slots, wires all nets connecting these
transistors and assigns positions for all external pins of these nets.
Although each tool has a distinct function, they all perform this function on a single
design state, represented by a module net-list and a set of instances representing partially completed
layout results for each of the blocks, sub-blocks and cells in the net-list. Because the pattern of tool
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invocations (i.e. the design path) is not fixed in advance, each of these tool may in fact communicate
the design state to any of the others. In particular, our use of on-demand cell generation means that
the floor planner regularly communicates cell instances to and from the cell generator, even though
some of the instances do not become part of the current design state.
These considerations compel us to develop a single comprehensive model for inter-tool
communication, rather than developing separate customized exchange mechanisms for each pair
of tools. We base our model of inter-tool communications on a common representation of layout
instance information called the layout frame. We thus begin our discussion with a sub-section
that describes the contents of the layout frame data structure and the operations associated with
it. These operations in turn form the basis for the layout database; this being a common method
of storing, accessing, and updating all layout information. All tools in our system, including the
failure handler, access the layout database by constructing a request frame with the desired layout
attributes and invoking a single query routine. The details of this query routine are discussed in the
last sub-section. That discussion does not include certain enhancements that are used exclusively
by the failure handler; these are deferred to the section on failure handling.

4.1.2

The Layout Frame
A layout frame annotates its corresponding block in the net-list with all of the information

necessary to reproduce the layout state it represents. These annotations include the positions of
blocks, pins and wires. A frame also contains fields for layout metrics, including block width and
height, wiring length for each of the nets in the block, and the wiring capacity across the block in
both the vertical and horizontal direction. All of these data are expressed as interval constraints.
Additionally, the frame also contains a weight value for each layout metric interval. Lastly,
the frame has a status field that may assume one of the following values, (SUCCESSFUL, FAILED,
PENDING), to indicate whether the frame represents a successful or failed attempt at layout or a
pending database query.
A layout frame does not contain any explicit indication of what tool(s) produced its
contents. Instead, we provide an operation that determines what tool (module or cell generator)
should be associated with a frame and what finished layout tasks are reflected in its contents. The
former is determined by the level of the net-list hierarchy (module or cell) occupied by the block
described in the frame. The degree of task completion may be found by noting that each tool
modifies the design state by adding constraints to block and/or pin positions in a distinct way.
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The latter observation implies that we can check constraints in a layout frame to determine
whether tasks in the layout process have been finished. At the module level, the floor planner assigns
block positions and assigns the pins for nets that connect blocks to a particular side of the block.
Thus, by checking that all sub-blocks in a (module) frame are assigned fixed positions and all pins of
top-level nets are assigned to a side of their block, we may determine whether that frame completely
specifies a module floor plan. External net routing is considered finished if and only if all external
pins attached to cells are fixed to one of the four sides of that cell, and a cell is considered to have
finished module assembly if and only if those same pins occupy non-overlapping positions. A
similar, but simpler, decision tree exists for cell level frames.
The other essential operation on layout frames (besides storage and retrieval) is constraint
satisfaction checking. Since all constraints are expressed as intervals of non-negative length, a
constraint Ai in frame A is characterized by the pair of values (min(Ai ); max(Ai)). Constraint Ai is

said to satisfy the corresponding constraint Bi in frame B if and only if interval (min(Ai ); max(Ai ))

lies entirely within interval (min(Bi ); max(Bi )). This is true when min(Ai )

>=

min(Bi ) and

max(Ai) <= max(Bi ). We say frame A satisfies frame B if and only if every constraint Ai satisfies

its corresponding constraint Bi . Objects whose position is defined by two dimensions require an
additional check to ensure that they occupy the same position in the other dimension and the same
orientation. For example, a pin position constraint on a block must either occupy the same side of
the block (if it’s a boundary pin) or the same track number and orientation (if it’s an interior pin).

4.1.3

Handling Database Queries
Both of the layout frame operations described above play an essential role in the database

query routine. Recall that any tool can initiate a query by composing a request frame that contains
the desired constraints. The query routine will first try to match the constraints in the request frame
with stored frames that represent the results of previously attempted layout implementations. This
is accomplished using frame satisfaction checking.
The query routine begins by finding all frames that represent successful layouts and satisfy
the request frame. If more than one successful candidate satisfies the request frame, we order them
by computing the weighted sum of layout metric values and return the best one. The weights used in
this calculation are supplied by the request frame. We use the most optimistic value of each layout
metric interval; for all metrics except wiring capacity this is the minimum value. We illustrate an
example of frame selection in the “successful” case in Figure 4.2. In this example, applying the
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Figure 4.2: Example of frame matching.
weights in the request frame causes the layout database to choose the frame with the greatest wiring
capacity from the two qualifying candidates.
If no successful candidates are found, we then search the frames that represent previous
and failed layout attempts. The condition for selecting frames that represent layout failure is the
inverse of the one used to select successful layouts. That is, a layout frame that represents a failed
attempt is selected if the request frame satisfies it. Unlike the search for frames that represent
successful layouts, we do not attempt to find more than one frame representing a failed layout
attempt, nor do we attach any ordering or preference to such frames. Instead, the database simply
selects the first suitable candidate it encounters.
If a layout with the particular set of attributes requested has not been attempted before (i.e.
no stored frame is found), the request frame is sent to the synthesis initiation routine. This routine
must select one of the five layout task components in our system (SoGOLaR, CODAR, module
floor planner, external net router or assembler) as the starting point for synthesis. The layout state
analysis routine described in the previous section is invoked to determine the tool that corresponds
to the correct level of the net-list hierarchy (cell versus module) and the extent to which the layout
state constraints in the request frame indicate that layout tasks have already been completed. After
eliminating the tools whose task is already done, the query routine selects the “first” tool whose
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synthesis task is not already done, where the ordering of tools is given by the normal, sequential
design path. Given this selection, the routine then translates the constraint information in the request
frame to a format suitable for the selected tool’s input.
The flexibility of this dispatching mechanism allows us to accommodate all access to the
synthesis tools through the request function of the layout database. Indeed, our system is initialized
by reading in user specified constraints and then creating a request frame with those inputs and
sending it to the layout database.
Once initiated, the layout synthesis process may proceed without interacting with the
design mediator. When results are returned to the query routine, the routine checks whether
the output represents a complete layout (as opposed to an intermediate result) and whether the
results satisfy the constraints specified in the request frame. Successful intermediate results are
recorded as a separate frame with a “PENDING” status. If said frame represents the top-level
block of the module, it is recorded as the current design state. Successful final results are given
the “SUCCEEDED” status, added to the database, and returned to the originator of the request.
In the absence of a pro-active failure handling strategy, any failure, whether in the final or in an
intermediate result, is recorded in the database and returned with a “FAILED” status.
Lastly, the entire dispatch mechanism may be overridden on a per request basis by the
originator of the query. If an override is applied, no results are stored in the database, and the request
frame will be returned as if the requested layout had been attempted and failed.

4.2 A Strategy for Failure Handling
The nominal “record and return” failure handling approach presented in the previous
section is sufficient for our system to function, and we use exactly that approach for the output of
the cell generator. The use of on-demand cell generation by the module synthesis process means that
in some circumstances, such as establishing feasible module heights, a negative result is a perfectly
acceptable part of the process.
However, using the same “record and return” approach at the module level greatly reduces
the effectiveness of our system. For instance, a failure of a cell to route in the module assembly stage
would cause the entire module assembler process to halt, since the module assembler required those
exact pin position constraints. That failure would then recorded and passed along to the invoking
tool, which in this case is the human designer. Thus, in this example the failure of a single cell
could halt the entire layout synthesis process.
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We now describe our strategy for dealing with this problem. The input to the failure
handler is a design state with one or more constraint violations. The handler is also supplied with
information on what layout task invoked the failure handler and whether that task did in fact finish.
Based on this information, the design state is assigned to one of the three components
(one for each layout task). Each component uses a unique set of actions on which its remedies are
based. These remedies are applied until the layout task finishes with no constraint violations or
until all applicable remedies are exhausted. In the latter case, the design state is passed to the failure
handler component that corresponds to the predecessor task in the “normal” design path.
Another reason for organizing the failure handler into components is that the chances
of finding a solution are enhanced by using information from the current design state to alter the
objective constraints sent to the synthesis tool and/or exclude certain cells from the new solution via
the use of exclusion templates. We have found it impossible to provide this feedback information
when rolling back a very late stage design to a very early one in a single step.
Although the components of our failure handler are separate and largely self-contained,
they do share a common strategy for controlling the application of remedies. We thus begin
our discussion with a sub-section describing this strategy. We then devote a subsection to each
component of the failure handler, emphasizing the details of actions and remedies, and how feedback
information is generated.

4.2.1

Controlling the Application of Remedies
Once a design state has been assigned to a particular component of the failure handler,

we first attempt to classify all constraint violations present. All design states for which the current
layout task did not finish are placed in a single category. If the design state represents a layout task
that did finish, each constraint violation found is assigned its own category.
In the failure handler, each remedy is classified by the types of constraint it impacts. The
handler uses this classification to select all remedies that impact the types of constraint that have
been violated. The handler further sorts the eligible remedies into indirect and direct types, with
the direct remedies being applied first.
A key distinguishing feature of direct remedies is that it is possible to directly determine
the effects of applying them. Thus, the failure handler can choose whether to apply a direct remedy
based on an evaluation of its effects. In general, a direct remedy is accepted if and only if it reduces
the magnitude of at least one constraint violation and does not increase the magnitude of any other
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violation.
The single exception to this “greedy” criterion occurs when the layout task did not finish.
In this case, the failure handler gives top priority to direct remedies that allow the completion of
the current layout task, regardless of the effects on layout metrics. For instance, if a particular cell
in the module assembly task will not route, we will add width to that cell if that remedy will allow
the cell to route, even though adding width may make the module excessively wide or make a net
excessively long. We check all direct remedies before applying any with a side effect.
If no combination of direct remedies produces a violation-free state, we must undo some
the work done by the invoking tool in order to find a state where the synthesis process can be restarted.
We call such a remedy indirect because it does not correct the constraint violation directly. Instead,
the objective is to restart the synthesis tool that invoked the failure in a state sufficiently different
from the previous starting state so that it can avoid re-creating the original constraint violation.
We use essentially the same criterion to evaluate indirect remedies as for direct ones. This
evaluation is complicated by the fact that an indirect remedy relinquishes control over the design
state to the synthesis tool without knowing whether the remedy applied will in fact work. Thus,
to check the effects of applying an indirect remedy, we must keep a copy of the design state that
existed before the remedy was applied. We make this check after direct remedies have been applied
to the prospective design state but before any indirect remedies are applied.
Since we don’t accept remedies that exacerbate any constraint violations, this “before”
state corresponds to the best design state encountered by this particular component of the failure
handler. Furthermore, no additions will be made to the set of applicable indirect remedies, even
if a new best state is found. Thus, on complete design states (i.e. states for which the layout task
did finish), the net effect of this portion of the failure handler is to apply a sequence of remedies to
greedily improve an existing design state and reject all others. On incomplete design states it means
that no remedy is accepted if it undoes work that was finished in the previous design state.
When all applicable remedies have been tried at least once, we attempt to re-apply those
indirect remedies that were initially rejected. In this step, we accept a remedy if and only if
it resolves all constraint violations in the “best” design state. Unlike with previous steps, these
remedies may introduce new constraint violations, so long as all of the old violations are removed.
This complicates the determination of whether remedies are being applied in a repeated manner.
To prevent an infinite loop in which we repeatedly resolve one set of constraints while introducing
another, we maintain a count of the number of times a new constraint violation is introduced. We
use a separate count for each category, in no case have we found it productive to allow more than
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two violations in any category. Some restrictions are placed on the re-application of remedies. For
instance, in no case will we replace a design state whose layout task is complete with an unfinished
state. Also, no design state that violates position constraints specified by the designer is accepted.
If all indirect remedies applicable to a particular failure have been applied, we invoke the
tool that is the predecessor to the invoking one in the normal (i.e. failure-free) process. As with
the indirect remedies, we must ensure that the new invocation contains sufficient information about
previous failures to avoid repeating the failed design path. Because the tool to be invoked differs
from the tool producing the failure information, we must develop rules of inference to translate
the information and bridge the gap. For instance, a net that is too long during cell assembly is
marked for rip-up and re-route if and when the global routing stage is called. The details of how
this feedback is generated and used are given in the sub-sections devoted to each failure handler
component.

4.2.2

Handling Module Assembly Failures
The input to this stage is a layout that reflects a partially assembled module or a fully

completed module layout that does not meet constraints. As discussed in the introductory section
of this chapter, the categories of possible constraint violations include the overall module width,
height, and net-length, as well as the length of each net.
As discussed in Chapter 3, in the module assembly step cells are synthesized one at a
time, and the external pin positions of each newly synthesized cell help determine the next cell to
be synthesized. This means that each cell generator is allowed to select the positions of some of
the pins in the cell, while those pins connecting to previously synthesized cells are fixed. Thus the
results (and possibly the completion) of the module assembly step are somewhat dependent on the
order in which cells are synthesized, particularly the choice of which cell is first to be synthesized.
Not surprisingly, all of the remedies employed in this component of the failure handler
rely on re-synthesizing cells. This action is applied in at least three separate remedies for each
failure type. The remedies are distinguished by the degree to which fixed pin constraints on a cell
are relaxed and whether the order of cells chosen for module assembly is altered.
Although some type of re-synthesis remedy is applied to every failure type, we focus
our discussion on the handling of incomplete layouts (i.e. layouts for which a cell could not be
generated with the pin constraints given by the assembler). Since we assign top priority to finishing
incomplete layouts, every remedy available to this component of the failure handler is selected for
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this failure type. Thus, the discussion of the handling of incomplete layouts is illustrative of the
handling of all other failure types.
Because module assembly is performed by synthesizing one cell at a time, any incomplete
layout in this stage will contain exactly one cell for which synthesis was attempted and failed. This
cell is referred to as the target cell; it is the focal point of our re-synthesis attempts. One or more
boundary edges of the target cell will border on cells that have already have been synthesized. Pins
on these boundaries have their positions assigned to match the corresponding pin on the previously
synthesized cells. The positions of pins not bordering previously synthesized cells are assigned
during synthesis of the target cell.
The first and only applicable direct remedy for incomplete layouts is to attempt to re-route
the target cell. During re-routing, we allow the fixed pins on the target cell to assume any position
on the common cell boundary that preserves the order given by the previously synthesized cells. If
the cell can be re-routed, the handler uses the newly altered pin positions along with the previously
fixed pins to re-route the cells that are on the common boundary with the target cell and have already
been synthesized. If these cells can be subsequently re-routed, the handler makes the new cells part
of the current design state and resumes the module assembly process.
This particular remedy terminates if the target cell could not be re-routed. However, we
do not terminate this remedy if changing the pin positions of the adjacent and previously synthesized
cells causes them to fail to be re-route. Instead, we make one last attempt to re-route the target cell.
Those pins on the target cell that connect to adjacent cells that were not re-routed successfully use
the positions derived from the previous (i.e. synthesized) versions of those cells. The remainder
of the pins are fixed in the positions derived from the routed version of the target cell. This direct
remedy is either accepted or rejected based on whether this re-routing attempt succeeds or fails.
This remedy is illustrated in Figure 4.3.
At first glance, this re-routing attempt would appear to be guaranteed to fail because it is
more constrained than the original synthesis attempt. However, this is not the case when a pair of
pins are constrained to lie collinearly on opposite edges of the cell. The original synthesis problem
retained both the collinearity constraint (derived from the need to replicate the cell) and the fixed
pin positions derived from the adjacent yet different cell. In the re-routing attempt, we relax the
collinearity constraint.
The net effect of our re-routing attempt is to create a customized cell instance within an
array of like cells. This is most useful for cells at the end of an array, i.e. those cells that border
different cells on opposite sides as opposed to having the same cell on two opposite sides. Those
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Figure 4.3: Applying the cell re-routing remedy: a) Current design state with C0 as the target cell,
b) Alternate version of C0 , c) Version of C0 generated if cell B1 fails to re-synthesize.
portions of the cell boundary that actually border on another instance of the same cell have their
pin positions derived from the routable version of the target cell. This maximizes the chances
synthesizing the “core” instance of the cell when the “end” instance of the array is synthesized first.
If a cell that is horizontally adjacent to the target cell must revert to a previous version, we
also add width (columns) of routing space to the target cell on the boundary with the horizontally
adjacent cell. To determine the number of columns needed, we model the space between the cells
as a vertical channel. The original pin positions of the previously synthesized cell form one edge
of the channel, the pin positions of the version of the target cell that did route are used for the other
edge. The number of columns added is simply the density of that channel.
If the aforementioned direct remedy does not succeed, we next attempt a sequence of
indirect remedies. Each of these remedies is an attempt to restart module assembly beginning with
the cell that failed re-synthesis. These attempts differ from the direct remedy in two ways: we are no
longer using the pin ordering derived from previously synthesized cells, and each cell re-synthesis
attempt includes finding another placement of transistors.
The first indirect remedy in our sequence selectively removes pin ordering constraints for
only those pins on boundaries that border on cells in the same function slice. Pins that connect to
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Figure 4.4: Applying the cell re-synthesis remedy: a) Current design state with C0 as the target
cell, b) Re-synthesizing bit slice containing C0, c) Restarting module assembly beginning with C0 .
previously synthesized cells on other function slices still derive a fixed position from those cells. If
the target cell can be re-synthesized, we create a design state that includes the layout of the target
cell as well as all of the previously synthesized cells in other function slices. We then pass our new
design state to the module assembler and re-invoke it.
If the aforementioned remedy fails, our next remedy consists of re-synthesizing the target
cell using the same pin constraints described above, but with the addition of columns of routing
space to the target cell. Because we may have no fully routed version of the target cell, we base
our estimate of congestion on the positions of transistors and external pins. For the upper and
lower cell boundaries, we compute the number of columns needed to place one column between
any pair of pins (or alternatively, a pin and the end of the cell) that are separated by less than three
columns. For each row of transistors, we compute the number of columns needed to ensure that
every unbroken strip of diffusion is no more than three columns long. The number of columns
added is the maximum of these values.
The last two indirect remedies applied proceed in the same manner as the first two, except
that we relax pin ordering constraints for all sides of the target cell. Because the new version of the
target cell may have pin positions incompatible with any of the adjacent cells, in these remedies we
discard the previous layouts of all cells except the target cell before restarting the module assembler.
We illustrate the first and third indirect remedies in Figure 4.4.
As with the direct remedies, each of the four indirect remedies may be rejected either
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because the indicated re-synthesis of the target cell fails or because restarting the module assembler
beginning with the target cell does not result in more cells finishing synthesis than were present
in the previous design state. After each remedy is applied and rejected, the failure handler makes
a special record of whether the remedy was in fact rejected because of failure to re-synthesize the
target cell.
If the current design state remains incomplete after all indirect remedies have been applied,
the handler will pass the current best design state to the component of the failure handler that alters
external net routing. Before making this transfer, we reduce the maximum wiring capacity metric
for the cell. This represents a final effort to make the target cell routable by forcing a reduction in
the number of external wires passing through it. The reduction is accomplished via the exclusion
template mechanism described in the layout database section.
We use the aforementioned record of re-synthesis attempts on the target cell to determine
in which direction the capacity reduction will be applied. Here we distinguish three cases. If the
target cell was able to be re-synthesized during one of the first two remedies (i.e. with fixed pins for
all previously synthesized cells in other function slices), we reduce wiring capacity in the vertical
direction. If the target cell was re-synthesized only during application of the last two remedies, we
reduce the horizontal capacity of the cell. Lastly, if the target cell was not re-synthesized at all,
we make our adjustment in the direction of greatest congestion. In all cases, we make the capacity
reduction large enough so that the current wiring in that direction will exceed the new capacity of
the cell by one.
Because our primary objective in applying the aforementioned remedies has been to finish
the layout, it is possible for the completed layout to contain constraint violations, even when the
failure handler assisted in finishing the layout. In particular, this condition may arise because
width was added to a particular cell to get it to route with previously synthesized function slices
(e.g. the second indirect remedy available was successfully applied). For this condition, the only
remedy available is to re-start module assembly again from scratch and beginning with the cell that
originally had width added to it1. This corresponds to applying the third remedy in the sequence
applied to incomplete layouts, we apply it once to each cell that had width added to it. This remedy
may also be applied to reducing the net-length of the module, albeit with limited effect. Reducing
the width of the module only reduces horizontal net-length, and only a fraction (typically one-half)
of a cell’s wiring is in that direction.
1

This is also tracked by the failure handler
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A further application of re-synthesis remedies to complete layouts involves adjusting the
dimensions of the module by creating different shapes for control cells. For instance, if a module
is too tall, we attempt to reduce its height by re-synthesizing the control cell(s) in the tallest bit
slice to make them shorter but wider. The width increase allowed for the new cells is determined
by the amount of slack in the width constraint for the module and the number of function slices this
remedy must be applied to (i.e. the number of function slices with the tallest height).
We first attempt this re-synthesis as a direct remedy, i.e. we use the pin positions from
each cell’s previous version. If that fails to sufficiently reduce the module height, we next attempt
to re-synthesize the control cell(s) closest to the data block. In this remedy, for each cell in the
target function slice, only those pins that connect to other function slices retain fixed positions. We
apply this remedy at most twice, once for the cell just above and below the data block. A similar
re-synthesis sequence is applied to create taller yet thinner control cells in those (relatively rare)
cases where the widest cell in a function slice is a control cell rather than a data cell.
The set of remedies described above does not cover all possible constraint violations that
may occur in completed layouts. For instance, other than the width reduction remedy described
above, we have no remedy in this component of the failure handler that can reliably reduce module
net-length. This is partly due to the fact that, when re-synthesizing a cell, there exists no layout
attribute that can be traded off to reduce net-length. Thus, in many cases constraint violations will
remain in complete layouts after all re-synthesis remedies have been tried. These layouts are passed
to the global routing component of the failure handler.

4.2.3

Handling Global Routing Failures
The re-synthesis remedies described in the previous sub-section do modify the module’s

external wiring to the extent that external pins may assume any synthesizable order and position
along the cell boundary. However, we have found that these remedies are not especially effective
when dealing with failures directly associated with module wiring (i.e. single external net too long,
total module net-length too great, or insufficient external wiring capacity in a cell). To handle
these types of failures, we have developed a separate failure handling component that may re-route
external wires to any suitable location in the module.
As was the case with module assembly failures, we assign top priority to finishing the
global routing task in cases where the routing is incomplete. We consider the global task if any
combination of the constraint violations listed below is present in the current design state:
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One or more nets do not have a global routing.



The global routing of one or more nets exceeds its length constraint.



The global routing exceeds the wiring capacity of one or more cells.
Only the first violation listed above is produced directly by failure of the global router;

the latter two occur in design states that are passed to this component from the module assembly
failure handler. Net-length constraints occur only because adding width to a cell during re-synthesis
increases the length of nets that traverse the cell horizontally. Similarly, a cell boundary will be
overloaded only because the module assembly component of the failure handler reduced the cell’s
wiring capacity.
Regardless of where these violations originated, our first remedy involves re-invoking
the global router in attempt to route (or, if the net is too long, re-route) all nets that violated
constraints. To this end, we rip-up (i.e. remove the global routing of) all nets that exceeded their
length constraint. To give the global router some flexibility in selecting new routes, we also rip-up
all nets that are “irregular”, i.e. all nets that have pins in three or more separate bit slices and three or
more separate function slices. The remaining nets are allowed to keep their original global routing.
Recall from Chapter 3 that, because our global router works on one net at a time, nets
routed later face a more capacity constrained module than nets routed earlier. We thus give highest
weight (i.e. top priority in re-routing) to those nets that are not routed in the current design state.
Next in priority are those nets that did route but exceeded their length constraint, while the irregular
nets that did route within constraints are last to be routed in the re-invocation. This re-shuffling
of the net routing order is designed to maximize the chances of routing nets that did not route
originally, thereby undoing the effects of net ordering in the previous global router invocation.
This invocation of the global router is applied as an indirect remedy. If the previous design
state contained a cell whose wiring capacity was overloaded, we unconditionally accept the design
state that results from re-invoking the global router. Otherwise, we choose the state with the greatest
the number of routed nets. In this evaluation, nets in the previous design state that exceeded their
length constraint are counted as not having been routed.
If any nets still have not been routed, we next attempt to create sufficient space for the
unrouted nets. Our approach to adding routing space is to explicitly re-route nets that are passing
through cells to the outside of them. Our objective is to displace nets in ways that open straight
paths through the congested region inside the bounding box of each unrouted net.
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We begin by examining unrouted nets whose bounding box contains regions of congestion
due to vertically routed nets. Our re-routing operation attempts to place one of these vertical nets
into one of the two regions immediately to the left or right of the function slice it is currently passing
through. For each bounding box, we examine each vertical net (or set thereof) that passes through
the congested region, beginning with nets nearest the center of the unrouted net’s bounding box and
working outward.
When a net is displaced, all of the connections made to cells now enter from the left or
right side of a cell rather than from the top or bottom. Thus, a net can only be displaced if the
left (or right) boundary of each cell to which it connects has enough room. Since this horizontal
connection is “local” (i.e. it does not traverse a cell), it may use the space in the center of the row
reserved for connections between adjacent cells. A vertical net also must have sufficient slack in its
length constraint to allow these horizontal connections; this is estimated to be one-half the width of
each cell to which it connects.
This stage succeeds if at least one path is found for each unrouted net and fails if we
find a region for which no net can be displaced because of its length constraint. However, in most
situations we have found that it is a lack of wiring capacity at the left or right boundaries of cells
that prevents nets from being displaced to create paths. We resolve this interdependency in space
allocation by computing every distinct2 combination of cell capacity reductions that will allow a
net to be displaced. Although for arbitrary wiring patterns the number of such combinations can be
quite large, in regular modules this number is manageable. This is because most nets in function
slices connect to the same set of bit slices and few nets span more than one function slice.
The aforementioned cell locations are combined with the cells whose congestion blocks
potential horizontal (i.e. left to right) paths for unrouted nets. Together, these locations guide the
selection of nets for vertical displacement.
The procedure for displacing nets up or down differs from horizontal (i.e. left/right)
displacement in several ways. Because space between bit slices may be added only in the large
increment of a row, our approach is to add rows in as few locations as possible and then displace
nets large distances to fill up the empty row. Connections to cells are no longer local but must cross
several intervening cells as well. Typically, there isn’t enough vertical capacity in each cell to allow
these connections to pass through them. Thus, the connections are made by a vertical segment that
runs alongside the cell combined with a horizontal local jog into the cell. Here we are free to choose
2

A combination is distinct if and only if it is not a superset of another combination.
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Figure 4.5: Adding routing space by displacing nets.
the least congested side (left or right) of the cell for each connections. By contrast, in nets that
are left/right displaced all connections must enter from the side that is chosen. In Figure 4.5, we
illustrate both up/down and left/right net displacement.
As with horizontal displacement, we begin by searching the nets located in the bounding
box of unrouted nets. Here the objective is to find the nets that may be displaced the furthest
from the congested regions in each direction (up or down). By intersecting these regions, we can
determine both the number of rows and the set of acceptable locations for these rows.
We then process the list of location combinations that allow additional left/right displacements, beginning with combinations of shortest length. This process ends when we have found
a set of nets that, when vertically displaced, in turn allow a sufficient number of horizontal displacements. Each displacement chosen may reduce the capacity of several cells, thereby bringing
several vertical nets a step closer to displacement. This implies that our method of choosing nets
for vertical displacement does not necessarily yield the set with minimum cardinality.
The addition of nets to be vertically displaced triggers a further editing of the set of valid
row locations. If the number of additional nets exceeds the amount of added wiring capacity, or if
the set of valid row locations is empty, we add more rows by performing another iteration of our
region intersection algorithm.
As a final check, we ensure that the number of rows selected doesn’t violate the module
height constraint or cause any net to exceed its length constraint. If adding a row causes a net to
exceed its length constraint, we first attempt to change the location of rows to avoid the net. We
next check whether multiple segments of the net cross the region, if so and the violation is only
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the length of the “extra” segments, we rip-up that net. Otherwise, we reduce the number of rows
added to that needed exclusively for horizontal congestion relief. If the number of rows cannot be
lowered, or the reduction fails to remove the violation, the remedy terminates.
If a module height constraint is violated, our only recourse is to attempt the control resynthesis described in the previous sub-section. Otherwise, we must reduce the number of rows as
in the case for the net-length constraint.
If all checks are passed, the new design state becomes input to a new invocation of the
global router. Regardless of whether or not all nets are now routed, the results are passed to a
post-processing stage in which we replace nets which were originally re-routed. This replacement
attempts to reduce module width and the length of nets that exceed their constraint because of
space created between function slices. The post-processing stage does not attempt to resolve any
interdependencies in the replacement, we simply move one net at a time. We emphasize regions
where nets have their length constraint exceeded, we look at horizontal nets first because they are
most likely to have two or more vertical segments passing through the region. We then look at
vertical nets passing through these regions, returning to horizontal nets if all net-length constraints
are satisfied but the module is still too wide or tall. This post-processing step is also applied to all
completed global routings that violate any of these constraints, and it is the only remedy applied to
this state.
If no constraint violations remain, the design state is passed to the module assembly stage,
otherwise it is passed to the component that handles floor planning failures. Before handing a design
state to the failure handler, we make some alterations that reflect the information we have gathered
regarding constraint violations. For instance, if unrouted nets are present in the current design state,
we use exclusion templates to reduce the capacity of each cell that is full and is in the bounding box
of said net.
When the source of a constraint violation cannot be narrowed down to a cell, we adjust
the constraints given to the floor planner to compensate for the underestimation. For instance, in
cases where adding routing space causes violations of the module width and/or height constraint, we
simply subtract from the current constraint the amount by which the constraint was violated. This
adjustment is also used for net-length constraint violations; the amount of the adjustment depends
on whether the net was in fact routed. For unrouted nets, we simply subtract from the constraint the
amount by which the current bounding box of the net exceeds it. For routed nets, we also multiply
the previous constraint by the ratio of the bounding box length of the net to its routed length. We
then choose whichever value is smaller than the current constraint; if both values are smaller we
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take their maximum.

4.2.4

Handling Floor Planning Failures
In the previous two components of the failure handler, our failure handling strategy has

served to augment the heuristic algorithms used in the corresponding synthesis steps. This approach
is not appropriate for handling failures in the floor planner, because the floor planner algorithm is
exact in the sense that all relative placements and shapes are included in the search space.
For design states that represent complete floor plans that violate constraints, and for
states received from the global routing failure handling component3 our remedy is to search for a
new floor plan. Because all adjustments in objective constraints made to the design state involve
tightening constraints, floor plans that were previously selected for routing and module assembly
and subsequently rejected need not be searched again. Thus, we must re-invoked the floor planner
to find those floor plans that had higher cost than the ones already selected. Such floor plans are
stored in the floor planner’s internal data structure as partial solutions. Because the queue of partial
solutions is large and required a long time to compute, we preserve it by suspending rather than
terminating the floor planner process when it is not active.
Because the floor planner search stage can apply any constraint in its evaluation of (partial)
solutions, we may pass the design state directly to the floor planner without any pre-processing.
However, the floor planner may not be able to simply resume execution using the existing queue
of partial solutions if the estimates of cell metrics on which the queue ordering was based have
changed. Currently, the only changes that require this adjustment are changes made to the estimated
width of cells. This adjustment is accomplished by the floor planner via the width adjustment
algorithm described in Chapter 3.
If the design state does not represent a complete floor plan (i.e. the floor planner did not
finish), our only recourse is to attempt to expand the floor planner’s search space. One method we
have found to accomplish this is to extend the range of floor plan shapes available. We do this by
extending the basic shape finding algorithm described in Chapter 3 by introducing the ability to
generate non-uniform bit slices. In turn, said bit slices allow us to generate datapaths whose bit
slices each process n bits in cases where the total number of bits processed by the module (N ) is
not an even multiple of n. To do this, we must add to the existing block of bit slices a bit slice
(or combination thereof) that processes the “remainder” bits (i.e. processes N mod n bits). When
3

Because the global routing failure handling component doesn’t undo any portion of the placement, these states may
be considered equivalent.
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available, we use information about the relative placement of bit slices to select bit slices that are
on the edges of the module for this alteration.
Initially, we enforce the constraint that the new bit slices be no wider than the cells in the
main block, and we only look at aspect ratios for which this condition is most likely to hold. For
instance, if a module is to process fifteen bits and we wish to have the main block consists of cells
that are three rows tall and process two bits, then when querying the layout database for cells for the
“remainder” bit slice we will ask for cells that are two rows tall and process one bit. Only if such
a cell cannot be synthesized (or the module height constraint would be violated) will we consider
cells with one row per bit. In all cases, the sum of cell widths (i.e. the width of the bit slice) must
be narrow enough to satisfy the module’s width constraint.
If all of the cells for the new shape can be synthesized by the cell, we will re-invoke the
floor planner. Because the net-list of the module has been altered, the failure handler will terminate
the floor planner process, causing it to begin again from scratch. No special processing is needed
to cause the floor planner to build floor plans with the new shape; the presence of the synthesized
cells in the layout database is sufficient.

4.3 Results
The design mediator plays an integral role in our layout system, and its work is reflected
in the results presented in Chapter 3. To isolate its effects, we must therefore analyze the details of
how the datapath results in Chapter 3 were obtained.
For instance, we have found that the floor plan chosen in Chapter 3 and illustrated in
Figure 3.8 was not the first complete solution found by the floor planner. Said solution, illustrated in
Figure 4.6, appeared first because it has a lower external net-length than the solution in Figure 3.8.
However, the cell synthesis step performed by the floor planner just before global routing revealed
that the cells associated with this solution had a higher internal net-length than originally estimated.
In particular, the shifter’s internal net-length increases greatly when all three external connection
must go to one side, and the added congestion due to external wires passing through the multiplexor
increased its net-length as well. As described in Chapter 3, this added net-length increment is used
by the floor planner as a bound for a continued search of the queue of partial solution. It is this
search step that yielded the final placement.
Looking specifically at failure handling policies, we have found that their most pronounced
effect is to increase the system’s ability to produce complete layout by reducing the dependence
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of the module assembler on the order in which cells are chosen for synthesis. Looking at the six
layouts presented in Chapter 3 (three shapes for two kinds of templates), we found that only two of
them, namely the layouts with a height of one row per bit, could be completed without intervention
from the failure handler. Of the remaining four cases, three were resolved by re-synthesizing the
register file and shifter function slices while adding width to them was sufficient to complete module
assembly. In all cases, the added width was needed to resolve congestion due to vertical nets. In
the remaining case, namely the dense gate isolation template layout with three rows per two bits,
synthesis halted with the shifter cell, and the layout could only be completed by employing the
indirect remedy of restarting module assembly with this cell. Applying this remedy allowed the
shifter to reverse the order of one pair of pins on one bus, and this was sufficient to complete the
layout.
We also observed that, in one layout, namely the loose gate isolation template with a three
rows per two bits height, module assembly will not complete when the shifter is chosen as the first
cell to be synthesized. Thus, simply changing the heuristic that chooses an initial cell for module
assembly does not necessarily resolve order dependence problems.
Recall that in Chapter 3 we adjusted the template height to guarantee that all external
wiring would be routed inside the cells. This precludes the failure handler from employing the
remedy of adding rows of space to accommodate horizontal external nets. To exercise this portion
of the failure handler, we generated new versions of our datapath layouts using templates with two
fewer free tracks than the values given given in Table 3.3. We found that layouts with added rows
have a larger area (7 to 12 percent) despite the use of shorter templates. This is because the decrease
in template height due to shorter templates is offset by the added width needed for local connections
and by the fact that not all added rows could be completely filled with wires.
Unfortunately, we were not able to exercise all portions of the failure handler either by
varying template height or by artificially generating datapath net-lists in the manner described in
Chapter 3. For instance, despite the need to add width to several cells, we were unable to reduce the
width of the module by using the left/right displacement of vertical nets. This is because most of the
vertical nets in our example either connect to two adjacent bit slices or to all cells in a function slice.
The former type of net isn’t long enough to benefit from displacement, and the latter requires too
many horizontal local connections. Also, the effects of pin ordering on module assembly are limited
for pins that are on sides parallel to the transistor rows (i.e. left and right sides). A full evaluation of
this effect would require datapath net-lists with non-uniform bit slices and/or complicated control
cells. We were not able to find any actual datapath examples that contained these kinds of circuits.
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A further consequence of this is that we are unable to determine conclusively whether a strictly
greedy acceptance criterion for remedies is sufficient to find all favorable design paths.
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Chapter 5

Summary and Conclusions
Most existing layout systems address tool interdependency issues indirectly through the
development and improvement of specific algorithms. Wherever possible, the interfaces between
tools are made as simple as possible, even at the expense of making the tools at each end of the
interface more complicated.
Inspired by the non-sequential way in which human designers tackle several layout tasks
in parallel when trying to optimize a particular layout, we have created a prototype layout system that
permits us to study different interaction strategies and communication mechanisms. This system
achieves the high degree of tool interaction necessary to perform the layout synthesis of regular
macro-modules in the Sea-of-Gates layout style.
Our system overcomes the limitations of previous automated methods for the layout of
regular macro-modules (i.e. cell assemblers) by implementing a general and flexible layout model.
To implement this model, the floor planner in our system must decide not only the relative placement
of function blocks that minimizes the wiring among them but also the alignment and aspect ratio
for each block that maximizes the amount of wiring that can be routed by abutment. Because
the external wiring passes through each cell, the floor planner must also ensure that the external
wiring load through each cell is distributed such that its layout can be completed. To fully use this
flexibility, our algorithms for floor planning and external net routing are designed to accommodate
an arbitrary degree of non-regularity in the module, yet are optimized for regular modules.
The floor planner makes use of the SoGOLaR[46] cell generator to provide customized
cell layouts at the transistor level to match particular aspect and pin position constraints. SoGOLaR
uses a flexible placement strategy where transistors are first grouped into P/N pairs and then placed
on a symbolic grid using a cost function that takes into account both diffusion sharing and wiring
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length. This approach eliminates the need for any hierarchy in the transistor net-list, and is flexible
enough to accommodate different styles of Sea-of-Gates templates. We have used this flexibility to
obtain data on the tradeoffs involved in selecting different styles of Sea-of-Gates templates.
The synthesis elements of our system are bound together by a separate component for
handling inter-tool communication and design path control. The communications mechanism allows
communication among all the layout synthesis task components and also provides a database of
layout attempts in which both successful and failed layouts are stored. Because the number of
potential design states is not large, our layout database uses simple algorithms for storage and
retrieval.
Our approach to design path control is to intervene in the “normal” sequential design
path for the module (i.e. floor planning, external net routing, cell assembly) only when one of the
aforementioned tasks cannot complete, or the result does not meet the specified constraints. Our
method of failure handling can either “patch” or, if necessary, gracefully roll back layouts that fail
to meet specified constraints. The handler selects remedies using a “greedy” approach that requires
far less storage and is far more goal-directed than standard backtracking. As such, our approach
represents an intermediate point (in terms of flexibility and complexity) between a strictly sequential
layout process and performing layout with a general set of peer agents with no model specifying
the order in which they should be called.
Unfortunately, in the design and implementation of remedies we were unable to exploit the
full generality afforded by our communications mechanism. For instance, we found it very difficult
to design remedies that move directly from a late stage in module layout (i.e. module assembly)
to an early one (i.e. floor planning). Similarly, almost all meaningful exchanges of feedback
information occurred between tools that are adjacent to one another in the normal sequential design
process. Furthermore, the remedies that were used most often in our system were local remedies
that apply to a single cell. Lastly, we have found that the design of remedies, while not tied to
the specific implementation of the synthesis tools, are in fact influenced by the properties of the
synthesis algorithms.
Despite this apparent limitation, we believe our approach represents a useful method for
organizing a group of interacting design synthesis tools. In developing an explicit representation
of items to be communicated, and an explicit approach to failure handling, one can confront the
most important issues related to tool interaction while not precluding creative methods of resolving
them. Although we have used the relatively simple design domain of VLSI layout to demonstrate its
feasibility, we believe our approach would prove even more valuable in design domains that contain
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a wider variety of synthesis approaches, objectives, evaluation methods and design concerns.
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